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BC prepares for the Frankenstorm, classes cancelled Monday
BY DAVID COTE
News Editor
Boston College has begun hunkering
down alongwith the rest of the East Coast
in anticipation of what could be the most
damaging storm in 100 years if current
forecasts are correct.
Classes were cancelled today after an
announcement last night via the University?s emergencynotification system.

Over the last week, the Officeof Emergency Management (OEM) has been
preparing for the storm in collaboration
with the National Weather Service and
Eagle EMS, BC?s student-run volunteer
emergencymedical service.
?We have been coordinating the University?s preparations through a variety of

ing emergencychecklistsand procedures,?
said JohnTommaney, directorof the OEM.
?Examples of actions we have already undertakeninclude preparing all emergency
equipment, such as pumps, generators,
chainsaws, and other items, to be ready

?Dining Services has inventoried food
supplies and increased capacity in anticipation of the storm,? Tommaney said.

conference calls, meetings, and updates
to discuss what actions are needed to be

only equipment, however. The OEM has
also prepared campus for the impending

?Facilities is keeping storm drains clear,
securing outdoor areas, and lining up additionalemergency service contractors to
assist with items such as tree removal. We
are prepared to implement additional steps
as needed.?
Last night, Governor Deval Patrick is-

prepared for this event, and implement-

storm.

sued a

for use.?
Preparation has not been limited to

statement

officeson Monday,and urging schools
and private businesses to close as well.
In anticipation of the storm, the University issued a parking advisory Friday
afternoon, warning students with vehicles
to avoid parking in flood prone areas, such
as the Mod Lot and theparking lot in front
state

of the Plex, as well as a review of BC?s

emergency closing policy.

See Storm, A4

closing non-emergency

Boyle lectures on his time at Homeboy
BY MARY ROSE FISSINGER
Heights Editor

While serving as pastor of Dolores Mission in theBoyleHeights area of Los Angeles
in 1988, Rev. Greg Boyle, S.J. presided over
the burial of a victim of gang violencefor
the first time. Today, Boyle has buried 188
individualskilled from gang violence.
Boyle?s experiencesas a pastor in the gang
capital of America and as director of Home-

about the dangerous gap of understanding between the privileged and the gang

sponse to the LAriots and the accompanying civil unrest, he created HomeboyBakery

member.
?Stand in awe at what the poor have to
carry rather than stand in judgment of
how they carry it,? hesaid.
The main message of his speech,
and of Homeboy Industries as a
whole,is theneedfor kinship as the
path to justice.
?There?s an idea that has taken

to serve as a

boy Industries, a collection of nonprofit
enterprises that provides jobs and services
for gangmembers, lentseveral stories?from
the hilarious to the heartbreaking?to his
speech in a packedRobshamTheater Thursday night. The event drew people from not
just theBoston Collegecommunity, but also
the greaterBoston area.
He brought his audienceto laughter one

root in theworld?it?s at theroot

moment and tears the next with anecdotes

strides to stand against that
idea in 1992 when, in re-

of his times with the ?homies? and aphorisms

of all that?s wrong with it, and
the idea would be this: that
there just might be lives
out there that matter less
than other lives,? Boyle said.
?How do we stand against
that idea??
He began taking great

place where gang members
seeking to escape their violent lifestyles could earn training and
work experience. This bakery eventuallyevolved into
the multi-faceted Homeboy
Industries.
This organization serves
not only to teach former
gang members valuable skills,
but also to force them to

See Boyle, A4
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BY DAVID COTE
News Editor

/ heights editor

The football team got their first ACC win againstMaryland on Saturday while sporting uniformsfor charity. See page C 1 for thefull story.

?l3. ?We are demanding a sexual
health resource center on campus, either
through theOffice of HealthPromotion or
through Health Services.[Sexual health] is
A&S

On Friday, Boston College Students
for Sexual Health (BCSSH) began a petition demanding a sexual health resource
center at Boston College that they plan to
present to the administrationat the end of
the academic year. So far, the petition has
more than 300 signatures.
The petition makes four main de-

mands?availability of contraception on
campus (including emergency contraception), free STI testing offered directly
through health services, comprehensive
information and sexual health resources,
and positive sexual decision making programming. BCSSH have stated their hope
thattheir demandsbe met in a transparent
manner during the next academic year.
?This petition is arranged by BCSSH,
however it?s inclusive of all members
of the Boston College community,? said

a fundamental part of student health that

has been ignored.?
BCSSH, which is not a registered
student organization, was created after a
UGBC ballot referendum in 2009, and a
subsequent UGBC Senate resolution in
2010 in support of BCSSH becoming a
registered student organization.
?What we want to do is provide a space
where students can get the information
they need, learn how to make their own
decisions, and feel empowered in those
decisions,? Jekanowski said. ?We are not
advocatingfor any kind of sexual activity.
We simply want students to feel comfortable and have a safe and respectful place
on campus where they can go to havethese

health needsmet.?

See Petition, A4

Lizzie Jekanowski, chair of BCSSH and

WZBC holds annual fundraiser, hosts fall concert
BY DEVON SANFORD
Heights Editor
Sunday, WZBC, Boston College?s
student-run radio station, finished its
2012 Biennial Fundraiser. The event,
which started Friday Oct. 17, ran for 10
days and raised over $26,000, surpassing
WZBC?s initial goal of $25,000.
Donations were made by an estimated
400 donors by phone and online. The
fundraising will continue onlineuntil the
end of the semester. Those who donated
to the fundraiser will receive premiums,
such as a WZBC mug, t-shirt, canvas tote,
On

duffle bag or grab bag, as a thank you for
their contributions. The money raised
by the Biennial Fundraiser will help fund
WZBC for the coming two years.
?Though we receive funding from the
school, it?s really not enough for what
we need,? said Samantha Tilney, general
manager of WZBC and A&S ?l3. ?The
budget we?re given is barely enough to
get us through a year on a skeleton stage,

heights editor

SSH begins year-long petition

FIRST ACC WIN HONORS WOUNDED WARRIORS

Daniel lee

/

BCSSH begangatheringsignatures on their petitionfor a sexual health resource center on Friday.

Homecoming brings 1,000 into Boston
BY QIAN DENG

Marianacci, UGBC?s special events
coordinator and A&S ?l3, quelled

sively for seniors.

For The Heights
Prior to attending this year?s
homecoming dance, freshmen had
concerns, with rumors ranging
from ?it?s going to be all freshmen? to ?it?s mostly an event for
the upperclassmen.? Brandon

their doubts.
?Homecoming is a major bucket-list item for seniors,? Marianacci
said, ?but it?s open to everyone.?
Just four years ago, however, the
dance was a smalleraffair held in
the Mod parking lots and exclu-

nual tradition was hosted for the
second consecutive year in the
Republic Ballroom at the Sheraton
Hotel in Boston. Over 1,000 students donnedsemiformalattire in

This

year?s

rendition of the an-

See Homecoming, A4

and that doesn?t account for unexpected

breakages in any of the equipment. We
need to have money in the bank account

See WZBC, A4

Do you support President Obama?
Do you want leaders who will fight for more job opportunities,
less debt, and lower interest rates on your student loans?
Do you care about equal pay and access to birth control?
Do you care about marriage equality?
So does Elizabeth Warren.

chrissy suchy

/

for the heights

ELIZABETH

wmum
FOR SENATE
VOTE TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 6
For information on whereto vote, call 1 -800-766-VOTE (8683)
Text WARREN to 90975 for a reminderto vote
www.elizabethwarren.com

Top

THREE

to do on campus thisweek

things

?ninos de la Memoria?

1

Today
Time: 7 p.m.
Location: McGuinn

Lowell humanitiesseries: susan choi
Tuesday

Time: 7 p.m.
Location: Gasson 305
Susan Choi, a Pulitzer Prize finalist
and author, will be featured as the
nextspeakerin theLowell Humanities Series. Choi will read from her
upcoming, as yet-untitled novel.

The origins of Politicalorder

Today
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Higgins 310
Francis Fukuyama of Stanford
Universitywill give a lecture on the
history of political order as part of
the Clough Center?s JohnMarshall
Lectures in Political Philosphy.

3

IN THE NEWS

UNIVERSITY

The Accreditation Council for Graduate

ON CAMPUS
BC alumnus named associate director
of the University Fellowships Committee
The University Fellowships Committee has
named Jason Cavallari, BC ?Ol, as associate director in an effort to centralizeefforts to reach out to
undergraduates.
The committee helps undergraduates gain postgraduate fellowships, such as Fulbright and Rhodes
Scholar awards. Since its founding 17 years ago,
the committee has helped Boston College increase
the number of students receiving these prestigious
awards.
Cavallari?s main dutiesincludepublicizing fellowships, helping match students to fellowship programs
based on their skills and interests, and providing
assistance to faculty coordinators. Whileindividual
faculty membersare responsiblefor coordinatingapplications to specific fellowships, Cavallariwill serve
as a central source for students who may not know
which fellowships they would like to pursue.

Cavallari said that the committee will increase
communication with students, especiallyfreshmen,
and collaborate more frequently with the Career
Center and Academic Advising Centers.

Medical Education, the American Osteopathic
Association, and the American Association of
Collegesof Osteopathic Medicine are planning
to establish a single accreditation system for
graduate medical education programs in the
United States.
The organizations hope that the changes
will allow students pursing M.D. degrees or
D.O. degrees, which are grantedby osteopathic
colleges, to complete residency and fellowship
training in an expandedrange of programs.The
new system is expected to begin by 2015.
Source: NatioNal Weather Service

LOCAL NEWS
Real Deal Deli will open in the
former location of Presto Pizzeria

Education, social responsibility keys to good business
BY SIMONLIANG
For The Heights

robyN Kim / heightS Staff

Dan Fitzpatrick, a businessman successful in a variety of fields, emphasizedthe importance education plays in business.
ing J.P. Morgan,Citigroup, Gold- finance and made a quick transiman Sachs, and BNY Mellon. In tion to banking from auditing.
addition,Fitzpatrick holds series
Fitzpatrick then went on to
seven and 63 licenses from the speak about the importance of
National AssociationofSecurity combining the business ofbankDealers.
ing with the service of banking
Fitzpatrick began his speech to the community. Fitzpatrick
recalled that whenhe was young,
at the roots. Growing up in a religiousfamily, Fitzpatrick?s career no one within his family could
started as a public accountant give him path suggestions, so
in Philadelphia, his hometown. he was thankful for those that
Then he realized his interest in helped him and decided to pay
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editor-in-chief(617) 552-2223

editorial
General (617) 552-2221
managing editor (617) 552-4286
News Desk (617) 552-0172
sportsDesk (617) 552-0189
metro Desk (617) 552-3548
features Desk (617) 552-3548
Arts Desk (617) 552-0515
Photo (617) 552-1022
fax (617) 552-4823
business and operations
Generalmanager (617) 552-0169
Advertising (617) 552-2220
business and circulation
(617) 552-0547
classifieds and collections
(617) 552-0364
fax (617) 552-1753
EDITORIAL RESOURCES

News Tips
have a news tip or a good idea for a
story? call David cote, News editor,
at (617) 552-0172, or e-mail news@
bcheights.com. for future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.

Sports Scores
want to report theresults of a game?
call Greg Joyce, sports editor, at
(617) 552-0189, or e-mail sports@
bcheights.com.
Arts Events
The Heights covers a multitude of
events both on and off campus
including concerts, movies, theatrical
performances, and more. call brennan carley, Arts and review editor,
at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail arts@
bcheights.com. for future events,
e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed description of the event and contact
information to the Arts Desk.
?

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate, and
balanced information. if you believe
we have made a reporting error, have
information thatrequires a clarification or correction, or questions about
The Heights standards and practices,
you may contact taylour Kumpf,
editor-in-chief, at (617) 552-2223, or
e-mail editor@bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Delivery
to have The Heights delivered to your
home each weekor to report distribution problems on campus, contact
Dan ottaunick, Generalmanager at
(617) 552-0547.
Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the bc
community. to submit a classified, display, or online advertisement, call our advertising office at
(617) 552-2220 monday through
friday.
The Heights is produced by bc
undergraduates and is published
on mondays and thursdays during
the academic year by
the heights, inc.
(c) 2012. All rights reserved.

The article titled?Person to
Watch? should havestated that
the work of professors Sonmez
and Unver was heavily cited by
the NobelCommitteein their
awarding of the 2012 Nobel
Prize in Economics, not cited by
professors Roth and Shapely.
The article titled?White Castle
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?Destructive Savior,
because it might help me
get out of my test.?
?Alex Pear,
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140 commonwealth Ave.
chestnut hill, mass. 02467

The followingcorrections are in
reference to the issue dated Oct.
25, 2012, Vol. XCIII No. 39.
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Contact news@bcheights.com
fof more information

back the favor. He applauded
BC for its contribution to the
community.
?A reason thatBoston College
is greatis that you focus on business, and you focus on education,
and you couple that with Jesuit
traditionof commitment to service.? he said. ?We can?t succeed
on our own, and it?s our duty to
give it back when we make it.?
Fitzpatrick also spoke of

problems in education and
their effect on the workforce in
general.
?How do we have eight-percent unemployment rate and
workforce shortage? We have a
skill gap,? he said.
He mentioned that the biggest business challenge that
employers are currently facing is
workforce shortage, saying that
the problem challengesAmerica
to maintain globalleadership in
education. Many unemployed
citizens seeking jobs do not
have as many necessary skills to
handle the work as former generations do. ?The adult literacy
rate in Philadelphia is only 45
percent,? Fitzpatrick pointed
out. According to Fitzpatrick,
maintaining America?s leadership position in the world of
businessrelies heavilyon education at all levels.
After his remarks, Fitzpatrick answered a few questions
regarding accounting majors,
loans to small businesses, job
opportunities, Citizens Bank?s
relationshipwith RBS, and how
firms lost money purposely to
earn more. He ended his talk
with a suggestion of the importance for social business to be
profitable. ?If people donate to
me and get noreturn, it?s not fair
and won?t be sustainable.? n

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

r

A Guide to Your

?

Real Deal Deli, which prides itself on using ingredients from localfarms, is set to open its newest location
in ClevelandCirle. The chain has two otherrestaurants
in West Roxbury and JamaicaPlain.
Owner Eric Battite said thathe hopes to have about
16 seats inside the restaurant. Due to the small space
the restaurant will occupy, Battite said that he will
scale back the originalmenu to include only the most
popular items and redesign it to emphasize seasonal
foods.
A complete rennovation of the space willbegin in
November, and the restaurant is slated to open this
March.

FEATURED STORY

?The world changes so fast,
fast right now, that
incredibly
so
you can?t stop learning,? said
Dan Fitzpatrick, the Citizens
Bank?s president for Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware,
and the father of a senior at
Boston College. ?One thing
we emphasize when we recruit
goodpeople is you have to continue to learn.?
Fitzpatrick openedhis mind
to a group of graduate and
undergraduatestudents interested in finance and the social
responsibility of business last
Friday in the Fulton Honors
Library. Fitzpatrick was invited
as the second to last speaker
for this fall?s ?Lunch with a
Leader? series, sponsored by
the Winston Center for Leadership and Ethics.
After receiving a B.S. in
Business Administration from
LaSalle University and an MBA
from Drexel University, Fitzpatrick became both a Certified
Public Accountant and a CharteredFinancial Analyst. Fitzpatrick has 20 years of experience
in the private client business
and has held leadershiproles at
some of the leading institutions
in wealth management, includ-

THREE DAY
WEATHER FORECAST

Medical education groups to create unified accreditation system

121

Ninos de la Memoria (Children of Memory) tells the
story of the hundreds of
children who disappeared
after the Salvadoran civil war. Many of these
children were survivors of massacres who were
either takento orphanagesby soldiers or adopted
abroad. Producer Katherine Smith Pyle will be at
the showing to discuss the film.

2
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?Cai Thomas,
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ed that the College Democrats of
Boston College were the primary
sponsors of the event with Kal
Penn. The article also misidentified the SouthAsian Student
Association as the SouthAsian
AmericanStudent Association.
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There?s

Mod 500 a creative
marketing success

perspective

BY PARISA OVIEDO
For The Heights

successful.?
The six teams competed in
various heats until there was one

Maria Sannella?s Marketing
Planning course has been chosen
to compete with 19 other schools
in a nationwide contest, known as

winning team, and ultimately the
individuals of the winning team

no app for

the Chevrolet Campus Promotion,
that allows winners the opportunity
to present marketing ideas to the
executives of Chevrolet.

The program asks the class of
17, which is representing Baldwin
& Company, to create a campaign

ANDREW SKARAS

?increase product awareness and
improve brand perceptionof their
cars to generation Y,? said Maggie
Ryan, A&S ?l4. In order to do this,
to

Hi. I am the Millennial
Generation, and I have a problem. I have always knownof this
problem, but it has only dwelt
somewherein the back of my
generationalcollective conscious.
Back there,it has festered and
grown over years of habits left
unchecked. You see, I am ad-

dicted to technology.
This conclusion has come to
me only after a trip to the Apple
Store that necessitated me leaving
my laptop therefor diagnostics
and repair for at least two days.
I didn?t think too much of it and
assumed that it wouldn?t make
that much of a difference in my
life not to have my laptopfor a
couple of days. I am ashamedand
embarrassedto say that it has. Although I use it every day, I never

really consideredthe importance
it played in mylife.
When I wokeup this morning and was ready to get my day
started, my immediate impulse
was to go to my desk, start my
computer, check my email, and
then start writing this column.

After realizing that therewas no
computer at my desk, I had to
change my plans and assumed
that I could just work on my other
assignments for Monday. Wrong
again. Everything that I needed to
do required either a word processor or an Internetconnection.
Luckily for me, these are not
real problems. I sit right now in

O?Neill Library, using computer
Rl5 to type this column. After I
finish it, I will use computer Rl5
to check my email, type up my
other assignments, and do the
rest of my work. While it might
not be my laptop, it can effectively do everything I need it to do.
Although I can?t work wherever I

the class has taken the past five
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The Haunted Heights program brought 100 childrenfrom a local elementary school to trick-or-treatin the Mods.

weeks to plan two events, one of
which, the Modsoo, occurred on
Friday afternoon. The other, the
Ultimate Tailgate, will take place
on Nov.9.

The Modsoo idea was inspired
by an event at Georgia Tech, the
Minisoo, according to Ryan. In
the Boston College rendition of
the program, and said she was the event, a mini tricycle race
extremely happy with how the was hosted, as the name suggests,
around the Mods. The race track
program went.
a loop, starting and ending
formed
?A lot of kids said this is the
at
Mod
308.
ever,?
best day
Serbin said. ?One
?We had six teams of four comkid told me he wanted to stay at
BC for 10 years and trick-or-treat. pete, as well as many spectators
It was an extremely challenging come out to cheer the teams on,?
but rewarding experience. I loved Ryan said. ?This event was very
seeing how many BC students
pulled together to make this
program so successful, and all of
our hard workdefinitelypaid off.
Most importantly, thekids could
celebrateHalloween in a safe and
engaging environment.?
Elaina Donofrio, RHA vice

RHA gives local children a treat
BY CATHRYN WOODRUFF
Heights Editor
On Friday, the Residence
Hall Association (RHA) hosted
Haunted Heights, a programthat
brought 100 childrenfrom a local
elementary school to the Boston
College campus for a day full of

Halloween fun.
The idea behind the program
was to give children that might
live in dangerous areas or might
not have the ability to experience
Halloween in its fullest?with
costumes, candy, and trick-ortreating?a day of activity and

fun.
In the morning, a bus arrived at St. Ignatius, full of eager

second and third graders from
the Gardner Pilot Academy in
Boston, dressed as everything
from Snow White to aliens.
RHA brought them to BC to play
games,make crafts, trick-or-treat
in the Mods, and walk through
the Haunted Mod.
A BCPD officer met the ec-

static kids at St. Ignatius and
walked them to Walsh, where
they were split into groups and
sent to the lounges to play games,
get their faces painted, decorate
Halloween cookies, and earn

prizes.
Student volunteers, RHA
members, and Mod residents

all contributed to the program.
Volunteersaccompanied chaperones, leading thekids from Walsh
to the 30 Mods that volunteered
to distribute candy to the trickor-treaters. Some Mod residents
even dressed up themselves,
creating an authentic Halloween
environment thatresonated with
the children, who were visibly

delightedto be there.
The general mission of RHA
is to improve students? lives in
the residence halls. This also
includes looking to improve the
community outside of BC. Kelli
Serbin, vice president of community life in RHA and A&S
?l3, took a leadership role in the
development and oversight of

phOtO cOurtEsy Of MOlly rAthEr

A Marketing Planning course organized the Modsoo, a six team tricycle
race around the Mods, in order to market Chevrolet cars to students.

Comedian explores
role of race in politics
BY ELEANOR HILDEBRANDT
Heights Editor

emailand Facebook first thing.
Most nights, that is also the last
thing I do before I go to bed. In
between, I cannot even count the
number of times that I pull out
my computer to work, play, or
just waste time.
Then there is my relationship with my phone. To put it
simply, I feel naked if I don?t have
it with me at all times. My life
revolves around it. I don?t think I
would ever make it to anywhere
on time if I didn?t have my iCal

We can?t simply read a book
and write an essay. We have to
read a book, type an essay, and
spend a quarter of the allotted
time looking at funny memes on
the Internet. We cannot simply
have dinner with our friends. We
have to be having dinner, texting
other people who aren?t there,
and tweeting aboutit at the same
time.
In spite of feeling crippled by
this addiction, this is not a tirade
against technology.Technology
has given us so many great things

?solutions to difficult math problems, advanced medicalbreakthroughs, and T-Pain. I am not
suggesting we give up technology
and live like the Amish. Yet it
might stillbe useful to recognize
the addiction for what it really is.
They do say that the first step is
admitting you have a problem.

AndrewSkaras is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomescomments at news@bcheights.com.

come. n

lar!? he said. n

ings, I wake up and check my

not function without these things.

donatedby Boloco.
The second part of Baldwin &
Company?s campaign, however, is
expectedto be even more exciting.
The larger event of the two, the
Ultimate Tailgate,is beingprovided
with a $3,000 budget by Chevrolet
and thus willtruly aim at bringing
the Chevy campaign to life.
The Ultimate Tailgate will take
place on Nov. 9 at the bottom of
the Million Dollar Stairs. With
?fun games, great food, and awesome giveaways for allthat attend,?
Ryan said, there?s no excuse not to

that Haunted Heights is one of
her favorite events of the year.
?They?re so excited and enthusiastic about the whole day, so it
is nice to know our event really
makes a difference,? she said.
RHA president Mike Nardella, creator of one of the Haunted
Mods and A&S ?l3, summed it
up. ?The event was spooktacu-

this gets the job done.
The real problem is far bigger
than having to change my plans
so that I can use a computer. The
real problem is the dependency
I have on technology that barely
existed 10 years ago. Most morn-

cripples us. We feel like we can-

members that comprised the winning team received Chipotle gift
cards, donatedby Chipotle.
Racers made the event fun by
dressing up ?in some sort of uniform or costume,? Ryan said. One
example of a team themethatRyan
noted was Mario Kart.
Those racing weren?t the only
ones who had fun: as spectators
cheered, they were able to enjoy
the 75 mini burritos generously

president and A&S ?l3, noted

want,

convenientlyreminding me of
my meetings. It wakesme up in
the morning so that I can get to
those meetings. It tells me how
many layers of clothing I need to
wear in this fickle New England
weather. Oh, and it?s a phone.
None of thesethings are
inherently bad. I am lucky enough
to live in a day and age where
such technologyis available. I
am lucky to live in a country that
supports this. I think the problem
lies in the way this dependency

had to race each other until there
was finally one contestant left. The
final individual winner claimed an
iPod Nano. The remaining three
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Two hundred people attended a conference about prison ministry sponsoredby the School of Theology on Friday.

Panel finds humanity in prisons
BY SARA DOYLE
For The Heights
On Friday, Oct. 26, the School
Theology and Ministry spon-

of
sored a conference titled ?Prison
Ministry: Where Justice and
Mercy Meet.? The eventfeatured

keynote speakers Gregory Boyle,
S.J. and Sister Maureen Clark,
who spoke about the process
of re-entry into society from a
prison, as well as three panelists
who gave firsthand accounts of
their experiencesin the area.
These three panelists included a man who had served 17
years in prison and was paroled

last January, a woman who lost
her son to violence, and a prison
ministry volunteerwho employs
a percentage of formerly incarcerated employees in his business. This is the second of such
events, with the last one held two
years ago.
Christa Morse, GSSW ?l3,
was involved in the organization
of the event. ?The main message
of the event was that we are all

in this together,? Morse said. ?As
Fr. Greg stated, ?There is no us
and them-only us.? To me, this is

the heart of prison ministry?the
and men who are incarcerated are our sisters and
women

brothers, and the more we can
share in life with them and hold
up a mirror to reflect back their
humanity to them, the closer we
come to the kind of community

that God desires for us.?
Two hundred people attended
the event, comprised of both
members of the Boston College

earned his GED while incarcerated, and went on to lead Bible
studies inside the prison. Janet
Connors, whose son was murdered, decided to engage in a
?restorative dialogue? with the
men who had killed him. ?In a
conversation with the men, she
shared her anger, her grief, as

community and the outside community. Attendees were given the
opportunity to ask questions in

well as her belief in their core
goodness,? Morse said. ?She is
a powerful witness of reconcili-

the group and talk about their
thoughts in order to make the

ation.?
Students who wish to get
involved can connect with local
prison chaplains to volunteer in
a variety ofways, or connect with
School of Theologyand Ministry

experienceas interactive as possible, Morse said.

Boylehas done extensivework
with the incarcerated through
Homeboy Industries, a program
that helps members of rival gangs
come together and provides jobs
to those seeking rehabilitation,
and talkedabout the importance
of recognizing the connection
between people. Clark spoke on
?Beginning Again: TheChallenge
and Struggles of Re-Entry.? The
three panelists responded to
her presentation, giving their
personal experiences with the
justice system.
Morse said she was deeply
moved by the panelists? speeches.
Carl Carbonic gave his story,
describinghow he entered prison
at a third-grade reading level but

students who participate in visits to local prisons, Morse said.

Students can also attend School
of Theologyand Ministry reflection nights to discuss relevant
topics.

?There is a strong need for
volunteers to engage in this
kind of friendship with those on
the other side of the wall, given
the often dehumanizing way in
which incarcerated women and
men are treated, so I?d encourage anyone who feels drawn
to prison ministry to get con-

nected

to

the chaplains or the

STM Prison Ministry Initiative,?
Morse said. n

?It?s good to be back in Boston,?
said comedianBaratunde Thurston.
?I lived in Boston for 12 years, and
I escaped. I come back pretty regularly, because you can never really
leave a town that is so conflicted. I
remembermy first trip to Boston?l
was visiting colleges, and I came
across the intersection of Tremont
and Tremont. That explains everything: the drivers, the politics, the
everything.? Last Thursday, Oct.
25, Thurston gave a multifaceted
speech, titled ?Birth Certificates, Fact
Checkers and the Art of Negrospotting: A Look at Race, Comedy, and
Politics in the 2012 Election.?
Thurston was the director of
digitalfor The Onion untilMay 2012,
andotherprojects of hisinclude the
websites ?Cultivated Wit? and Jack
& Jill Politics,? which he founded
and co-founded, respectively, and
his book How to be Black, which officially comes out on Oct. 30.
Cynthia Young, an associate professor in theBoston CollegeEnglish
department and the program in

African and African DiasporaStudies, introducedThurston, who spoke
to a crowded Fulton 511 for almost
two hours. After a few minutes of
audience interaction?cheers for the
various undergraduategrades in the
crowd, and collective bonding over
bacon?Thurston beganby running
briefly through hisfamily history. His
great-grandfatherwas born into slavery in 1870, whichThurston pointed

should not have been possible,
because slavery was over.
?So either my family has more
mythology to its history than fact,
out

or the U.S. government was less

efficient in shutting down that particular program than they were in
establishing it,? Thurston said. ?I?m
going to go with the latter, in that
case.? Thurston?s grandmother was
the first black employee in the Supreme Court, and his mother was
active in the civil rights movement.
Thurston himself was raised by a
single mother in the neighborhood
ofColumbia Heightsin Washington,
D.C., andnotedthat thefirst bookhe
remembers reading as a child was
called This is Apartheid.He went to
college at Harvard University, and

described his graduation as a ?collective accomplishment? of himself
andhis family.
Supplementing himself with a
PowerPoint and audio, Thurston
went on to talkabouthis involvement
with politics, notably his participation in theThe Onion?s 2008?War for
the White House? series of stories,
andwhathecalled ?#negrospotting,?
a project in which he counted the
black delegates at the 2012Republican NationalConvention(Thurston?s
final estimate was 238, but theactual
number was 47). Another anecdote
involving the misconception of The
Onion?s 2011 ?Abortionplex? story as
fact led into one of the main themes
of Thurston?s talk:the growing interconnectedness of the Internet and
humor, and thefact thatsocial media
sites such as Twitter, Facebook, and
Tumblr facilitate participation in
social satire by the general public.
After sharing Yelp reviews for the

aforementioned,fictional?Abortionplex,? Thurston segued into a lighter
topic, talking about one of his own

?public serviceefforts?: live-tweeting
Twilightmovies. ?If you knowhow to
use words, this book should offend
you,? Thurston said. Deciding that
thebook had?horrible subtexts,? he
decidedto ?live tweet thehate in [his]
heart.? He also referenced Internet
participation later in a more overtly
political sense, citing examplessuch
as the

hashtags ?#bindersfullof-

women? and ?#horsesandbayonets?
that circulatedthe Internet afterthe
most recent presidential debates.

The talkbecamemore and more
political as it progressed. Thurston
read from a chapter titled?How to
be the(Next) Black President,? from
How to be Black. ?You cannot come
right out andmake promises toblack

people in public?it?s what white
voters expect and fear, so you

have

to be extremely careful in how you
refer to your own people,? Thurston

said. ?Anytime you?re talking about
issues that especially affect black
Americans, try to couch it in a more
universal language. For example,
use the term ?middle class.?? Telling
the crowd members that they were
racist if they didn?t buy his book,
Thurston combined the serious issues of race and politics with humor
for an informativeand entertaining
presentation.
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WZBC plans three- Hurricane Sandy threatens the Northeast
day festival for spring
large scale incidents on campus,?
said Alex Warshauer, president of
Eagle EMS andA&S ?l4. ?These teams
Potential impacts of the incoming have been alerted and are prepared
storm include damage to buildings
to deploythroughout campus in the
and property by high-speed winds, event that they are needed.?
In addition to the DRTs, Eagle
flooding caused by heavy rain, and
power outages. These impacts could EMS has prepared their emergency
also create safety hazards, such as response vehicle, which went into
falling tree branches, downed power service last February, to assist in the
lines, flooded streets, and flying event of damage or injury.
?Eagle EMS is prepared to expand
debris.
The OEM has also collaborated our emergency response vehicle
with Eagle EMS in establishing two coverage in order to better serve the
Disaster ResponseTeams (DRTs), who Boston College community,? Warwill serve as first responders in the shauer said.
event ofsignificant emergencies.
Both Tommaney and Warshauer
?Twenty-two of our most experiemphasizedthe importanceof prepaenced EMTs are organized into two ration in advance of the storm to
ensure safety.
separate DRTs that haveall the train?The best things students, faculty,
ing and materials necessary to respond

Storm, from A1

WZBC, from A1

shows this semester. Roughly
half of these shows are hosted by
community members.
in case something unexpected
?Community members are
happens. Though the fundraiser the groupof DJs that have no afis over, people can still donate filiation with Boston College or
online. It will be on a rolling basis
are alumni or faculty members,?
term.
We
to
try
until the end of
Furlong said. ?Most are people
keep the window open for donors that live in the Boston area with
as long as possible.?
previous DJ experience before
?It?s kind of a rainy day fund,? coming here.?
said Pat McHanon, WZBC operaWhile WZBC gains most of
tions directorand CSOM ?l3. ?In
its listenersfrom outside the BC
case something unexpected was
campus, the radio station is still
to happen, we?re covered.?
intent on making BC students its
In the past, the WZBC?s Biennial Fundraisers have been
extremely successful. In 2010,
during the midst of the recession,
the radio station raised $30,000.
Four years ago, before the recession hit, it raised $40,000. Since
its last fundraiser, WZBC has felt
the impact of the changing music

industry.
?The climate ofradio has drasticallychanged over the past two
years because of the popularity
of streaming online,? Tilney said.
?There are so many more outlets
for people to listen to music. If
they know what they want to listen to, they can find it somewhere
more immediatelyaccessible than
an onlineradio station. Still, we?re
so happy with the money we?ve
raised this

year.?

first priority.
?ZBC is an

extremely malleableresource for students interested in radio, broadcasting, or even
equipment setup,? Tilney said.
?And since we?re fully operated
by undergrads, it?s a great place
to learn the business. In terms of
bringing it back to the BC community, we?re really excited for
this weekend?s partnership with
Nights on The Heights and Art
Club. If all goes well, the concert

will definitely be something we
would like to put on again in the
future so thatkids can have a fun
weekendalternative.?
WZBC co-sponsored a Halloween Concert with Art Expo
and Nights on the Heights
this past Saturday night in the
O?Connell House. The event is the
first of many that WZBC hopesto
host for BC students in the coming years.As part of WZBC?s 40th
Anniversary on FM frequency,
the radio station plans to host a

and staff can do to get ready is be

prepared,? Tommaneysaid. ?Everyone
should have an Emergency Supply

Kit ready, know where to get official
informationfrom the University, and
monitor updates on the progress of
Hurricane Sandy.?
For off-campus students, Tommaneyrecommended securing outdoor items, such as decorations,
awnings, lawn furniture, and trash
barrelsto prevent themfrombecoming projectiles. Cars should be kept
fully fueled and out of flood-prone

Facilities Work Order Center, Tommaney said.
More practical advicefrom Tommaney included keeping cash available in case ATMs are not working,
creating an Emergency Supply Kit,
and making sure items in basements

that could be damaged by flooding
are moved.
In anemail to the communitysent

areas, and doorsand windowsshould
be closed tight and locked as much
as possible.
On-campus studentsshouldkeep
windows closed to avoid damage

Friday, Leo Sullivan, vice president
for human resources, reviewed the
University?s policy for emergency
closings.
The storm, which is expected
to begin late Sunday night or early
Monday morning, could last until as
late as Thursday morning. Tommaney
recommendsthat students stay in as

from water, and should report any
damage immediatelythrough the

much as possible until the storm
has passed. n

BCSSH calls for sexual health resource center
Petition, from A1
Don Orr, vice chair of BCSSH and A&S ?l4, agreed with

Jekanowski.
?The petition just seems to
make logical sense,? Orr said.
?How do you prevent unplanned
pregnancies and STDs and STIs?
You give people resources so that
if they choose to be sexually active
they can prevent them, and have
the sexual counseling to decide
what they want to do.?
Health Services currently does
not provide any form of contraception to students. STI testing is
offered through Health Services
and is covered by the cost of health
insurance, which is mandatory for
all college students in Massachu-

The Biennial Fundraiser dopredominately
made by local Boston community members.While WZBC is a
college-basedradio station fully
operatedby BC undergraduates, festival this coming spring.
it is host to over 40 localDJs with
?Every spring, we run a Spring
no connection to the schoolwho
Concert with some of the money
attract a wide range of listeners.
that we raise from the fundraiser,?
setts. Samples for STI testing are
These listeners have tuned in to McHanon said. ?We generally reviewed by a third party to deterWZBC shows for years, and often do a big headliner, a second-tier mine whether or not the student is
donate out of their commitment band, and a local act. In 2013 positive for the infection.
to the DJs.
we?re going to try to do a three
?Depending on which infections you want to get testedfor and
?Our typical donor profile is night festival for the 40th Ansomeone who lives in the Boston
how many, it can get expensive,?
niversary.?
area and is very active within the
Although in the past WZBC?s Jekanowski said. ?This is obvicommunity,? said Erin Furlong, Spring Concerts have not had a ously a deterrent for students to
program director of WZBC and large BC crowd, the radio staget tested.They charge youbecause
A&S ?l4. ?A lot of them are a
tion hopes to change that this
little bit older. They?ve been coming year.
?For last year?s spring concert,
listening to the shows for a long
time now.?
we did everything that we could
WZBC runs both AM and FM
as far as advertising goes, yet
streaming, with AM exclusively we didn?t get a huge turnout of
used by BC undergraduatesand students,? Tilney said. ?With the
Boyle, from A1
FM used by both BC students three-day festival, we?re going to
and local community members. focus on somethingthat will draw
The FM stream broadcastsfrom 7 in a bigger student crowd and work side by side with membersof
a.m. to 3 p.m., seven days a week,
hopefully get more BC students enemy gangs.
and is broadcasting 80 different interested.? n
?It?s impossible for humans to
demonizepeoplethey know,? Boyle
said. ?Human beings just can?t
sustain it.?
By having rival gang members
work the same jobs, Boyle helps
to foster the kinship he desiresbetween people who had previously
shot guns at each other. He told a
story in which two young boys from
rival gangswho had a deeppersonal
Although last year?s event was hatredfor one anotherboth got jobs
Homecoming, from A1
successful by all accounts, efforts in the silk screen factory at Homewere made to make this year?s
boy. After a few months, one was
off,?
to
as
your
order ?dance
face
rendition still better. Highlights beaten to death in an alleyby a rival
the organizers advertised.
of the night included glowsticks, gang. A few days later, theotherboy
In order to ensure maximum
a raffle for two Notre Dame footcalled Boyle, andsaid sadly, ?He was
attendance, coordinators Mariball tickets, and an immensely not myenemy,he was myfriend. We
anacci, Emily Rella A&S ?l5, and popular photo booth, where a worked together.?
After telling that story, Boyle
John Zimmerman, CSOM ?l5, number of colorful props were
paused, and thenadded, ?Now, can I
joined forces with the AHANA provided.
Leadership Council (ALC), ofThe food offered included say that alwayshappensat Homeboy
fering a package to seniors for a chicken fingers, French fries,
10 percent discount on ticketsfor pizza, and chips, a different style
both the Homecoming dance and of choices from previous years?
spring rolls and shrimp cocktails.
the ALC Boat Cruise.
Still, ticket sales were noticeThe quantities were abundant,
ably slower than in previous and servers were gracious and
BY ANDREW MILLETTE
years, so UGBC workedwith Kim attentive.
The only area to show signs of Assoc. News Editor
Principi, Boston College?s box
office manager, to make tickets
overcapacity was the restrooms.
available for an extra day, and At certain points during the
Earlier this fall, Boston Colhundreds of students flocked to night, long lines formed to use lege was selected by the National
make the $3O purchase at the the facilities, and large quantities Association of Student Personlast minute.
of paper towelswere strewn about nel Administrators (NASPA) to
?It was Halloween weekend, the floor and sinks, eliciting sur- be part of the Lead Initiative on
so people had other plans,? Mariprised remarks from manyfemale Civic Learning and Democratic
anacci said of the drop in sales. students.
Engagement, an honor that only
?There were only so many opThe most notable deviation 50 other colleges and universities
tions available due to the football from previous years was the abin the U.S. received. This program
schedule, and this was the day the sence of a bar, as the event would was created in response to worSheraton wouldbe available.?
be open to underage students. As ries among education experts
Previous venues had beendisa result, the night passed largely that the current U.S. education
system is not preparing young
carded due to noise complaints without incident.
Many upperclassmen chose to men and women to be engaged,
and security issues, but all were
impressed with the beautiful and have drinks with friends downinformed citizens. BC and the
other schools that comprise the
spacious accommodation at the town before arriving at the Sheraton, a rational choice because no Lead Initiative are looking to fight
Sheraton last year.
the perceived inefficiencies in the
Although doors opened at shuttles were available for trans9 p.m., most waited until after portation directly from BC.
education system by launching
10:20 p.m., 10 minutes before the
Rella arranged for a convenient exciting new programs focused
doors were scheduledto close, to busing system to take students on educating students to become
arrive in groups.
back to Newton and Lower Cambetter citizens.
?There has been an increasing
Ultimately, attendees filled pus.
As a ?bucket-list item,? the call for awareness on many levels
the enormous ballroomand took
full advantage of a dance floor homecoming dance held sentithat we are not preparing our
enlivened by Guy Dupon, aka DJ mental value.
youth to be informed, engaged,
ILO, LSOE ?l3, whomade sure to
?As a senior, it?s nice to have the or responsible citizens on a loincorporate popular hits such as opportunity to dressup and enjoy cal, national, or global level,? said
?Gangnam Style? and ?Rolling in this moment with your class,? said Kristen O?Driscoll, assistant dean
the Deep.? The haze machine and
of students. ?Recognizing that
Christy Lattimer, LSOE ?l3.
a
But did they have a good time? civics and democratic education
prodazzling lights made for
vocative atmosphere, inspiring
?It was awesome,? said Samantha has been all but eliminated, the
Goetz, A&S ?l3. n
many creative dance moves.
White House Office of Public
nations were

to

they don?t do the testing on site, and including those regarding human
they need to send it out to a third sexuality,? Penna said in an email.
party. We are demanding that BC
?At Boston College, offices like
structure its student health budget
Campus Ministry remain pastoso [testing] can be providedfree to
rally committedto dialogueabout
students to encourage those who sexuality as one ofGod?s profound
are sexually active to get tested gifts to the human person and the
regularly.?
responsibility we share in underInresponse to thepetition, Unistanding and nurturing this gift,
versity officials have emphasized not only for our own well-being,
BC?s identity as a Jesuit, Catholic but for the well-beingof the whole
University anddedicationto Cathocommunity, as well.?
lic values, which teach abstinence
before marriage and preclude the

prophylactics.
?As a Jesuit, Catholic University, there are certain Catholic
commitments that we are called
use of

to

uphold,? University Spokes-

In the opinion of Jekanowski
and other members of BCSSH,

the school?s identity does

not

preclude the presence of a sexual

health resource center.
?The administration has the
official party line that we are a
Jesuit, Catholic schooland somehow that is mutually exclusive of
meeting all of students? health
needs,? Jekanowski said. ?That

saying that they did not expect

the administrationto implement
BCSSH?s demands immediately.
Nevertheless, they said that the
organization remains committed
to studenthealth and is optimistic

for future success.
?It?s an inch by inch process,?
Orr said. ?Once peopleknow that
they have the power to make a
change, and they can make that
change not by rallying and picketing, but just by coming out and
saying what they would like to see
done. If enough people do that,
things can change.?
?We really hope that, because
we have all these names showing
that this is an issue that students
are concerned about, the administration will take this into
consideration and realize that
they are neglectinga fundamental

Jack Dunn said.?We ask our
students to be respectful of these
commitments?even if they do
not agree with them.?
Rev. Anthony Penna, direcis not the case. The students part of student health, and that
tor of campus ministry, echoed
that go here, some of them are is not okay,? Jekanowski said. ?If
Catholic, some of them are not. students speak up and make this
Dunn?s statement, and emphasized the University?s dedication Of those who are Catholic, some an issue, things will change. We
to dialogue on the issue.
make choices that alignwith the point to the creation of GLC a lot,
?Boston College is a Catholic Church?s official stance on these because that happened because
institution, and, as such, fully issues, and some don?t.?
students caused an uproar. What
adheres to the positions and
Both Orr and Jekanowski we?re starting here is the beginning
practices of the Catholic Church, remained realistic, however, of an uproar.? n
man

Founder of Homeboy hopes to foster kinship

Homecoming hosted off
campus at Sheraton hotel

Industries? Yeah, of course. Any
exceptions? No.?
Boyle also seeks to foster a kinship between the volunteers that
work at Homeboy Industries and
the gang members that utilize the
opportunities it provides.
He expressed his hesitation in
using theword ?service? to describe
what he and the other people at

Homeboy do for the ?homies.?
?Even in service, there?s a distance, almost by definition: service
provider, service recipient,? hesaid.
?Service is the hallwaythat gets you

He stressed that really the only
thing a person can do for another
person is provide them with kinship so that both realize that one
is not above the other. He told a
story about an ex-convict working
at Homegirl Cafe, another enterprise of Homeboy Industries, who
mistook Diane Keaton, who came
in for lunch that day, for someone
she had been in prison with.

?Suddenly kinship

so

quickly,?

Boyle said. ?Oscar-winning actress
and attitudinal waitress. Exactly
what God had in mind.
?Your truth is my truth, andmy
truth is a gang member?s truth, and
it all happens to be the same truth,
andhere?s thetruth: You are exactly
what God had in mind when God

made you,? he said.
Boyle concluded his speech to
deafening applause and a standing
ovation. n

to the ballroom. That?s where you

land. And the ballroom is
theplace of kinship, theplace where
there is no ?us and them? and everything has beenbridged.?
He expressed his discomfort
with the fact thatpeople tell him he
has saved these gangmembers.
?I think saving lives is for the
Coast Guard,? he said. ?Every day I
show up [at Homeboy Industries],
my life gets saved.?
want to

Alex gAynOr

/

heights

stAff

Greg Boyle, founder of Homeboy Industries, spoke in Robsham on

DSO encourages civic engagement via website
Engagement and the Department
of Education have led the charge

elections, and alsoengages directly
with students by informing them of

ful way,? she said. ?While the elec-

that the United States must make
civic and democraticlearning for
all students a top national priority.
This includes K-12 education, local

civic

learning events on campus.
O?Driscoll?s office alsoplans to ask
civic literacy questions on Twitter
that students can respond to and
win prizes. The newly launched
website also provides links to resources that will help inform studentsabout the upcoming elections
and publicizes civic learningevents

to launch this initiative, we will be

looking to move forward past the
election to continue our goal of
promoting engaged citizenry and
civic responsibility.?
DSO realizes that it has a campus of energetic, engaged students
to work with during this initiative,
and plans to harness BC?s engaged

both on and off campus.

spirit to make this initiative a suc-

?We are looking to support
student organizations through
co-sponsorship of programs or as
a resource in all efforts regarding
civic engagement,? O?Driscoll said.
DSO has co-sponsored the second
Presidential Debate Watch Program with Rock the Vote, distributed candy that had QR codes on it at

cess.

Kal Penn?s lecture to publicize the
new website, and will be co-sponsoring an Election Watch Program
with Nights on the Heights from 4
p.m. to midnight on the day of the

take these experiences a step further through reflection and action

and state level government, higher
education, and public and private
sector business.?
Schools such as BC, Stanford
University, and the Collegeof William and Mary represent institutions of higher learning that have
promised to ?commit to a series of
strategies to work in partnership
with on and off campus constituents to influence students? ongoing
commitment to civic learning and
democratic engagement? as part
of theLead Initiative. All of the selected institutions will create civic
learning and democratic engagement activities for students, collect
data on gains in civic learning and

democratic engagement spurred
by theseprograms, and work with
students to help solve community
problems.

The Dean of Students Office
(DSO) has launched a websiteand
Twitter account as part of its plan
to make BC students more engaged

presidential election.

Although DSO is using the
upcoming election as a major vehicle to launch its new initiative,
O?Driscoll said she plans to keep
the new program going strong long

and informed citizens. The Twitter

after America has selected its new

(@BCEngage4Change)
information pertinent to
upcoming presidential and state

president.

account
retweets

?This is an exciting time, and we
want to tap into that in a meaning-

tion is a perfect platform in which

?We know that this campus is
quite engaged,? O?Driscoll said.

?There is a high level of service
learning and volunteerism, work
to strengthen thelocalcommunity,
and global experiences through
study abroadand service trips, just
to name a few. We are looking to
on a more global level.?

O?Driscoll?s office is looking
help students become better
citizens in whatever way possible,
and it recognizes the importance
of theLead Initiative for America?s
future.
?Civic engagement has many
to

different meanings and many different avenues, and we want to

encouragestudents to engagetoday
to change tomorrow,? O?Driscoll
said. n
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NEED A GREAT OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSE OR APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SEPTEMBER? I have beautiful off-campus houses for rent on
Greycliff Road, Kirkwood Road,
Gerald Road, Foster Street, and
Chiswick Road. I also have apartments in buildings on Chestnut
Hill Avenue and Orkney Road in
Cleveland Circle. Sizes range from

three to seven bedrooms. These
are all-exclusive listings that can?t
be seen anywhere else. Some of
the finest off-campus housing in
the entire BC area! Please call
Keith at 617-899-8475 or email me
at keith@athomere.com. Hurry!

Balloon animal artist available
for events. Willing to make offcampus appearances. Specialties
include hats, giraffes, and hearts.
Willing to accommodate specific
color theme or spell words in balloons. Hourly rate upon request,
at least two days? notice required.
Contact: richardmv@bc.edu.

ACROSS

1 Golf pros

regularly break it
4 Gemologist's
weight

9 Force back
14" had it up to
here!"
15 Single-celled
critter
16 Bo's'n's "Hold it!"
17 Blink of an eye
18 Rocky, for one
19 Midtermsand
finals
20 Do-or-die moment
23 "Para , oprima
numero dos":
customer service
option
24 Woos
27 Crystal ball
consulter
28 Bringing up the
rear
31 Cut back
32 Offbeat
35 Cowboy's
footwear

By Don Gagliardo & C.C. Burnikel

37 Pieces on a board

3 Bon Appetit

38 When the
Brontes wrote
43 Cannes crony
44 Arrow-shooting

offering

god

45 Prez before Jack
46 Prefix with second
48 Computer

operator

50 Bottom-line

concern

54 Hole for a
shoelace
56 Heart, soul, or
heart and soul
59 Precisely
62 Cheer for a diva
64 Fragrant
compound
65 Gamebased on
crazy eights
66 Seethed
67 Underground
Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·

Railroad traveler

68 Fort Worth sch.
69 Stockpile
70 Repaired, as a
shoe
71 "But then again ..."

DOWN

1 The Fishes of the

zodiac

2 Opposed (to)

4 Mountain retreat
5 BP merger
partner
6 Drugstore name
derived from the
prescription
symbol
7 Genesis sibling
8 Infield protection
9 Betting odds, e.g.
10 Bring into

\u25a0J

balance

11 Deli meat
12 Body shop quote:
Abbr.
13 Many USMA

grads

21 Card worth a
fortune?
22 Squid relatives
25 Palm smartphone
26 Mail out
29 Belittle
30 Trinity member
33 Deer mom
34 "Sex for

Dummies"
author, familiarly
36 "__War": Shatner
novel
38 Rooftop rotator
39 Uncertain

response
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Eats flies. Dates a pig.
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LIVE YOUR DREAMS
Pass It On.
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Meet one of our people and they'll ask
about you. Not your resume. Because
it's you, the person, we're interested in.
After all, it's a big, diverseworld out there.
Tackling global business challenges takes
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

WZBC a vital part of
the local community

Nobody in life gets exactly what they thought they were going to get. But
work really hard and you?re kind, amazing things will happen.

if you

-Conan O?Brien (1963-), American television

The Heights congratulates WZBC on their succesful
fundraisers and encourages expanded on-campus outreach
WZBC, Boston College?s studentrun radio station, just completed their
Biennial Fundraiser, raising more than
$26,000 throughout a 10-day period.
While WZBC is a college-based sta-

tion fully operatedby BC undergraduates, it features over 40 local DJs and
attracts a wide range of listeners in

the neighboring Boston community.
These local listeners, some of whom
have tuned in to WZBC shows for
years, predominantly made the donations to the station.
The Heights wouldlike to commend
WZBC?s fundraising efforts and their
success in reaching out to the local
community. For close to 40 years,
WZBC has been engaginglisteners in
the Allston, Brighton, and Brookline
neighborhoods, and the triumph of
theiroutreach is made evident by the
desire of long-time patrons to give
back.
In addition to catering to local
ears, the station effectively promotes
rising artists. Each spring, WZBC
hosts a concert, featuring a local act
in tandem with a big headliner and

a second-tier band. We applaud the
work the station does to expose BC
students and the surrounding community to new, local artists.
While WZBC gains most of its
listeners from outside BC, the radio
station is still intent on making BC
students its first priority. Just this
weekend, WZBC co-sponsored a
Halloween concert in the O?Connell
House, providing a great social alternative for students. In the past, WZBC?s concerts have not drawn large BC
crowds, but we have hopes that the
radio station will strive to change that,
and that students will attend more of
their events in the future.
The Heights encourages WZBC to
focus on expanding their on-campus
outreach. By perhaps appealing to a
larger portion of the BC community,
more students will be made aware of
all that WZBC has to offer, and that?s
ultimately what we want. At the same
time, The Heights urges students to
seek out WZBC?s events and give
them a shot. They might be pleasantly
surprised by what they find.

If you haven?t already,
get out and vote
The Heights urges students one last time to excercise
their right to vote in national and local elections
With one week left before Election
Day, The Heights would like to take a
last opportunity to strongly encourage
Boston College students to vote.
The Heights wants to remind the
BC student body that the influence of
their vote is not restricted to Washington, D.C. We understand that in the
current political climate, party politics
can makeelection season divisive and
unpleasant. Even students who do
identify with one of the major parties
may be discouraged by the negativity
surrounding elections, or may think
that their votes make no difference.
The presidential and congressional
races are not the only items on the
ballot, however. Indeed, depending
on where students are from, they may

have a significant number of nonpartisan issues upon which to vote. We
wouldlike to advisestudents that they
have the opportunity to effect considerable change in their home states and
cities, regardless of who ends up in the
White House and the Capitol.
Any successful democracy is predicated upon the participation of its
citizens?and while this kind of civic
engagement is certainly manifested
in the act of voting, it is not limitedto
one piece of paper every four years.
Students at BC are, in many ways, in a
position to influencethe future of their
country and of the world. The Heights
hopes that students not only recognize
this power, but that they also take the
time to stay informed and engaged.

Homecoming Weekend
begs for larger stage

MAxiMilliAn AdAgiO/ HeigHts illustrAtiOn

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Alumnus endorses York?s letter
As a long-time hockey season ticketholder and
alumnus, I write to heartily endorse Coach York?s
comments in his letter regarding the student chants
at the recent banner raising game against Northeastern. Given the difficulty of getting admittedto Boston
College these days, I would have expected BC students
to be smarter and to be more creative, and that they

would not feel compelled to resort to gutter language
to amuse themselves. When you put on the Superfan
shirt, you represent BC and the chanting to which
Coach York referred is not the way I want BC to be

represented. I had a guest with me at the game who is
not affiliated with BC, and the behavior in

question

was embarrassing and was a poor reflection on the stu-

dent body. I hope that in the future, the BC students
attending the hockey gameswould exhibitthe same
degree of class as routinely exhibited by Coach York.
You are better than the behaviorreferred to in Coach
York?s letter.
PhilliP Berestecki

BC ?65

With another Homecoming weekend in the books, The
Heights asks for a revamp of the fall celebration
If you asked a Boston College student what made this weekend special,
you would hear a variety of answers.
Some would say it was the first weekend of the double Hallo-weekend,

?Although UGBC hosts
a Homecoming Dance,
The Heights feels our

homecoming weekend
should become a more
cohesive and celebratory
event.?
others would choose the Wounded
Warrior football game, and still others might comment on how it was a
perfect autumn weekend in Boston.
Very few people, however, would
note that this weekend was also BC?s

homecoming.
Many colleges across Americacel-

ebrate a homecoming or fall weekend.
Usually, they include events such as
concerts, dances, large-scale sporting
events and other school-spirit themed
activities, and are often considered
annual highlights of the school year.
Although UGBC hosts a Homecoming
Dance, The Heightsbelieves our homecoming weekend should become a
more cohesive and celebratory event.
BC has all the tools to makeHomecoming a large-scale celebration?a
robust athletic program, an available
entertainment budget, and eons of
school spirit. Why not pool these
resources to create a unified, and
memorable homecoming weekend?
We could celebrate with a Modstocklike concert, afootball game, and other
events that promote BC spirit.
The Heights has long commented
on how BC often lacks tangible traditions. Creating a more expansive and
unified Homecoming could address
this issue, and could potentially be
a tradition that becomes a favorite
collegiate memory as it is at so many
universities across the country.
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Hypersensitive Halloween
Thumbs
Up
First ACC win- Woohoo,
we finally won a game in
our conference. Although
we are still deadlast and are
still so bad, at this point we
don?t expect much from our
football team. Here?s to the

little victories.
Fall Foliage- Although we
still vomit a little when we
look at O?Neill, campus has
just been looking so beautiful lately. With the sunny
weather and the brightly
colored trees, we are reminded just why fall is so
special at Boston College.

The Breakfast ClubThumbs Up, Thumbs Down
had the privilege of eating
at this wonderful breakfast
joint, and we want to say
that if you haven?t been
there before, you are definitely missing out. With

homemadeshakes, smoothies, and a plethora of breakfast options (pumpkin chocolate chip pancakes!) it?s the
perfect place to nurse your
Sunday morning hangover.

Clam Chowder Fridays- It
just occured to us that all of
the dining halls serve clam
chowderon Fridays. There is
no better wayto enjoy a New
England fall then a nice hot
cup of chowder.

KRISTY BARNES

With one weekend downand one
weekend to go, we currently stand in the
middleof the Hallo-Weekends.Each night
in preparationfor thewild events to follow,
there comesa time for decision:what to
wear? Now, before youread any further,
I ask those who are easily offended to
put this paper down (or maybe flip to the
Sports section) because I am going to be
offensive.
Last week, in a blastemail sent from
the Women?s Resource Center, UGBC
challenged the students of Boston College
to ?Dress With Respect.? Attached was
a link to a Facebookpage, which gave a
Twitter handle and a link to the campaign
?Take Back Halloween.? At first, I deleted
the email?physically and mentally?and
continued to plan my Catwoman costume.
I figured it was just anotherfeminist rant
about how girls shouldn?t objectify themselves every Oct. 31. And honestly, I wasn?t
going to listen. I am 19 and in college. Give
me a break!
While I had put theemail out of my
mind, it was clearpeople around campus
hadn?t. I kept hearing bits of conversations: there were snippets of support, hints
of hesitation, andshreds of sarcasm. My
curiosity got thebest of me and before I
knew it, I was on the?Take Back Halloween? website and emailing UGBC. Before
I made any conclusion, I had to do my

research.
The campaign calls for students to
considerrefraining from dressing in offensive costumes. Essentially, this means
dressing as races or cultures. Iunderstand
why UGBC has this campaign. I see its objective to create a conversation about what
is andwhat is not offensive, but let me be

Thumbs
Down

with a smallfaction on Gerald for the rights to abandoned supplies found in the
depths of Foster. The Can
Lady will turn into a ruthless warlord because she?s
the only one who has all her
money in cash. Students will
sendpleas for help downthe
flooded streets in empty 30
boxes, and there is a possibility that big Halloween
ragers will be cancelled

(actually, thelast one probably won?t happen). If you
haven?t started hoarding
yet, don?t expect to see any
sympathy from us. We have
the will to live.

Hallo-Double WeekendThe first weekend of Hallo
has officially come to a
close, and this sounds lame,
but we don?t know if we
can do another one. It?s
exhausting trying to pull to-

gether like seven costumes.
Also, we believe iParty during Halloween is one of the
seven layers of hell. Packed
wall to wall with screaming
children, overtly sexual 13year-olds debating whether
to be sexy vampire or sexy
werewolf, and people trying
to return last year?s Halloween costumes, we?d rather
eat all our meals in Mac for
a

week.

Monkey Laws- Las Vegas is
currently embroiled in the
hot button political issue
allowing monkeys in
of
residential areas. We are
all for the fuzzy little guys,
but after a chimp literally
ripped a woman?s face off a
...

few years ago (seriously,you
can see the reminants that
make up herface on Youtube
whenshe went on Oprah), we
have to say we?re gonna have
to go with the naysayers on
this one.

Like Thumbs Up, Thumbs
Down? Follow us @BCTUTD

mentioned, because the U.S. and its population were incrediblyhypersensitive.No

town that still celebrates the victory of the

racists, but the fear of offendingObama
led to a fear of asking the important questions. Obama is a toughcookie?he can
take it!
I don?t want BC to surrender to a

French and Indian war. lam proud of the
WASP culture that embracesthe American Dream and celebrateseducationand
success (not allWASPs are rich a?holes).
Now if someone were to dress as a prep, a
filthy-richold man, or any other distortion of my ancestry, do I have a right to be
mad?Do I get a poster? My first instinct
is ?hell no, that?s ridiculous.? But if WASPs
don?t get sensitivity toward their culture,

why are we demandingothercultures do?
Where do we drawthe line? I understand
there are lines thatshould not be crossed,
but really?is a simple sombreroallthat
bad? Our society callsfor sensitivity, but
only certain amounts and to certain groups
of people.
Now, this is not a call for equality in
sensitivity. I do not think that the WASP
culture needs a poster, and I will not be
offended if I see over-the-toppreps this
weekend.What we need is a decrease in
sensitivity, or at least a raised awareness

about the possibility of becoming hypersensitive.

Allright, I am about to get a little
philosophicalon you I can?t help it, we
go to BC. Montaigne (that French guy
who wrote thecollectionof essays that,
when compiled, weighs more than a brick),
wrote a famous essay on the problems
of customs. He says it is the customs of
our society that ?ensnare us? and hold us
hostage. The limitationsof customs in our
society leave us unable to think or reevaluate for ourselves if what we believe is the
capital-T Truth is indeed the capital-T
Truth.
Itis the custom of the United States,
?

and often of BC, to be sensitive and politicallycorrect in all situations. No one wants
to risk saying somethingoffensive. Looking
back on the 2008 presidential campaigns,
the majority of issues were based on race.
Real issues were brushed over, or not even

one wanted to offend PresidentObama or
his policies, for those whodid were often
called racists. Now certainly there were

hypersensitive custom, thoughby the
looks of it we may already have. Itis once
students become too afraid of offending
people that they become afraid of asking
the important questions. Our Jesuit nature
begins to deteriorateif we don?t ask our
neighborswhy they believe what they
believe, or act as they do. We can?t discover
our own capital-T Truths if we are too
afraid of offending someone in the process.
For anyone whom this column angers:
good. That means you?re thinking. You
will say I don?t know the hardships of your
people or the significancebehind this
campaign, but before you get your troops
ready to roll into battle, I bet you think you
know my story. You?re assuming I am a
rich WASP who hasn?t seen the struggles
of making it in America, and thus can?t

possibly understand the importanceof this
campaign. Now you are the one stereotyping.
I want my argument and challenge to
BC to be clear. I am not saying that UGBC
shouldn?t be conducting this campaign,
but I am asking that we reevaluate it,
break free ofany customs, and ensure it
is being conducted in away that is not
fostering hypersensitivity. There is something very special aboutthe culture of
BC, and it revolves around our courage
to ask the hard questions and search
for the capital-T Truth. I ask BC to be

the hypersensitivecustoms
of America and be careful not to fall
down the slippery slope.
aware of

PATRICK ANGIOLILLO
I don?t know if I can start this
with the catch-all, ?We?ve all
had that moment where?? because,
I think, more and more people are
going without having ever written a
one out

check. Those peculiar littlerectangles
which have your bank?s name on it,
your account number and which you

have to sign at the cash register
with a pen that has ink in it. Not
some new-fangled electronic machine
where you swipe a piece of plastic
and tap a few buttons and?vamoose?you?re out of there with a
new sports coat and a $lOO fewer in
your bank account (?no green seen,?
as I just started saying, after I thought
?

?

of that just now).
Granted, I can?t really complain.
I?ve only written a few checks in my
life. This phenomenon is more of an

Andy Rooney closer than a college
columnist?s polite social observation.
But the paradigmatic point still holds,
especially when one actually does
occasion the use of this antiquated
form of payment, for then all hell
seemingly breaks loose. You know

checks truly have seen their last days
when the cashier has to break out
the old, hulking, off-whitishbox that
sucks up the check and runs it back
and forth a few times, almost lurching as it goes. It sounds something
like a fax machine, paper shredder,
and creaky old doormashed into a
cacophonous little cube. With its zipping and cranking, I can only think
of the ping-ping-bang, sizzle-sizzle,

ping-bang of the old metal radiators
in my apartment (another antiquated

thing) that suddenly chose to turn on
one afternoon a couple of weeks ago,

Lecture Hall

leaving my roommate helpless as to
how to turn them off and my apartment hot and stuffy for a couple of
days. But back to the use of checks.
Not only is the whole process of
?verifying? and ?identifying? checks
these days like going through a Soviet
Nationalborder inspection?they
take your name, state license number,
phone number?but your check may
(and believe me, this is not unheard
of) crash a bank of 20 registers at a
Tommy Hilfiger store and keep the
whole system off-line for a solid 30
minutes while the managers scramble
to get a tech guy into the store. And
you?re just standing there biting your
nails. After this, you may want to
get a quitter?s patch for checks, or, if
you?re brave enough, go cold turkey
because these things really do more
harm than good.
So why do we keep using checks?
It?s not an invalid question, I dare say.
For I know that my father is going to
use these little pieces of paper for as
long as our bank is offering them or
as long as a printer in this nation is
pumping them out for legal commercial exchange. So, then, the question
remains. Why do some people insist
on using checks? Why does anyone
insist on doing things one way over
another, even when it is apparent one
is far more efficient, beneficial, or

simply better than the other?
I think the answer can be glimpsed
in one of those many pithy adages
that revolve around this phenomenon: ?Old habits die hard,? ?It ain?t
easy to teach an old dog new tricks,?
?If it ain?t broke, don?t fix it.? These
sayings say something about us. Humans seem to have an appreciation
for things being the way they are, or,
perhaps it might more rightly be said,
we have an aversion to things not
being the way we are used to them
being. (If you can follow that one,
you don?t need to take Intro to Logic,
you?re already set.) Change is hard
for us. Adaption to new things, ways,

BY PAT HUGHES

ZOE LAKE
This weekend at Boston College
marked thekick-off of Halloweek, and
with it the launch of a thousand scantily
clad fill-in-the-blanks running around
campus, the Mods, and Cleveland
Circle. Nothing against provocative
Halloween costumes, I get it, I?ve done
it. I?m not going to go off on some
feminist rant, but last night I saw a
girl dressed as a trashy cow and it was
pretty much the tipping point for me.
Growing up with what I?ll refer to as the
?Mean Girls Generation,? I understand
Cady Heron?s adage about Halloween
?being the one night a year when a girl
can dress like a totalslut and no other
girls can say anything about it,? but
I?m not sure I completely agree with it.

Let?s be honest here?girls dress trashy
regardless of it being Halloween or not,
and other girls don?t really say much
about it. I want to know why more
girls don?t use Halloween as an excuse
to dress up like crazy people because

it?s the only night of the year when no
one can say anything about it, right?
Frankly, I don?t understand why more
people in general don?t use Halloween
as an excuse to get creative and run
around dressed like kooks, and that
means you too boys, you?re not off the
hook either. Store-bought costumes
that, ahem, frame certain male-specific
to look like animals, food,
magic lamps, or what have you, are
just as much of a cop-out as my going
out in a shiny latexsailor ?dress? and
stripper heels. Neither is very original
or breathable, if you ask me, and what

body parts
Kristy Barnes is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

Checks, change, and life

Frankenstorm-

Sandy is
coming. We?re calling it now,
with little administrative
support, off campus is going to be complete anarchy.
South Street will be warring

clear: it?s overdramatic.
I am a white, Anglo-Saxon Protestant:
a WASP. I playedsquash and rowed crew
at my privateboarding school, and was
born andraised in a smallNew England

Dress
creatively

norms, etc., takes time, and often
quite a bit of apprehension.But we
are almost universally happy with the
result. We come to realize, through
reflection, that the change in habit,
the transformation in character, or
whatever alteration may be the case,
is betterfor us. And so we accept
(even if at first we were resigned to)
what is the new. This seems to be
a self-evident fact about humanity,
about nature at large: that change, or
transformation, is an integral part of
who we are as human beings and the

world we inhabit. There?s no escaping it. Maybe there?s some avoiding
it. But in the end, you?ll never be the
same person doing the same things
today that you were doing five, 10, or
20 years before now, or that you will
be doing in five, 10, or 20 years from
now.

So we play the game, and we?re
the betterfor it. Whether it?s something as trivial as refraining from the
switch to plastic cards over slips of
paper or as monumentalas shrinking back from major decisions, like
moving half way across the world or

getting married, people are con-

stantly tied up in knots of change.
And we go on, very often fighting
inevitable changes in our lives, only
to later discover the real beauty and
great grace of these transformations.
As St. Augustine famously charges
us, ?Keep adding, keep walking, keep
advancing.? So I shall be charged. And
so should the world charge itself?not
simply to submit to change, but to
embrace it. ?Play, laugh, grow? as the
Fisher-Price commercial chimes.
I might still use those checks for
a little while longer, though, while
they?re still around. But I?m sure to
be more open and less resistant when
it comes to the bigger changes in my
life.
Patrick Angiolillo is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

would your mothers think?
We?re in college?there will never be
a time again in our lives whereit is acceptable to make homemade costumes
of cereal box characters out of leftover

folders and decorativespider-web
ripped from the ceiling of a dorm room.
Who has the money for those expensive pre-packaged revealing Halloween
costumes in one-size-fits-all-but-onlyif-you-are-built-like-Joan-Hollowayfrom-Mad Men anyway? I sure don?t,
and there are so many awesome creative costumes that don?t require a lot
to put together. Some of my favorites
from this weekendincluded (but are
not limited to), the cast of Bridesmaids,
Sophia Grace and Rosie, characters
from Boardwalk Empire, Gandalf, Foxy
Cleopatra, Hungry Hungry Hippos, The
Most Interesting Man in the World,

and Frida Kahlo, all madefrom bizarre
American Apparel and Goodwill
cast-offs, paired with cheap craft store
accessories. It doesn?t take a lot.
The more original and obscure, the
better. If someone has to ask what you
are, you should consider it a compliment, not to mention a great conversation starter. Explainingto a few, who
somehowmade it to college without
reading or seeing A Clockwork Orange,

that you are dressed as a character
from the movie, is made all the more
worthwhilewhen you run into someone
who immediately gets it and appreciates your creativity. Halloween is just

fun when people have fun with
hardly consider coming up with
something funny to wear out on one
weekendof the semester a chore when
the rest of the school year is spent coming up with thesis topics and discussion
points, working out painful group projects, and studying for lengthy exams. I
can?t imagine that anyone would argue
that figuring out Halloween is more
difficult than that, but somehowthere?s
always that one person. ?I don?t have
time,? some insist. ?Get a Pinterest, go
on Google, and spend five minutes less
on Facebook,? I counter. ?I can?t think
of anything good,? they whine. ?Talk to
more

it. I?d

your friends, think about your favorite
movies or books growing up, and pick
the most bizarre character you can
remember, then recreate it.? ?I hate
Halloween,? they say, ?I hate class, but
I still manage to go and enjoy myself
once in a while because it?s a part
of life,? and lastly my all time favorite: ?Halloween is boring and stupid
anyways.? To which I counter, ?Only
boring and stupid people find ways to
make things boring and stupid.? Your
resources are unlimited, the world is
at your fingertips, and Halloween only
comes once a year. I propose that everyone try to get a little more creative

this Halloween because who enjoys
those cliched pre-packaged costumes
anyways? And boys, don?t worry, we?ll
all be back in our mini-skirts next Friday, rest assured.
Zoe Lake is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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Despite slogan change, Obama campaign
builds on promises of 2008 election run
BY JENNIFER HEINE
For The Fleights
With the 2012 presidential election drawing
closer, and incumbent Barack Obama fighting to
maintain his position in the White House, political analystshave, in an attempt to gaugeObama?s
chances, begun to compare his successful 2008
campaign with the current one.
The opposing Mitt Romney campaign has
made much of Obama?s slogan change. In 2008,
the campaign calleditself ?Hope,? an illustration

In a 2012 commercialsponsoredby the Obama
campaign, he reiterates that sentiment. ?The
middleclass is carrying a heavy load in America.
But Mitt Romney doesn?t see it.?
The very nature of foreign policy renders
a unified message from one campaign to the
next impossible. But Obama has, on the whole,
presented his policy as a continuation rather
than a change. Just as he vowed during the 2008
campaign to end the war in Iraq, he stresses
today his intention to withdraw troops from

Afghanistan.
of the youthful energy Obama summoned. FolHis social policy remains almost identical.
lowing eight years of an increasingly unpopular Although Obama made headlines with his anGeorge W. Bush, the campaign emphasized the nouncement last May that ?[F]or me, personally,
it is important to goahead and affirm that I think
optimism Obama hoped to represent.
?If you will work with me, like you?ve never same-sex couples should be able to get married,?
worked before, then we will win,? he told a Portsfor many the pronouncement only formalized
mouth, N.H. audience in January 2008. ?And we the inevitable after his less-controversial prowill win America. And then we will change the motion of civil unions in 2008 and his assertion
world.?
that ?same-sex couples should enjoy equalrights
This sense of youthful exhilaration helped under the law.?
Obama garner the youth vote to an extent few
During both campaigns, he has taken a decidother politicians have.
edly pro-life stance, asserting in the Democratic
debate of April 2007, ?I think that most AmeriAccordingto Scott Keeter and Juliana Horowitz of the Pew Research Center, ?66 percent of cans recognize that [abortion] is a profoundly difthose under age 30 voted for Barack Obama, ficult issue for the women and families who make
making the disparity between young voters and these decisions. They don?t make them casually.
other age groups larger than in any presidential And I trust women to make these decisions, in
conjunction with their doctorsand theirfamilies
election since exit pollingbegan in 1972.?
In recent months, however,Obama?s supportand their clergy, and I think that?s where most
ers as well as his detractorshave noticed a change.
Americans are,? and on his 2012 campaign webHis new motto, ?Forward,? reflects in one sense a site, ?a woman?s health care choices are personal
decisions, best made with her doctor?without
continuation of his originalgoals, but in another,
the maturing of a president.
As a whole, Obama?s stated message has not
differed radically from that which he voiced in
2008. The economy remains a major issue. Four
years ago, he proposed and promoted his bailout
plan and today he defends it. The middle class
remains a focal point.
In a strikingsimilarity to the campaign of 2008,

Obama has emphasized his adversary?s indifference to the middle class.

Following the Detroit debate in September
of 2008, Obama noted, ?We talked about the
economy for 40 minutes, and not once did Sen.
McCain talk about the struggles that middleclass
families are facing every day.?

interference from politicians?.

The most conspicuous difference between the
campaigns of 2008 and 2012, therefore, is the difference of tone.
The Senator Obama of 2008portrayed himself
as a young and charismatic newcomer, driven to
inspire radical change in Washington. He opposed not a president but a fellow congressman,
and the race amounted to a battle of proposals
and promises.
Today, it is Obama on the campaign. Maturation was inevitable, if his noticeably older appearance is any indication, but the more somber
tone of his campaign fits the new necessities he
now

faces.
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CHEAT SHEET
president Obama On:

gOvernOr rOmney On:

jobs
Obama says he will improve the economy by
putting more Americans to work through investments in education, research, and technology. He

has set a goal of doublingAmerican exports and
creating 1 million new manufacturing jobs by the
end of 2016. He would eliminatetax breaks for
businesses that send jobs overseas and provide tax
incentives for companies that create more jobs in
America.

jobs
Romney has stated his goal is to put 12 million
unemployedAmericans to work in the next four
years. He says he would help make North America
energy- independent,open new markets to export
American products, improve the education sector, cut the deficit, get the national debt under
control, champion small business by seeking tax
reforms that lower tax rates for all Americans,
and stop the increase in federal regulations on

businesses.

higher
COurtesy Of whitehOuse.gOv

As presidentof the United States, he must not
only propose new ideas, but demonstrate how the
plans he made four years ago succeeded, or justify

those that failed.
Instead of critiquing the errors of President
Bush in the Middle East, he must now answer
to his own foreign policy decisions, such as the
elimination of Osama bin Laden and the terrorist attack in Benghazi. This time, he must run
not as a newcomer ready to shake things up in
Washington, but a president, with four years of

education

Obamaplans to curtail the tuition increase rate in
higher education, doublePell Grant funding, and plans
for community college and business collaborationfor
specific training for in-demand jobs.

in

me.?

n

Romney has proposed thatfederal educationalfunding, though he sees it as more of a state government
issue, go to the students and their families instead of
the state government, giving them the right to choose
their educationalpath.

healthcare

healthcare

Obama?s Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act
requires that U.S. citizens obtain health insurance
coverage or pay a penalty to the federal government.
Most reforms brought about by the act, including
the requirement to buy health care insurance, are
scheduled to be implemented in 2014.

Romney would act to repeal and replace Obamacare.
He wouldinstead help create a ?level playing field?
for competition among the states. His plan would
give states the power to come up with their own
healthcarereform plansbecause he believes consumers should have the power to make their own

experience behind him.

?I don?t want your vote just because of what I
have done. I want your vote because of what I?m
going to do,? said Obama in a speech on Friday
in Cleveland. ?And I need you to keep believing

higher education

healthcarechoices.

Obamarepealed the traditionalmilitarypolicy ?Don?t
Ask, Don?t Tell? in 2011, and in May he publicly voiced
his support for gay marriage.

Romney has voiced his intention to make an amendment clarifying marriage as solely between a man
and a woman, and has voiced his opposition to gay
marriage.

Unemployment still a major concern
BY DANIEL OTTAUNICK
Heights Editor
Although thematically exhausted beneath its
?economy,? the problem of unemployment has, to a degree, become something
of an idiosyncratic pseudo-issue during the 2012
election season, given the polar tendency of its
relevance and negative severity. As more students
struggle to find jobs, more, inevitably,will become
increasingly disturbedby the growing pool oft their
peers who are unemployed.
The unemployment rate currently sits at 7.8
percent, and has remained relatively close to this
figure during President Barack Obama?s tenure
in the White House (the current rate is slightly
parent-category of

lower than it was when Obama took office). This

capital punishment

rate, however, is

rate increasing

Obamahas said that though he does not completely rule out capital punishment as a form of
law-enforcement, it should be reserved for ?hei-

were enjoyed during

numbers,

nous? crimes.

during sustained periods of poor
only 3 percent of voters named unemployment as the most important problem facing
the country in late 2009, when the economy was
dominatingthe headlines due to the lasting impact
of the 2008 financial crisis.
Ultimately,unemploymentwill matter to voters,
numerous factors impacting this rate when deteras it impacts them directly. Especially for college
students, who are struggling to find jobs, the immining which candidate is worthy of their vote.
How important of a factor will this be in the
mediacy of the issue is more personally resonant
upcoming election? As earlier noted, the economy than other political concerns. Obama claims he
and unemploymentare strongly correlative issues, has sought to address the lingering concerns of
with the latter being a sub-issue of the former. 2008?s crisis and that the economy cannot be fixed
However, in an Oct. 22 Galluppoll contrasting the
overnight, whileformer Governor W. Mitt Romney
two, 37 percent of voters selected the economy disagrees with Obama?s handling of the issue. Ultiin general as the most important issue facing the
mately, voters should use those assertions as a basis
country, while 26 percent selected unemployment. for forming their own opinions on which candidate
Alluding to the importance of the unemployment presents a better plan for creating jobs. n

inferior to the lower rates which
the economically prosperous
decades preceding the 2008 financial crisis. While
that crisis is certainly responsible for the current
unemploymentrate, voters are less concernedabout
rightful culpability and more concerned about
finding jobs, and many will therefore overlook the

5.3

percent was the unemployment rate in 2002,

when Romney took office as Governor of Massachusetts.When Romney left office it had lowered
to 4.8 percent.

8.1

abortion
Romney, when running for Senator, said he supported
Roe v. Wade, and wouldn?t impose his own views on
this topic on women. Yet in 2005, in his explanation
about why he vetoed the contraception bill, he said, ?I
am pro-life.?

energy

energy

Obama wants to work on domestic developmentand
production of cleaner natural gas and reduce the U.S.?s
independent on foreignenergy sources and stop government subsidizing of oil companies.

Romney believes he can make the U.S. energy-independent within the next eight years, through drilling,
permits, and licenses, and cooperationwith Canada
and Mexico.

Obama says he will reduce the deficit by more than
$4 trillion over the next 10 years. He proposes cutting federal spending while continuing to invest in
education, manufacturing, infrastructure, and clean

percent was the unemployment rate in August. Since FDR?s

administration during the Great Depressionin the 1930?5,
no presidential administration with an unemploymentrate
over 8 percent has been re-elected.

33
10
4.4

12.5

million people are registered as officially unemployed (not
part-time or retired) according to the Bureau of Labor
statistics.

the deficit
Romney says he would cut the deficit and get the nationaldebt under control. He proposes capping federal
spending below 20 percent of GDP and reducing the
size of government by consolidating agencies.

energy.

war in afghanistan
Obama says the U.S. is winding down the war effort
and is on track to end the Afghanistan War in 2014

months measures the months that Barack Obama
has been President, and the economyhas witnessed an increase in jobs in 24 of them.

Romney supports the use of capital punishment in
limitedsituations as well, including terrorism, prolongedtorture, and criminals with multiple first-degree murder convictions incarceratedfor life without
parole.

abortion

the deficit

UNEMPLOYMENT: BY THE NUMBERS

capital punishment

Obama supports a woman?s right to choose, though

he has said that the proposed health care plan
would not cover elective abortions.

(his stated goal)and transfer security responsibilityto

the Afghan people.

war in afghanistan

Romney says he would assess the situation by holding
discussions with U.S. military commanders. Romney
has been trying to avoid making the 2014 deadline
definitive.

Syria

Syria
percent was the unemployment rate in October
2009, and it was at 7.8 percent in September

2012.

million jobs were createdunder the Obama Administration and 4.3 million were shed.

16

percent of the American work force was ?unemployed or
underemployed? only a year ago, according to The New

York Times.

Obamahas called on Assad to step down,and says
the U.S. government will do everything in its power
to make sure that it is consulting with the allies in

Romney wants more support for rebels. He hasvoiced
his desire to help rebels who share U.S. values and

?ensure they obtain?

arms.

the region. However, Obama also wants to make sure
arms do not get into the ?wrong hands.?

Statistics gatheredby Parisa Oviedo for The Heights.
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Romney-Ryan move forward with emphasis
on the economy and fiscal responsibility
BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Heights Editor

gay rights,

and environmental issues.
?In the richest country in the history of the
world, this Obama economy has crushed the

?If they?re really thinking about what?s in the
best interest of the country and what?s in their
personal best interest. Because the president?s

Last Monday?s debate was no departure from
the strategy the Romney-Ryan campaign has
employed since Mitt Romney first announced
his candidacy for the Republican nomination,
as the governor again appealed to the state of
the economy and what he calls failed Obama

middle class. Family income has fallen by $4,000,
but health insurance premiums are higher, food
prices are higher, utility bills are higher, and
gasoline prices have doubled,? he said. ?Today,
more Americans wake up in poverty than ever
before. Nearly one out of six Americans is living in poverty. Look around you. These are not
strangers. These are our brothers and sisters, our

policies have led to extraordinary statistics
and then the debt amassed that they?re going to
have to pay off for the rest of their lives? We?re
fighting to make sure that we can reduce the
deficits and eliminate this debt overhang, and
yet the president continues to amass these huge

Administration policies.
According to The Washington Post, Romney
?pivoted? to the economy in the debate, citing
the economy as the basis of American power at
home and abroad, and furthermore the most
important issue to tackle if America wants to

be successful.
His campaign website echoes those same
sentiments, stating that Romney is ?calling for
a fundamental change in Washington?s view
of how economic growth and prosperity are
achieved,how jobs are created, andhow government can support these endeavors. It is at once
a deeply conservative return to policies that
have served our nation well and a highly ambitious departurefrom the policies of our current
leadership. In short, it is a plan to get America
back to work.?
In his nomination acceptance speech at the
Republican National Convention, Romney ap-

pealed to the ?essence? of the American experience as being madeof many freedoms, but lastly

the freedom for Americans to ?build a life? and
?build a business with their own hands.?
This life, Romney said, applies to college
students looking for jobs or parents who want
their children to have a betterfuture.
In that same speech,Romney called on Americans to makea ?decision? or a ?choice? between

the America that President Barack Obama created and the America that he wants to create,
one that is dependenton ?business? ideals and
unapologetic American ?success.?
Romney bridged the gap betweensocial concerns and his economic plan by explaining that

gay rights

gay rights
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the presence of ?American jobs? will bring social
progress, keeping the focus on family and success
rather than social issues such as abortionrights,

fellow Americans.?
His appeal to women?s issues, too, revolved
around the concepts of business and economy.
?Today, women are more likely than men to
start a business,? he said.?They need a president
who respects and understands what they do.?
Romney?s focus on fiscal issues is well-placed,
according to young Republican voters whose
concerns in this election are far from the social

that dominatedthe 2008 election.
?Social issues are far downthepriorities list,
and I think that?s the trend,? Matt Hoagland, the
concerns

?

deficits.?
Romney, in an effort to calm a fear similar to
the one thatKotzambasis expressedto the Times,
promised to create jobs, an issue of importance
to college-aged voters.

?I think young people will understand that
the party of opportunity and jobs. And if
they want a president that can create good jobs,
that can allowthem tofind a bright and prosperous future for themselves and for their families
then I hope they?re going to vote for me,? he said
in that same Aston, Pa., speech. ?And we?re going to take that message to young people across
ours is

the country.?

n

county leader of a North Carolina groupof young

Republicans, told The New York Times. ?That?s
where it needs to go if the Republican Party is
going to be successful.?
ZoeyKotzambasis, vice president of the College Republicans at the University of Arizona,

who considersherself a conservative but supports
both same-sex marriage and abortion rights,
echoed Hoagland?s sentiment in the Times,
pointing to fiscal concerns as one of the things
of utmost importance.
?I would prefer that Mitt Romney leave social
issues sort of alone because I do disagree with
him on those things,? Kotzambasis said, whose
group, like many others, operates mostly independent of any national party oversight. ?He

keeps saying that the first things he?ll tackle
are healthcare and the economy, and I hope he
tackles the economy. I?m graduating in a couple
years, and it?s pretty dismalwhere I am.?
In an April speechin Aston, Pa., while he was
still on the campaign trail, Romney appealed to
that young vote via the economy.
?Young voters have to vote for me,? he said.

COurtesy
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Youth opinion is too often ignored by candidates
BY MATTHEW PALAZZOLO
Heights Senior Staff
Have you voted yet? I?m sure you?ve beenasked
this question at least once during election season.
Numerous politicians, professors, and even Van
Wilder?s sidekick have discussed the importance of
youth voting. As Election Dayrapidly approaches,
please allow me to add my argument for why you
should vote?and don?t worry, I promise not to be
overly idealistic.
Seniors may remember their RAs nagging
everyone to fill out their census forms two years
ago. Censuses, along with exit polls, can provide
valuable raw dataaboutvoter turnout habit by age.
For example, turnout among voters aged 18-24 in
the 2000 election was a pathetic 36 percent. Seniors
aged 65 and older, on the other hand, turned out
at an impressive 70 percent.
Cutting through the mountains of data available, this basically means that by not voting at
senior citizen-esque levels, 18-24 year olds lost
roughly 10 million potential votes in 2000. These
two demographicsare relatively equal in terms of
total population, yet over twice as many seniors
voted as young adults in 2000. Youth vote turnout
improved somewhatby 2008 due to a suddeninfection of hope and change, but not enough to dent
the senior voting advantage.
You may ask why you should care that the early
bird special votes more effectively than we do. As
a political science nerd, I can give you a simple an-

lose its Holy Grail status, and politicians would
finally start to care about crushing student debt.
Unfortunately, this is not the case.
When it comes to social issues, theirrelevance
of the youth vote becomes even more alarming.
Roughly two-thirdsof youth voters support samesex marriage, while roughly two-thirdsof senior
citizens oppose it. Predictably, same-sex marriage
has been defeated time and time again at the polls.
As social conservatives love to proclaim, 32 states
have put initiatives restricting same-sex marriage
on the ballot, and all 32 have passed. Voter apathy
is drowning out the youth of the nation?s opinion
on one of the defining social issues of our time.
swer: politicians care much more about grandpa?s
I would never consider myself an ageist. I have
vote than yours. For the past year, Obama and
been blessed with two sets of loving grandparents
Romney have been bending over backward trying and numerous mentors who were mucholder than
to assuage seniors? fear that they will lose their
me. However, numbers don?t lie. The averagelife
precious Medicare. Student loans, on the other expectancy in the United States is approximately
hand, have barely been mentioned in debates or 78 years. This means the elderly population that
politiciansobsequiously cater to have, on average,
campaign speeches.
Over half of college students have collectively roughly a decade left before they shuffle off this
amassed roughly $1 trillion in student loan debt, mortal coil. The youth population, on the other
hand, has half a century to endure government
and allthe presidential candidatesdo is mouthgeneric platitudes aboutthe importance ofeducation policies that essentially ignored their opinion.
in a democratic society. Why is this the case? It?s
The effect of the youth vote on economic
because in close elections, politicians will pursue policy irritates me. Social Security and Medicare
votes in high-turnout demographics. If college are underfunded and deeply in debt, yet politistudents as a whole decidedto put down their red cians refuse to make necessary budget cuts for
Solo cups and vote, while the elderly stayed in on fear of losing the senior vote. Even worse, our
Election Day to watch The Price is Right, the politigeneration?s payroll taxes are funding these
cal climate would changeabruptly. Medicare would bloated government programs?the burden does

JOseph

not
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fall on the elderly who cash the checks. The

effect of the youth vote on social policy, however,
absolutely infuriates me. Discrimination is tradi-

tionally undermined at the youth level. History
textbooksare flush with images of college students
bravely registering African-American voters in the
segregated South. Unfortunately, thanks to youth
voting apathy, our voice on same-sex marriage
has been drowned out by the senior vote. Discriminatory laws against same-sex couples have
been passed in state after state on the backsof the
senior vote. In 20 years, though, the vast majority of this voting block will be six feet under, and
our generation will be forced to repeal this stain
of bigotry from dozens of state constitutions, all
because our majority opinion was not enforced at
the voting booth.
I am sick and tiredof youth voting issues being

completely ignoredby politiciansduring election
season. I do not expect every college student to
be a proponent of same-sex marriage, or to have
suffered from paying back student loans. I?m sure,
though, that everyone has felt the frustration of
voicing an opinion and having it ignored. The
remedy is simple. Vote. I don?t care who you vote
for?write in Baldwin for president if that?s what
you want. I don?t expect every college student to
suddenly pick up a ballot, but if we can at least
raise our collective vote participation rate for this

election, then hopefully our government and our
politicians will belatedlyrealize that our opinions
matter too.

FACT CHECK

he said:

he said:

he said:

he said:

?And the fact of the matter is that, when Obamacare
is fully implemented, we?re going to be in a position to
showthat costs are going down.And over the last two

?The president said he?d cut the deficit in half. Unfortunately, he doubled it. Trillion-dollar deficits for
the last four years.?

?[F]or above $250,000, we can go back to the tax
rates we had when Bill Clinton was president. We
created 23 million new jobs.?

?In the last four years, women have lost
580,000 jobs. That?s the net of what?s happened in the last four years. We?re still
down 580,000 jobs.?

the truth:

the truth:

years,health care premiums have gone up?it?s true?but they?ve gone up slower than any time in the last 50
years. So we?re alreadybeginning to see progress.?

the truth:
Premiums have not gone up more slowly,

onlyhealth care spending.The
growthrate over the last two years
isn?t a 50-year low?it was sitting
around5 percent from 2007 to 2009.
However, the growth of health care
costs is at a 50-year low for the past two
years.

the truth:
It?s not true that Obama doubled the
deficit. He inherited a $1.2 trillion
deficitand deficits have remained at
or above that level. Obama added to
the 2009 deficit only an additional

This is only true for federal income taxes.
Obamaenactednew taxes thatwill fall
on those same taxpayers.High-income persons will pay more in fed-

$203 billion.

rates than they did under Clinton.

eral taxes under Obama?s proposed

According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the net loss of women?s jobs since
January 2009, when the president took
office, is 283,000.
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While Obamaaskedfor more time to keep his policies overabundanceof firepower. His constant challenges to
rolling and claimed Romney?s plan of increasing military Romney?s answers caused Romney to fight back by pepspending and cutting taxes would only further burden pering Obama?s responses with demandingquestions.By
the middle class, Romney reiterated that he will ?not, the endof this debate,it seemedthe two were more interunder any circumstances, raise taxes on middle-income ested in playinga gameof ?gotcha? andfact-checkingthan
families.? In the end, Romney not only skyrocketed the actually answering the questions of the voters. Perhaps
RepublicanParty?s enthusiasm, but immediatelychanged the most significant quote from this debate is Romney?s
the trajectory of his campaign.
infamous?binders full of women.? One of Romney?s goals
A few hundredthousandtweets andcountlesshours walking into this second debate was to build a stronger
of political analysis later, the candidates met again at connection with women and middle-class voters. This
Hofstra University in New York. This time, thedebatewas awkwardand perhaps derogatoryphrase may have kept
structured by voters? questionsin a town-hall style debate him fromreaching that goal.On theother hand, Obama?s
in aneffortto help thosewho arestill undecided have their constant badgering displayeda lack of the professionalism
questions answered. The question topics ranged from that the leaderof the country should alwaysuphold.
The aftermath of the second debateleft both candiunemploymentand gas prices to gun laws and security
in Libya. The debateserved as a comprehensiveoverview dates with a clear set of goalsin mind for theirthird and
of theplatforms ofeach candidate, but the constant interfinal debateat Lynn University in Florida. Obama?s goals
ruptions may have distractedthe undecidedvoters from included giving specific examples of economic policies
the answers to their questions. Obama came back from he has in mind for his second term instead of merely
his subdued performance in Denver with perhaps an citing reasons why voters shouldbe afraid of Romney?s.

BYKENDRA KUMOR
For The Heights

54,064: the number of words spoken in the three
presidential debates. How many of those words actually held meaning in the eyes of the voters? How many
changed theirminds or reinforced old perceptions? One

thing isfor sure: Election 2012 will berememberedas the
Year of the Debate.
The first showdown between President Barack
Obama and GOP challenger Governor Mitt Romney
at the University of Denver sparked the media wildfire

that is the presidential debates. Obama, an experienced
debaterknown for hisrhetorical effectiveness, delivereda
lackluster performance compared to the more aggressive
Romney. Both candidatestouched on perhaps the most
important topic of this election, the middle class. They
eachcited specific examplesof peoplethey had met on the
campaign trailwhilepromising to aideachof themin their
searches to attend school again and become employed.

illustratiOn

Romney?s goalsincluded shaking the impression thathe
is a wealthybusinessman whose policies will only benefit
the elite. The final debate on foreign policy proved to be
less confrontationalthan the second debate, and thus
more informational. Iran and Israeldominatedthe focus
of the two candidates, while such things as the Eurozone
crisis were not even mentioned. Although this debate
was supposed to becenteredaroundforeign policy, both
candidatesfound awayto circle the questions back to the
main topic of this election: the national debt.Another
focus was the quality of the American education system
and its teachers. Both candidates bragged about their
initiatives that have improved the standard of learning
for kids across the nation.
Interestinglyenough,in allthree debatesObamahad
at leastfour extra minutes in speaking time than Romney,
yet Romney said a few hundred more words.The debates
have evolved into a forum for the candidates to display
not only theirpolicies, but also their personalities in an
effort to win the votes of Americans. n

Brown, Warren face off in Mass. Senatorial race
BY CHRIS MARINO
Heights Editor
While the biggest race in this fall?s headlines has
been of the presidentialkind, there will be a number
of elections for legislativeseats next Tuesday. In Massachusetts, Senator Scott Brown will try to maintain his
seat against challengerElizabeth Warren.
Brown, a former Republican in the Massachusetts
State Senate, made headlines two years ago when he
won a special election to fill the seat of thelate TedKen-

Daniel lee

/

phOtO

editOr

Massachusetts Senate candidate Scott Brown visited
BC for the Maryland football game last

nedy.Despite being a relative unknown in comparison
to his opponent, Attorney General Martha Coakley,the
Wakefield, Mass. native emphasized his position as a
true man for thepeopleby drivingfrom town to town

vice as an advisor to several projects surrounding the
financial crisis. Her work was instrumental in forming
the U.S. Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, which
was implemented to regulate everything from backs

along her party?s track of increasing taxes for specific
thresholdsof the economy. Brown hasrefused to vote
on any legislationthat includesthe continuation of the
tax cuts, unless all classes are included. Warren, as

in his GMC pickup truck. Warren, a Democrat, has
a strong history in working with the recent financial
crisis and as a professor ofAmericanbankruptcy law at
Harvard Law School. She is most knownfor her role as
a special advisorfor the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, which regulates consumer protection for U.S.
domestic goods and services.
Brown, as the incumbent candidate, has a strong
history of bipartisanship in the Senate. Despite being a freshman senator, Brown was able to make
some headway on major legislation. He was able to
balance legislation that was key to his constituents
in Massachusetts with those issues that extendedbeyond the state level. He issued the ?Hire a Hero? bill,

and financial to mortgages and student loans. She was
passed over for director of the program, however, be-

with most Democrats, believes that taxcuts should be
expandedfor those earning $250,000 or less annually,
while the current Bush-era tax cuts should stop for
those earning more than that designation.
Healthcare continues to be a polarizing issue for
members of Congress, and this proves no different
for the MassachusettsSenatorialrace. Brown opposes
the Affordable Care Act, and hasstated his beliefthat
healthcare should be an issue of the state level. In
2010, Brown ran on the issue of opposing Obama?s
healthcare reform, and he gainedstrong state support
for this stance. He also introduced a bill that looked
to repeal the tax implemented by the healthcare law,
however it has not been passed by the Senate. Warren has been a major proponent of the federal health

which incentivizedsmallbusinesses to hire veterans.
As an acting memberof the National Guard, Brown
has worked to support American troops, as well as
struggling veterans. In an even more controversial
act, Brown?s first piece of legislationwas the STOCK
Act, which wouldban insider trading by members of
Congress. He worked closely with President Barack
Obama to incorporate the bill, which ultimately
proved his independence, as well as his dedicationto
fairness and justice.
Warren, althoughhavingnever served as a legislative member, has a strong background in politics. The
federal government has sought her opinion and ser-

cause Obamafelt that she wouldbeunable to overcome
strong Republican opposition.

Heading into Election Day, both campaigns have
been extremelynegative andcriticalof theiropponent.
The two sideshave looked to expose theother as inadequate and out of touch with the goals of the constituency. Several key issues surrounding theelection have
been healthcare,tax policy, and immigration, and the
candidates have significant differences in all issues.
In terms of immigration, Warren was a major proponent of the Department of Justice?s decision to give
two-year work visas to illegal immigrants who have
graduated from high school or served in the military,
resided in the United States for at least five years and
have no criminal history, while Brown opposes this
decision as a catalyst for future immigration issues.
Similarly, Warren is a proponent of the DREAM Act,

which would similarly allowyoung illegalimmigrants
to remain in the country, while Brown asserts thatsuch

a proposition would be a form of ?amnesty.?
As for the debate on tax policy, Brown and Warren have arguedintensely on how to best handle the
economy. Brown pledged to not raise taxes in his
first Senatorialrace, and has continued to stay true to
that. Warren?s policies, on the other hand, fall more

care reform.

While the major headline heading into Election
Day remains the presidential election, members of
the Bay State will also have a decision to make at the
level.Both candidates have proved themselves
extremely devoted to the needs of their constituents,
state

and there is no lack of experiencewith either. Brown
and Warren provide very different overall goals and
positions on the issues, however. The vote of the
moderate will prove significantly more important in

this one, as this will truly be an election won
issues.

MEET THE ALTERNATIVE PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

Gary johnson
Gary Johnson, the former two-term governor of New
Mexico, will be on the ballotin 47 states representing
theLibertarian Party. Johnson spent thefirst several
months of his campaign seeking the Republican
nomination, even participating in several debates,
but withdrew last December when he failed to gain
significant traction among voters in earlyprimary
states such as lowa and New Hampshire. His tenure
in New Mexico is notedfor his 750 vetoes, more
than theother 49 governors combined, and leavinga
$1 billion budget surplus upon leavingoffice in 2003.
The cornerstone of Johnson?s platform is his Fair Tax

program, which advocatesfor one singular consumption federal tax to replace the current income,
payroll, gift, and estate tax code that currently exists.
Johnson has been highlycritical of the interventionist role of theUnited States overseas and is against
military involvement in both Afghanistan and Libya.
On social issues, Johnson is pro-choice, supports gay
marriage, and is an advocatefor medical marijuana.
There is concern among Republicansand Democrats
alike that Johnson could garner enough to support
to potentiallyswing the election,especially in hotly
contested states like Coloradoand Nevada, where
Johnson is polling between 3 and 5 percent.

liberta n

party

gre n

Jill stein
This is not the first time Jill Stein, representing the
Green Party, is campaigning against Mitt Romney for
electedoffice. Stein was the Green-Rainbowcandidatefor governor of Massachusetts in 2002, earning
3.5 percent of the vote in the race that Romney won.
In 2010, she mounted an additionalunsuccessful
campaign to be Massachusetts? governor. Stein was
actively involved in last fall?s Occupy Wall Street
movement.

Her platform is based on the concept of a ?Green
New Deal,? in homage to President Franklin D. Roosevelt?s government response to the GreatDepression.
The Green New Deal offers an ?Economic Bill of

Rights? thatseeks to solve unemploymentthrough
the creation of government created eco-friendly jobs
chiefly in thefields of renewable energy and conservation. To fund such jobs, Stein supports raising the
capital gains tax and taxes on real estate.
On Oct. 23, Stein participated in a third party

debatefeaturing Johnson, Rocky Anderson of the
Justice Party, and Virgil Goodeof the Constitution
Party. Despite radically different views on therole of
government, allfour candidates agreed that the current two party system is inherentlyflawed, promoting corporate interests at the expense of the average
American.

party

on the

n

BY: HENRY HILLIARD

stewart alexander
After serving as the Socialist Party?s nominee
for vice president in 2008, Stewart Alexander is
serving his party at the top of the ticket in 2012.
Alexanderhas been seeking political office in Californiafor the last two decades, first unsuccessfully running for mayor of Los Angeles in 1989.
He was the Peace and Freedom Party?s nominee
for lieutenant governor of California in 2006, and
sought the party?s nomination for the presidency
in 2012, but lost to comedianRoseanne Barr last

August before successfully becoming the Socialist
nominee.
Like Stein and most third-party candidates,
Alexander is active in criticism of the two-party
dominatedsystem of American politics. He cites
seeing H. Ross Perot, the Texas billionairewho
tookalmost 19 percent of the popular vote in
the 1992 presidential election, as evidence that
Americans are hungry for more options.
Alexanderpreviously served in the Air Force
Reserve and has been a longtime community
activist in the greaterLos Angeles area. His campaign has focused on the ?99 percent? of Americans who have suffered at the handsof corporate
greed from the top 1 percent of Americans.
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Euphoric
feeling sets
in at Alumni

MARYLAND

BOSTON COLLEGE

VS.

17

20

GREG JOYCE
Emmett Cleary said it all without saying a
singleword:finally.
As Johnathan Coleman dashed into the
end zone with the game-winning touchdown
on Saturday, Boston Collegecould finally take
a breath. Cleary did just that, making a motion as he lookedup to the sky and held out
his arms, as if the weight of the worldhad just
beenliftedoff his shoulders.
And in away, it was. A win doesn?t fix
everything,but it does help a lot.The Eagles
were by nomeans perfect for 60 minutes
against Maryland, but as thefinal seconds
tickedaway in thefourth quarter andChase
Rettig tooka knee for a final time before the

AT LAST

team flooded the field in euphoria,perfection

didn?t matter. The win did.

That euphoric feelinghasbeen an unfamiliarone for BC this yearbut it sure was a
welcomeoneon Saturday. As the Eagles left
thefield, players were laughing, patting each
other on theback, and going up for chest
bumps. A few players even fell downafter an
awkwardchest bump in the air, but that?s to
be expected?it?s the first opportunity all year
they?ve had to truly celebrate.

After blowing its lead, BC uses lastminute drive to secure first ACC win

Daniel lee

BY AUSTIN TEDESCO

The first halffeatured the defense that BC

See Euphoric Win,

the game-winning drive thathas fallen
apart so often this season, but then it

making no push on first and second
down, but quarterback Chase Rettig
and the running backs were also conCollegefinally converted a third down tinuously wrapped up in the backfield,
in its 20-17 win against Maryland on
forcing unreasonable distances from
which they had to convert.
Saturday in Chestnut Hill.
After one of the impressive openTrailing the Terrapins 17-13 with
ing drives that offensive coordinator eight minutes left, Rettig finally set the
Doug Martin has come to be known Eagles up with a workable third-andfor put the Eagles on the board with a
two before hitting wide receiver Alex
David Dudeck touchdown, the BC ofAmidon for the first down. It looked
fense faced third downs at an average likeRettig finallyhad his chance to lead

literally slipped through his hands.
On the next play, Maryland?s star
defensive lineman Joe Vellano broke
through the line and, despite being
held desperatelyby the BC offensive
line, stripped Rettig of the ball as the
quarterback saw a touchdowndeveloping on a double-move downthe field.

They?d seen a building comeback effort
shattered by one small mistake, only
this time it?d be different. Unlike in all
of the previous weeks, the BC defense
was playing well. Senior linebacker
Nick Clancy has repeatedly said that
the defense wants to be on the field
with the game on its shoulders, and
here was another chance.
?It was a big momentum swing

Before Rettig could find the ball, the
Terrapins had pounced on it, almost

getting the D off the field and not having the offense capitalize on that stop

assuredlyending the game.
The Eagles had seen this before.

See Football, C 3

It took 10 failed attempts and nearly
52 minutes of game time before Boston

C3

Florida State
kicks BC out
of tourney

Hayes leads BC past Lowell
BY CHRIS MARINO
Assoc. Sports Editor
AfterFriday night?s 1-0 victory over No. 11
University of MassachusettsLowell, the No. 1
Boston College men?s hockey team was looking for some ofBoston College 6

fense. Fortunately,
UMass Lowell
yesterday?s second
game of the weekend home-and-home saw
six goals from the Eagles, as they defeated
the River Hawks 6-3 at Kelley Rink. Junior
forward Kevin Hayes led the way with two
power-play goals and an assist, while line
mate Bill Arnold had one goal and three assists. Captain Pat Mullane, Destry Straight,
and Johnny Gaudreau each notched a score,
while freshman defenseman Teddy Doherty
recorded three assists.
?We lost 42 percent of our scoring from
last year and only brought in one freshman
who is coming in as a forward this year,? said
head coach Jerry York. ?But I think that a lot
of credit needs to go to the players we have
in our program that are just improving and
getting better. The top two lines are really
going to have to be scoring threats. I think
Billy?s line stepped up tonight. Pat Mullane?s
linehas been terrificin the early goings. Now
we have two lines that almost compose our
power play units. All six forwards play in the
first two power plays. I felt good about more
distribution on the offensive end, especially

withKevin?s line now going.?
Less thanfive minutes into thefirst period,
Arnold put the Eagles on the board. He and
Doherty raced down the ice before Doherty
sent a pass to Arnold, who deflected it just in

front of the crease. Then, at the 18:41 mark,
Hayes positionedhimself next to the post and
deflected a Doherty shot in for the score. At
theendof thefirst period,the homesquad was
only outshooting the River Hawks 9-8, but it
held the two-goallead.
?It?s definitely a little easier when you get
out to a quick start, and it?s something the
coaching staff emphasized, especially after
we got down by three at UMass Amherst a
couple of weeks ago,? Arnold said. ?I think it?s
a really important thing for our team to do,
to come out fast and at least get some quick
shots on net.?
The second period started out much like
the first, as Hayes scored his second powerplay goal of the day at the 5:33 mark. Freshman defenseman Michael Matheson sent

BY JONOKEEDY
For The Heights

The No. 21 Boston College women?s
soccer team faced its most feared opponent

in the first gameof the ACC Tournament

yesterday afternoon, No. 3 FloriBoston College 0
da State. After the
Eagles? recent upset of the Seminoles a
week and a half ago, BC had to prepare for
a hard-fought gameon FSU?s home turf. The
result was a tough one, as the Seminoles
Florida State

The oddswere not in theEagles? favor as
the gamestartedoff with a quick goal from
Dagny Brynjarsdottir in the first minute of
play. As BC tried to recover, it once again let
FSU score in thefifth minute of play, making
the score 2-0 after just a few minutes. The
Eaglesquickly triedto getback on theirfeet,
but it just wasn?t enough?BC continued to

three-goal lead.
From that point, however, UML made a
comeback. Michael Colantonescored at the
7:40 mark to put his team on the board. This
score ended BC goaltender Parker Milner?s

See Men?s Hockey, C
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commit more fouls out of frustration and
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Teddy Doherty talliedthree assists last night against UMass Lowell, giving BC a spark in the win.

Eagles split two-game home
set with Minnesota Duluth
BY ALEX STANLEY
For The Heights

Ashley Motherwellnotched a goal inFriday night?s game, as BC bouncedback against Duluth.

4

won 4-0.

the puck down to Arnold, who hit Hayes in
the slot. Hayes finished the play with a shot
to the back of the net to give his team the

The No. 6 Boston College women?s
hockey team (2-3-0, 1-3-0 Hockey East)
learned its lesson after a 3-2 loss against
the University
Boston College 2|3
of Minnesota
Minn. Duluth 3|2
Duluth (3-4-1,
2-3-1 WCHA) on Thursday, when it came
back to beat the Bulldogs 3-2 in the second game of the back-to-back series.
Goals from Haley Skarupa, Ashley
Motherwell, and Alex Carpenter led the
Eagles to victory on Friday night at Kelley
Rink. Skarupa and Carpenter racked up
two points, along with Emily Field, who
assisted the second and third goals.

Eagles play to sloppy draw
INSIDE SPORTS
final
home
the
THIS

editOr

distance of over 10 yards from the first
down marker. Not only was the unit

Asst. Sports Editor

thought it could have all year, but had yet to
find. Yes, the Eagles were facing Maryland?s
fourth-string quarterbackin Caleb Rowe,
but they also executed.They made plays
that were missing in thefirst seven games of
the season, as theresults piled up in theloss
column.
Freshman Justin Simmons made a
game-changingplay at the end of the first

/ heights

BC outshot Minnesota-Duluth by
three, with 26 total shots. The game also
maintained a strong physicality, with
14 individual penalties?eight from the
Bulldogs and six from the Eagles.
?At the end of [Thursday?s] game, I

think that we really had the momentum
and we were reallyplaying well,? saidhead
coach Katie King Crowley. ?To not be able
to find away to get that tying goal?l think
that affected us. I really likedthe way the
kids rebounded, came back, and started
off with a bang. They really found away
to win. [Minnesota Duluth] is a really
good team over there. Our team played
a

really good game [Friday], and did the

See Women?s Hockey, C 4

Field hockey wins home finale

began to substitute players in and out, trying to switch things up. After the first half
of play, BC went into thelocker room down
two goals andhad to devise a plan to make
a comeback in thesecond half.
During thesecond half, theEagles came
out firing shots,knowing that thiscouldbe
their last chance. After just eight minutes
of play in the second half, the Seminoles
scored again, slowly putting BC out of its
misery. As the half continued, the Eagles
could not put any decent shots together.
After FSU scoredits fourth goalin the70th
minute, head coach Alison Foley thought
it was time for a change in the net?she
made three substitutions, one of them
being goalie Jessica Mickelson for Alexa
Gaul. BC ended the game in a 4-0 loss to
Florida State, a team who they had justbeat
a week prior.
This season,

the women?s soccer team
has certainly accomplished many feats,
including taking down the upset of the
Seminoles, which they were unable to duplicate yesterday. Coaches always explain
how hard it is to beat a team twice in one
season, and in this example,BC experienced
it firsthand.Florida State willcontinue on to
the semifinals againstVirginia, as the Eagles
will keep their fingers crossed for a potential
NCAA bid. n

ACC 5tanding5........................C2
regular season
game,
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Football Wrap Up........................C3
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Comeback proves Luthy?s worth in net
BY PAT COYNE
For The Heights

started again. Although he had a shut out
afterthe first45 minutes of play,Luthy entered

All his life, senior goalkeeper JustinLuthy
has been the starting goalie.During his time
spent training with clubs in Europe, his time
playing with the Columbus Crew Academy
team, and now his time as goalkeeperfor the
Boston College men?s soccer team during the
last four seasons, Luthy has always been the
No. 1keeper for any team he has playedon.
And then, less than halfway through his
senior season, he was benched.
Infairness, his play during the start of the
season leadingup to his subsequent benching
thatlastedfor a game and a half was less than
stellar,especiallygiven thathe is BC?s all-time
leader in wins and in minutes played. Just
six games into the season, the Eagles were
suffering from a losing record of 2-3-1, and
Luthy had given up eight goals. Prior to the
Eagles? contest against the University of San
Francisco on Sept. 22, Luthy was toldfor the
first time in his four seasons that he would
not be starting.
?At first I felt like, you know, everyone

the game during the second half. The Eagles
ended up winning that game by score of 4-2,
improving theirrecord to 4-3-1.
Then, after theEagles? next contest against
N.C. State, Luthy got the start and let up only
one goal in the Eagles? 2-1 victory. At that
point, it was clear: Luthy was back, and with

yet to come.

?I don?t think that we?ve reached the high
yet,? Luthy said. ?We?re still riding the good
wave right now. Before we lost to Brown it
was our first loss [since UConn]. We won or
tied seven or eightin a row and we had a slip,
but we picked right back up and the peak is
yet to come.?

Ultimately,when lookingback on his career
arguably greatest goalie in history,
Eagles.
Luthy will keep in perspective thatwhile being
All of a sudden, everything was clicking benched for a game and a half was certainly
frustrating, the experience ended up being
again for Luthy.
?I just needed to light a fire under myself positive for him as a player.
a bit. I got complacent,? hesaid. ?At first, I felt
?It?s a good example of how if you want to
like it wasn?t fair that I had to prove myself all beconsidered a great player you can never let
over again. Even if it wasn?t the right or wrong your guard down.As soonas you slip, someone
is going to notice,? Luthy said.?The coach has
thing to do, it worked.?
If a fire needing to be lit under Luthy was to look out for himself?he?s got to look out
their record of 5-3-1, so were the rest of the

as BC?s

his problem at the start of the season, then

for the team. He can?t pick favorites. If you?re
not delivering, then that?s it. I?ll take thatwith
me for the rest of my career, however long or
short it is.?
Throughout their existence, sports have

being benched for a game and a half did just
that and more. Since coming off the bench,
Luthy has recorded four wins, only one
loss, and three ties. Furthermore, Luthy has
recorded five shutouts in his last six games,
with the only loss in that time period being
a 1-0 defeat to Brown University, the No. 18
team in the nation.
Despite his and theEagles? obvious return
to form, Luthy will by nomeans lethimself take

beenknown to teachtheirparticipants valuable
life lessons, and Luthy?s experiencewithbeing
benched after his poor play is no exception.
goes through slumps,? Luthy explained,?and
Sports tend to be as trying for the athletes as
for me, Ifelt like I?d proved my abilityover the
GrahaM BeCk/heiGht editOr
last three years and that it wasn?t fair to lose
they are entertaining for their audiences.
Kyle Bekker and the senior class could not find victory in their last regular season game on Newton.
faith in me.?
When Luthy was 16 years old, he was
Whether or not the coaching staff had full credit for the team?s recent turnaround.
getting ready to travel to Europe to train with
?It?s not only making saves, but you?ve got NACBrada in HollandandManchesterCity in
truly ?lost faith? in Luthy is not known, nor is
it entirelyrelevant?Luthy was simply not proand England, two premiere soccer clubs overseas.
your four defenders in front of you
ducingtheresultshehadbeen duringprevious they?ve playedincrediblywell,? Luthy said. ?We Before leaving, however, his coach, aware of
seasons. Due to that, the Eagles were losing
got back Nick Corlisswho?s a big time defender. Luthy?s situation, explained to him that he
Him and Chris [Ager] really stepped it up.?
games, and somethinghad to change.
would undoubtedlybe scared given that he?d BY RYAN DOWD
the foot of Pritchard, who had drifted
In fact, Luthy?s problem wasn?t that the
Now that Luthy has put his slow start never been overseas to train before.
For The Heights
toward the goal line. Pritchard lofted
To players in any sport thatfind themselves
coaches hadlostfaith in him.Luthy?s problem behind him, and seeing how successful BC
the ball over the fallen keeper headed
was thathe had lostfaith in himself.
It was not pretty. It surely was not dry. for the net, but it landed right in the lap
has been in the latter half of the season, the facing a situation similar to the one that he
?Goalkeeping is mostly confidence, and questionremains as to how the Eagles can use faced earlier this fall, Luthy offerssome words It was simply just another frustrating of a waiting Virginia defender.
when you make a decision, you got to be
this newlyacquiredmomentum to carry them of advice drawn from the conversation thathe point for the Eagles.
In the 62nd minute of the match,for(8-4-4,
ACC)
work,?
to
tournaments.
3-1-3
ward
Derrick Boateng was taken down
College
going
postseason
just
years
confident that it?s
had with his coach
five
Boston
Luthy said. through the
ago.
?[We have to] just keep building off it in
?We had a stretchof gameswherewe?d given
?If you can havefaith in what youknow how and Virginia (8-6-2, 2-4-1 ACC) toiled from behind just eight yards outside the
up some cheap goals,and you juststart thinktraining. We?ve been solid in defending, so to do, nobodyis going to be able to arguewith to a double overtime 0-0 drawon Friday box. Bekker took the kick and bent the
ing, ?Maybe I?ve lost it, maybe I don?t have it build off that. If we keep defending the way that,? Luthy said. ?As long as you?re confident night, in what could have been the seball up and over the Virginia wall, hitwe have, then its going to be tough for any and know what your abilities are just know
anymore,? whatever ?it? is.??
niors? final home game in Newton.
ting the side netting of the goal. Kelley
Thus, Luthy?s problem was not a lack of team to score on us,? Luthy said. ?If we don?t how you got here. It didn?t just fall into your
Seniors Kyle Bekker, Stefan Carter,
thought for sure that Bekker had put the
or a change in his ability.It was far from that.
team ahead.
give up a goal at all, there?s no way we canlose. lap.Think abouthow wellyou didto get where Justin Luthy, Kevin Mejia, Colin MurRather, Luthy?s mental game was simply not In the postseason, if you don?t give up a goal, you are. That doesn?t all just go awaybecause phy, CharlieRugg, and Isaac Taylorwere
?I thought [KyleBekker] scoredon his
the same at the start of the season, and for that you give yourself a chance to win. There?s no of one or two bad games. You still have that all honored before the game. Rugg did free kick, but it was a very hard passing
heblames noone exceptfor himself.
more ties.?
not dress, however, because he was out game,? Kelly said. ?It was very hard to
ability.You can still tap back into it.?
team
is
one
During his first game on the bench, the
explained,
As Luthy
the
The Eagles currently have
definitely
gameleft with a hamstring injury. Head coach Ed [pass] that out there.?
Eagles beat the University of San Francisco ?still riding the good wave right now,? and during their regular season before beginning Kelly does not have a clear timetable
Virginia threatened mostly through
Dons 2-1 in doubleovertime. Freshmankeeper althoughthe goodwave is beingridden, there what will hopefullybe a successful venture in for his return, but hopesRugg will suit
six cornerkicks, while striker Will Bates,
Alex Kapp started in place of Luthy during have been obvious low points to the season. the ACC tournament. Itis safe to say thatLuthy up Thursday at powerhouse North who entered thematch as theACC?s top
plans on doingeverythinghe must as a keeper Carolina.
that contest.
And while his game and a half-long benchgoal scorer with 10 goals in 14 matches,
In the Eagles? next game, in which they ing has been his lowest point thus far, Luthy to not onlymaintain his spot as the starter,but
Without Rugg, who leads the Eagles left the pitch with just one shot in 110
in both goals (five) and points (14), a minutes of play.
played the University of Rhode Island, Kapp believes that for the entire team, the best is also to help lead the Eagles to victory. n
team already struggling to put the ball
?We?re doing very well defensively,?
in the back of the net continued to have Kelly said. ?We?re working very hard, but
inefficiencies up top. BC has not scored just the connection part was not there
more than one goal in their last seven tonight. We?re just not scoring goals.?
matches, dating back to Sept. 28. This
Boateng subbed in for Pritchard midis one of the longest stretches in recent way through the first half and provided
season for the program.
the usual ?Nana? excitement along the
?We put Stefan [Carter] up top,? left wing. BC fed Boateng the ball on
Kelly said.?He scoredthe winner against the left wing, but he often found himself
Duke. Ultimately, it was a bit slippy tosandwichedbetween Virginiadefenders.
With the physical play of the Cavaliers?
night and very hard to play on.?
Neither team could find traction on a defenders, coupled with the slick pitch
wet pitch. Whether due to a slick pitch created by the elements, Boateng could
not ignite the spark he?s often had this
or plain sloppy play, the match concluded after 110 minutes with only five year.
shots on goal between both teams.
With their third conference tie, the
In
BC had three quality chances. the Eagles have seemingly solidified the
18th minute, winger Diego Medina- fourth position in the ACC, which would
Mendez crashed from theleft wing into guaranteeat least one more home game
the muddled middle of the pitch and for this year?s senior class in the ACC
feathered a through ball to a streaking Tournament.
?We still got the tie which is goodfor
Dylan Pritchard behind the Cavaliers?
back line. Virginia keeper Spencer the standings in the ACC,? Kelly said.
LaCivita broke out to cut offPritchard?s ?It?s another shutout so there are some
JOnO keedy heiGhts staff
angle. Pritchard fired a left footed shot positive things, but neither team had a
After starting his whole career, Luthy struggled in the middleof his senior campaign and had to overcome this adversity toreturn to the pitch. that was blocked by LaCivita again to lot of chances.? n

Soccer draws with UVA

?

/

Volleyball downed in three sets by Clemson and Georgia Tech
BY MOLLYCONNOR
For The Heights

at the beginning, earning the first
point for eachof their sets. Thematch
hadsignificantswings in momentum,

The Boston College volleyball though,andtheEagles were unable to
suffered two tough 3-0 losses stay consistent throughout.
Despite the loss, a number of BC
thisweekend in Power Gym against
Clemson and Georgia Tech.
players shone in the match. Junior
Yesterday afternoon, the Eagles Melissa McTighe had eight kills in
lost to the Yellow Jackets in three the match, a team-high. Freshman
sets: 25-16, 25-20, and 25-22. Kellie
Kameron McLain and seniorKrystal
team

Barnum tallied her fourth doubledouble of the year with 23 assists
and 10 digs, but it wasn?t enough to
put BC on top.
Fridaynight,BC startedoff strong

SHORT

in

SHORT

Higgins eachposted six kills. Barnum
significantly aidedthe effort, distributing a team-high22assists.
?At this point, we?re not the tallest team in the conference or the

highest jumping, but we do have to
be the hardest working,? said head
coachChris Campbell. ?We?ve got to
get contributions from a number of
people. Certainly,Courtney Castle is
one of our leaders out there.?
Castle tallied an impressive 16
digs this match. BC lost the first set
25-18, although play was fairly even
earlyon. Sixof Castle?s 16 digs were
posted in the first set, keeping the
Eagles in the game.
The second set proved to be a
lossof momentum for BC. Although
Clemsonhad more attackand service

ACC Football Standings
Atlantic
Florida State
Clemson
NC State
Maryland
Wake Forest
Boston College

Conference

Overall

5-1
4-1
2-2
2-2
2-4
1-4

8-1
7-1
5-3
4-4
4-4
2-6

3-2
3-2
3-2
2-2
2-3
0-4

6-3
6-3
4-4
4-4
3-5
2-6

Coastal
Duke
North Carolina
Miami
Virginia Tech
Georgia Tech
Virginia

errors, its aggressive style ofplay paid
off in a 25-12win. The Tigers outhit
the Eagles .405 to .087 in the set, as
passing on the Eagles? side began to

break down.
After a tough second set, the
Eagles came out strongest in the
third set, with a 5-0 run early on to
bring the score to 8-3. The Eagles held
onto their margin, and with the help

by Higgins,
they eventuallybrought the score to
a 14-7 lead.Clemson madea 5-1 run
to bring the score to 15-12, and then
a 6-0 run to tie the game at 20-20.
of some impressivekills

Numbers to Know

943
The total receiving yards for Alex Amidon this season. This number places
him third in program history.

161:42
The scoreless streak of play for Eagles?
goaltender Parker Milner since Oct.
19, which was snapped yesterday.

53:81
Swimmer Emily Downs? time in the 100-

yard freestyle to help her team take first
in the New England Catholic Invite.

The two teams traded pointsuntil the
Tigers eventually won 25-22.
As Clemson kept a consistent
levelof intensity, the Eagles? passing
broke down, leaving the center with
limited options. In future matches,

the Eagles hope to be able to keep
up with the opponents? changes in
pace.
?In order to be successful, we?ve
got to maintain that for an entire
match, not just for stretches,? Camp-

bell said. ?Set two reflects what happens when we don?t play with that
intensity.? n

GrahaM BeCk / heiGhts

Volleyballcould not handle Clemson on Friday.

Quote of the Week

?I can?t say enough
about the job that the
kids did to hang in
there players come
to work, and it finally
paid off.?
?

Frank Spaziani after his
teams win against Maryland
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QUOTE OF THE GAME

KEY STATS
Return yards for Spiffy Evans
on six chances

173
Points allowed by BC in the
0 first half
Average third down distance
10.4 for
BC before final drive

Itfeels great, justgetting a win?itfeels so good. And the atmosphere in the
locker room, everyone is so excited about it. It doesn?t fix everything, but it
just feels awesome. So we?re 1-0 today, that?s how I think about it.
Alex Amidon
Junior wide receiver
-

KEY PERFORMERS

GAME-CHANGING PLAY
Facing a third and nine with 1:39 left in
the game, Chase Rettig completed a 17yard pass to Alex Amidon for the first
down.Amidon made the diving snag, and
two plays later, Rettig found a wide-open
Johnathan Coleman for the game-winning
score.

IT WAS OVER WHEN...
Spenser Rositano picked off Caleb Rowe
with 39 seconds remaining in the game
Daniel lee

/ heights editOr

Evans (left) gave BC great field position throughoutthe game with his deep punt andkick returns. Vellano (52) put pressure on Rettig all day and forced a fumble.

FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK

Defense, freshmen come up big in BC?s win
BY CHRIS GRIMALDI
Heights Editor

Ups to the defensiveperformance.?In

?

drives. Despite missing some opportunities,
includinga droppedinterceptionby linebacker
Nick Clancy and blown coverageon the Terps?
ensuing go-ahead touchdown, BC?s D did
enough to hold an FBS opponent under 22
points for thefirst time all season.
?I thought the defense played well,? Clancy
remarked, havingcontributedthreepass break-

Football,from C 1

on

defense. I think that?s what was so important
today?everybody was doingtheir joband was
playingBC footballfrom start to finish.?

While Dudeck helped put BC on the
scoreboard, Simmons did all he could to keep
Marylandoff of it. Inadditionto his first career

Although the Eagles benefitedfrom facing
fourth-string Maryland quarterback Caleb
Rowe, a true freshman making his first collegiate start, they took nothing for granted on
the defensivesideof the ball.Thanks to a laudableperformance fromBC?s defensivelineand
a timely sack from junior Kevin Pierre-Louis,
Spaziani?s squad consistently applied pressure
and forced Rowe to make mistakes. Ultimately,
the Terrapins? quarterback?sfinal miscue landed
in the hands of sophomore defensive back
Spenser Rositano to seal theEagles? win.
?We were able to makesome plays,? Spaziani
saidofhis team?s defense.?Now we have to build
on thatandmake somemore. That?s what happens when you play a little defense?you can

interception, the true freshmanrecorded seven

our D-linemen so fired up to be back on
the field and our DBs so ready to play. I
think that was a huge part in why we were
so successful today. It was almost like we
wanted to be out there on thefield and we
wanted the game on our shoulders.?
The Eagles forced a three-and-out
using the same pressure they?d put on
true freshman quarterback Caleb Rowe
all day. After a Maryland punt, the BC
offense took over with 4:45 left and 85

win some games.?
Defense Wins Ballgames
Despite the Eagles? offensive inconsistencies on Saturday, their sound defensiveeffort
allowedthem to stay competitive for all four
quarters. It marked the first time in nearly
two years that BC kept its opponent off of the
scoreboard in the first half, as interceptions by
linemanKieran Borcich anddefensiveback Justin Simmons contributed by ending Maryland

Last drive makes the difference
was

could have had back, the inconsistencies

Saturdayafternoon.
Winning for the first time since Week Two
against Maine, theEaglesput togetherarguably
their best collectiveeffort so far this season. A
combination of effective special teams, solid
defense, and timelyoffense helped BC avoid its
worst start since 1989. Saturday?s matchup not
onlyshowcased the Eagles? trademark grit and
perseverance,but alsoallowedthemto translate
hard workto the win column.
?What can I say,it was an exciting, exhilarating victory,? saidhead coachFrank Spaziani. ?I
can?t say enoughaboutthe jobthatthekids did
to hang in there players come to work,and
it finally paid off.?

touchdown.

welcomed,? Dudeck said.?It?s a family,it?s a tight
atmospherein thelockerroom downthere,and
that?s helpedtremendously.?

the past,

we?ve talked about which plays you wish you

Poised to snap afive-gamelosingstreak and
tally its first ACC victory in 2012, the Boston
Collegefootball team delivered a dramatic 2017victoryagainst conferencerivalMaryland on

on Maryland?s first play after Coleman?s

Freshman Contributions

While veterans such as Clancy andPierredriving forces in Saturday?s game,
the youth on BC?s roster alsoplayed a pivotal
role on both sides of the ball. The Eagles put
theirfirst points on theboardafter quarterback
Chase Rettig hit true freshman David Dudeck
on the run with a 19-yard touchdownstrike.
Dudeck?s score was the first of his career, and
Louis were

showcased his abilities as a receiver in addition to the role he?s played as a stopgap in a
beleagueredBC backfield. Yet he credited the

welcoming atmosphere created by his teammates for his early success.
?I think one of the things that helped is
since day one when we got here, we?ve been
?

tackles and madehis presence known as a
potential fixture in the Eagles? defensive plans
moving forward.
?Coach [Mike] Siravo has preached from
day one that?when all freshmen were third
or fourth string?we?re going to need you this
year so prepare as if youwere a first-string guy,?
Simmons said. ?For all of our freshmen, that?s
been our mentality from day one?preparing
and making the older guyswork. Today all we
didwas put what we?ve learnedin practice into
the game.?
?Spiffy? on Special Teams

Special teams can either win or lose close
football games,and the Eagles used it to their
advantageagainst Maryland.KickerNate Freese
continued an excellent junior year, launching
two pivotal field goals through the uprights
from 36 and 28 yards out. His clutch performance made him 12-for-12 on attempts from
under 50 yards for the season.
Spiffy Evans alsostood out once again as a
specialteams weapon in his role as a returner.
The sophomoreaveraged 50 yards on his returns for the day, setting theEagles up to score
on their first couple of drives.
?I felt like I gave us a spark being able to
make something happenonce I got the ball in
my hand, and field position is vital as always,?
Evans said. With his speed and ability to pick
up blocks, Spiffy continues to be a bright spot
in the Eagles? season.

frustrating, but the attitude of our
defense was almost like we wanted to be
out there,? Clancy said. ?I?ve never seen

yards between it and the game-winning
touchdown.
Rettig brought his team into the
huddle and told them they?d been here
before. He told them they could do it.
They all knew they couldn?t afford any
penalties or untimely mistakes on this
one drive thatcould save their season for
one more week.
?Coach Martin says to let it come
down to two minutes left and we have
the ball and he?s going to take us any day
to win the game so that?s kind of been
our mindset,? Amidon said. ?Just let us
have the ball with two minutes left to go
win the game.?

Rettig targeted Amidon and tight end
Chris Pantale almost exclusively during
BC?s drive down the field. The big tight
end and the speedywide receiver couldn?t
be contained on routes down the middle.
Facing a crucial third-and-ninewith 1:39
left, the same long third downthat held

this offense back throughout the game
and throughoutits season, Rettig fired a
17-yarddart to a streaking Amidon as the

quarterback was drilledonto his back.
After a quick booth review, Amidon?s

diving catch was confirmed. The play
only saved the drive, but it also set
up the winning touchdown. Two plays
not

later, Amidon cut across the field again
and Rettig gave every indication he was
looking to hit his go-to receiver on the
same route

that they?d scored

on

mul-

tiple times this season, but instead Rettig threw a fake in Amidon?s direction,

leaving Johnathan Coleman wide open
on a bubbleroute to the right side of the
field. Colemansprinted into the end zone,
knocking over Baldwin and embracing
his teammates with a secure 20-17 lead.
Spenser Rositano came up with a big
interception early in Maryland?s final,
desperate drive to seal the victory. BC?s
problems aren?t fixed, outside of that

last driveand the first drive the offense
couldn?t get going, and the defense still
gave up big plays, but this team needed a
win and, at leastfor one week, the Eagles
can take a much-needed deepbreath before continuing with their season.
?The last five weeks have been tough

obviously,? Rettig said. ?Offensively we?ve
done some good things this year, and
people have taken notice, but we could
have done more in other games. It?s just
nice that we were able to put it together
at the end of the game there and score a
touchdown. I think how we won the game
today definitely gives us momentum going into next week.?

?It feels great,? Amidon said. ?Just
getting a win?it feels so good. And the
atmosphere in thelocker room, everyone
is so excitedabout it. It doesn?t fix everything, but it just feels awesome. So we?re
1-0 today, that?s how I think about it.? n

For the Eagles, a win doesn?t fix all your problems, but it certainly helps them out
half, collecting his first career interception to

trated with justminutes remaining in the
game was the type offirepower the offense
had been lacking all year. The cynic in me

shut downthe Terrapinsand makesure they
didn?t get on the scoreboardbefore going into
the locker room. The number of times BC
hasallowed its opponent to score with less

had an inklingof feelingthatthe Eaglesmight
just pull another three-and-out as they had
so many times before, but that final drive
was different. Rettig lookedlike the star

than five minutes in the first half is incred-

quarterback he?s capable of being, and led
his team 85 yards downthe field. He looked
to his usual targets in Amidonand Pantale,
and they came up with clutch catches, even
though drops had plagued them various
times in prior games,but thatfinal drivewas

A Euphoric Win, from

C1

ibly frustrating, but Simmons changed that
trend. It was exactlywhat headcoach Frank
Spaziani hasbeen lookingfor?someone to
step up in a pressure situation.
Meanwhile, the drivethatRettig orches-

different. And just when it seemed like everyone had forgotten abouthim, including the

Maryland defense, Colemanstormed into the
end zone with the game-winning reception.
That final drivewas different.
For the veteranplayers on the team like
Cleary, Saturdaywas a reminder ofhow fun
football could be. For theplethora offreshmen on squad, it was almosta tutorial on
what BC football is all about:a tough, grindit-out victory that wasn?t alwayspretty, but it
got the job done.
As the Alma Mater was playing, every

single BC player stood facing the student
section with a beamingsmile across his face.
There was no hiding the fact that the Eagles
were proud ofwhat they had accomplished.
Midway through the playing of the Alma
Mater,I locked eyes with Nick Clancy.The
linebacker, who continuallyleaves everything
hehas out on the field, pointed and gave me
a thumbsup, as if to say, ?See? I told you we
coulddo it.?
I?ve talkedwith Clancy at almost every
Wednesday media luncheon this season,
and everytime he hasremained upbeatand

determined heading into each game.Finally,
on Saturday, he had an ACC win to back up

his words.
Theysay thatwhen you lose, your
problems are magnified,but when you win,
those problems are pacified, at least for the
time being. That?s exactly the situation BC
finds itself in right now. And it?s exactly what
it needs.
Greg Joyce is the Sports Editor for The
Heights. He can be reached at sports@
bcheights.com.
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Whitney gives BC all it needs Friday
BY STEVEN PRINCIPI
Heights
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Bill Arnoldrecorded a goal andthree assists as the Eagles pounced on Lowellright from the start.

Everyone chips in for win
Men?s Hockey, from

C1

Hawks try to get back into the game. Scott
Wilson scored a power-playgoalafter Milner
faced a barrage of shots in front of the crease.

streakof 161:42 thatbegan on Oct. 19. Milner
finished the day with 25 saves.
The toughest stretch came whenLowell had
The RiverHawksbrought thedeficitdown the five-on-three advantage,but BC was able
to one whenDerek Arnoldscored a power-play to kill the power-play opportunity. York credgoal at the 11:14 mark in the second period. ited theRiver Hawksfor theirfull game effort,
Gaudreauended the opposing momentum at especiallywith their special teams unit.
?They wouldn?t goaway,? hesaid. ?And full
the 13:40 mark when heand Matheson went
downthe ice ona breakaway.Thefreshman hit credit to them.It?s 3-0, they?re down,and they
Gaudreauacross the net, and the sophomore hung in there.Evenwhen they closed it to 5-3,
finished the play by lifting a backhander over the game is far from over, so we still have to
play. We playedpretty well down the stretch.
the goaltender?sreach.
After a goalwas calledback near the endof The five-on-three was a keykill for us.?
theperiodona kick byDoherty, theEagles manAfter a timeout by York,however,thehome
aged to increase their lead back to three when club was able to put the finishing touches on
Straightchipped in a shot atthe 17-minute mark another victory. Mullanetooka pass from Steven Whitney, andripped a shotfrom the post
to make the score 5-2. It was the Eagles? third
to give the Eagles the final score of 6-3.
power-playgoal of thegame on five opportuniFor York, a two-win weekend like this is
ties, includingHayes? two earlierscores.
?Our main thing throughouttheweek was what will help the team focus down the road,
to get shots on net, and I thought that both
and it was a real test for the remainder of the
power-play units did a great job of getting out season.
there and, instead of being fancy, just getting
?Like I was saying tonight to a couple of the
pucks to the net,? Hayes said. ?Teddy Doherty guys, we?re just getting into the rhythm of the
had two shots where he went right to the net, season,? hesaid.?We?re starting to play succesand luckilythey ended up on my stick.?
sive games, or at least two in a weekend.That?s
The third period, again, saw the River goodfor getting into that hockey mindset.? n

handful of chances during the frame.
The Eagles were finally able to breakthe
scoreless draw just 3:17 into the period
when Whitney took a pass from Johnny
Gaudreauand beat Carr with a low shot
from the high slot. The goal came off of
a perfect breakout play and some great
passing by Gaudreau and Pat Mullane.
Whitney spoke of the goal after the
game, praising his teammates for putting

Staff

The No. 1 Boston College men?s
hockey team picked up its third consecutive win on Friday night, defeating
No. 11 UMass Lowell 1-0 in a highly
contested and very even game. Senior
goalieParker Milner picked up 38 saves
to secure his second straight shutout,
and classmate Steven Whitney scored him in a great spot to score.
the game?s only goal three minutes into
?It was a great play all around, a clean
the third period to lead the Eagles to breakout by our D,?? Whitney said. ?We
the win.
had a three-manrush, maybea four-man
The River Hawks opened the game rush because[Patrick] Weyjumpedinat
with a flurry of shots and came close to the end, but Johnny Gaudreau just has
scoring on several occasions. The puck eyes in the back of his head and saw me
was deepin the BC zonefor the majority
coming late and gave it to me.?
of the first period, andMilner had to be
After the goal, Lowell upped the
sharp several times in order to keep the pressure and kept BC back on their
score even at zero. Lowell ended the peheels. The River Hawks fired numerriod with a 12-4 advantagein shots, but ous shots on Milner, but nothing went
was unable to gain an advantage on the
in. With around a minute to play in the
scoreboard. The Eagles did not generate much offense, but Milner continued
his recent hot play, a trendhe spoke of
afterward.
?I don?t know if I?m on a roll, but it?s
good to get back on track,?? Milner said.
?I felt my first two games were pretty

game,Lowell pulled Carr andcontinued
to pressure BC with an extra attacker.
Despite a number of late chances that

just missed, the Eagles were able to hold
the lead and escape Lowell with a
hard-fought victory. York spoke on the
importance of the victory, which comes
against a highly ranked opponent, and
added that he thought it showed just
how far his team has come already in
onto

the young season.
?I felt really good about the club
because we played a solid road game
against a very good team,?? York said.
?That?s the measuring stick, and we
thought it would be a good measuringstick weekend for us.??
UMass-Lowell outshot the Eagles
38-20 in the game, including an 11 -5 advantage in the third period. Gaudreau?s
assist gives him a point in everygame so
far in the season, and Whitney?s goal was
his team leading third on the year.

weak, so to have two strong ones, it feels

good.??
The second period was a completely
different story from the first. BC managed to control play for long stretches
and tested River Hawks goalie Doug
Carr on several occasions. Like Milner in the first period, however, Carr
proved up to the test and did not allow
BC to gain the advantage. What was
noteworthy, however, was the continued
dominanceofBC?s penaltykill. Through
the first two periods, the Eagles were left
shorthanded on four occasions, which
they killed off without much issue each
time. Through the first four games of
the season, the Eagles haveallowed only
one powerplay goal and have looked
dominantwhen on the kill. This key aspretty

pect has not escaped the notice of head
coach Jerry York, who spoke about the
team?s shorthanded play in the early part

of the season.
?I thought our PK was excellent,??
York said.?They blocked shots and made
plays and controlled the play very well
in our offensive zone.??
The final period was much more
balanced, with both teams getting a
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Steven Whitney (21) scored the only goalfor BC on Fridaynight in Lowell, allBC would need.

Eagles rebound with Friday night win
Women?s Hockey, from

C1

equalizer.

Aroundfour minutes later, BC worked
the puck around the opposing third on a
things they needed to win.?
On Thursday, the Eagles forced 39 power play and a backhanded pass across
saves out of Minnesota Duluth goalie the slot fell right at the stick of MotherKayla Black and outshot the Bulldogs well, who convertedit into the goal.
At the start of the third period, the
by 14, but still could not manage an
equalizing goal. BC found itself down Eagles extended their lead to 3-1 when
3-0 in the third period, but goals from Carpenter snatched up a blocked puck
Carpenter and Emily Pfalzer provided off a shot from Skarupa.
some late consolation for the struck
Crowley was impressed with how the
team played on the power play.
down Eagles.
?I thought our power plays did well,
After the end of the first period on
with two power playgoals,? she said. ?We
Friday, the story looked to be the same.
The Eagles looked the better of the two
need that. We have so many offensive
teams on the ice. Yet it was Minnesota
weapons that we need to capitalize on
Duluth?s Jenna McParland who grabbed those. Alex Carpenter, Haley Skarupa,
the first goal, capitalizing on a rebound EmilyField, AshleyMotherwell,andBlake
after her teammate Tea Villila?s shot to Bolden did a reallygood jobto score goals
in that situation. We talked at the beginput the Bulldogs ahead 1-0.
The Bulldogs carried this leadinto the ning of the third period, when we were
on the power play coming out, and I said
locker room after the first period.
?We talked about finding away to this is a big goal?we need to score a goal
score goals,? Crowleysaidof whatshe told on this power play. They didit. Thosekids
the team at the break. ?You need to have really battled during that power play to
that intensity and desire around that net
make it happen.?
Nonetheless, the Bulldogs found a
to put pucks in the net.?
back,
late
goal in the form of Shara Jasper, who
The Eagles fought
though, and
netted two in the second period. After netted after Jessica Wong passed it across
the face of the goal.
a flurry of activity around the Bulldog?s
Freshman defensemanKaliya Johnson
goal, Skarupa managed to push the puck
through a crowdof players and grab the was impressed by the team?s overall per-

formance on Friday.

?We had more of a chip on our shoulder[on Friday night] and came out stronger,? Johnson said. ?Last game we didn?t
come out our hardest, which we obviously
paid for in the end. But we didn?t wait until
the third period to step up our game.
?I thought we played great. We came
out strong and were all over them and
then we just stepped it up in the second
and third period.?
Her coach thought much the same.
?I thought we played pretty well,?
Crowley said. ?We were put in different
positions. Whether it was killing a penalty
5-on-3, in a situation where we were up 31 or if we had to put the pressure back on
them, when they were on us in that third
period. I thought our kids did really well
to put the pressure back on them.?
Up next, the Eagles play at Boston
University on Wednesdayat 7 p.m. They

lost their first game of the season to the
Terriers, who beat them 4-2.
?We played them the first game of the
year,? Crowley said. ?We are a different
team now, even though it?s only been four
or five games from there. But I know our
kids will be looking forward to it. It will
be a good battle for us.?
Johnson put it simply: ?I?m ready for
payback.? n
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Goaltender Corinne Boyles made 21 saves on Friday to make sure BC split its series with Duluth.

BC football tradition continues to stay strong on Sundays in the NFL
STEPHEN SIKORA
Besides Saturday, there hasn?t been
much to cheer about with regard to this
year?s Boston Collegefootball team. After starting the season by scoring touchdowns on their first two drives against
Miami, the Eagles havebeen outscored
247 to 137 by Division I opponents.
Througheight games, fans have
witnessed a poor defense, one thatranks
118 th out of 120FBS teams in rushing
yards allowed per game. We?ve also been
subjected to a coaching staff that hasn?t
been able to make necessary adjustments,
nor manage the gameeffectively in close
situations.
Our football team wasn?t always in
this predicament, however. A few years

before our classmatesarrived on the
Heights, BC was in the midst of a dominant stretch that spanned throughout the
2000s. By a quick glance at the NFL any
Sunday, you can watch some of the players that made up integral parts of those
teams.

Last week, for instance, former BC
quarterback Matt Hasselbeck led the
Titans to a come-from-behind35-34 win.
On fourth and 10 with just over a minute

left, Hasselbeck threw a touchdownpass
to Nate Washington, completing the

team?s comebackand proving that he?s
still a worthy starter with Jake Locker
recovering from injury.
Back in 1996, years before he would

laterbecome a star with the Seattle
Seahawks, Hasselbeck startedhis first
gamesfor BC. Unfortunatelyfor him, it
was the same season in which 13 Eagles
were suspended for betting on college
and pro sports. This included at least one
game in which two players bet against
the Eagles. As a result, in the next two

Rating. He?s most certainly in the race
for MVP, and has made numerous clutch
throws throughoutthe year. Many
analysts who cover the sport feel this is
the season Ryan is finally putting it all

together.
In his final

two years on the Heights,

Ryan compiled a 21-6 record as starter,
and in his senior season he threwfor over
4500 yards and 31 TDs. By comparison?s
sake, Chase Rettig is on pace for 3300
yards and 23 TDs this year. That dif-

ference, combined with a stout Eagles

on the field earlier in the season, he had
been playing out of position. Jon Beason
was entrenched at the middlelinebacker
spot, so Kuechly had been liningup on

the outside.
After Beason went down with an
injury, the Carolina coaches promptly
wised up and installedKuechly at his

While BC never reached that level of
greatness, it was the tier below: a team
good for eight or nine wins a year, with
an outside chance every season to be
the ACC?s representative in a BCS bowl

natural position: middlelinebacker.The
results have been spectacular: 52 tackles
over his past five games, with seven
tacklesfor loss, a fumble recovery, and
an interception. He?s well on his way to
becoming the player the Panthers hoped
for when they drafted him.
Before the season, Carolina center
Ryan Kalil took out a full-page newspaper ad stating that the Panthers would
win the Super Bowl this year. Perhaps
most of that prediction was based on the
idea that Cam Newton would continue to
dominatethe league,but surely the presence of Kuechly weighed in on his deci-

game.
It?s unfortunate that the team has
fallen to such low depths in 2012. I feel
especiallybad for Rettig, who is on track
to leave BC with a career losing record
despite being one of the better QBs to
ever play for the Eagles.
A couple years from now, we may see
Chase try to catch on with an NFL team.
If the soft-tosserfrom South Bend, Brady
Quinn, can be named a starting quarterback in the NFL, then Rettig certainly has
a place in the league.
No matter if he makes it as a starter or
backup, the first time Rettig leads a team
to victory in the NFL, it won?t matter how
BC fared when he played here. Instead,
the legacyand traditionof BC football

Hasselbeck?s brother, Tim, took over
as the starter during the 1999 season. The
team then proceeded to rip off the best

defense, made BC a contender for the
national title in 2007.
Earlier this season against the Panthers, Ryan had one of his best games as a
Falcon. He put up 369 passing yards and

stretch in school history.
BC went on an eight-bowl winning
streak from 2000-2007, and from 20012009 the team won at least eight games
every year. They were ranked as high as
No. 2in the country, thanks in large part

three touchdowns.The most important
play of the game, a 59-yard bomb to
Roddy White, was thrown in thefourth
quarter, with under a minute left, and
Atlanta pinned at their one-yard line. The
Falcons then won the game on a field goal

to another current NFL QB, Matt Ryan.

with five seconds remaining to preserve
their perfect record.
Standing on the sidelines to witness
thatbomb was former BC linebacker
Luke Kuechly. He wasn?t playing at the
time because of the Panthers? prevent

sion to make that statement. He couldn?t
have been fartheroff?the Panthers have
started the year 1-6.
While Kuechly won?t make the Super
Bowl this year, you may rememberthat
last season, BC was the most-represented
college team in the championship game.

defense package. When Kuechly

That?s right: there were more alumni

seasons, the team went 4-7.

This season, Matty Ice has led the
AtlantaFalcons to the NFL?s only undefeatedrecord. Before this Sunday?s
masterful three-touchdown, 262-yard
performance against Philadelphia, Ryan
was fourth in the leaguewith a 98.8 QB

was

from Chestnut Hill than the powers that
rule collegefootball today, such as Alabama, LSU or USC.

will live on.
Stephen Sikora is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He can be reached at
sports@bcheights.com.
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Field hockey seniors Moorfield and Mackintire reflect on careers
BY EMILY MALCYNSKY
For The Heights

But I think it just madeit better for the next

couple of years.?
As two of only three freshmen, Mackintire
Boston
team
felt that she and Moorfield had to step
The
College field hockey
has fought through a tough year, ending the up quickly.
?I feel like we were never freshmen,?
regular season with an overall record of 10-8.
The Eagles closed out regular seasonplay with Mackintire said.
During their first season on the team,
a victory over Wake Forest at home on Friday,
which also served as the annual Senior Day Mackintire played in 14 games, starting in
game. It was a bittersweetaffair highlighting four of them.Moorefield played and started
the four-year careers of senior captainsKara in all 20 games as a freshman. Althoughthey
appreciated the experienceand the chance to
Mackintire and Jacqui Moorfield.
takeon active roles on the field, theycertainly
?It?s really sad that it?s finishing,? Moorfelt
thepressure.
field said.
?In some ways, it?s harder to come in
Both Moorfield and Mackintire joined
playing. I know a lot of people really want
the team as freshmen. The two soon realized
that, but then when you come in you have a
would
not
have
what
described
they
they
as the ?buffer period? that most freshmen
lot of pressure to learnthe tactics,? Moorfield
said. ?But it reallyhelpedus over the nextfew
experience.
?Our freshman year was really different years, ?cause we?d alreadybeen thrown in the
from any other year,? Mackintire said. ?We deep end and survived.?
Over the past four seasons, the field
had a really smallteam with a lot of injuries.
So it almostforced us to step up as freshmen.
hockey team has changed quite a bit, espe-

cially for its two captains. They are the only
two seniors on the team and thus the only
players that remain fromtheirfreshman year.
The intermittent yearshave onlyimprovedfor
Moorfieldand Mackintire, wholookback on
freshman year and remember being daunted
when imagining the next four years.
?It was one of our first runs [the conditioningtrainer] was saying you have to go
?

down and back and that?s one,? Mackintire
remembered. ?We were thinking, ?Oh, we?ll
probably do two or threeof these,? and then

he goes, ?You have eightof them.??
?We just kind of looked at each other and
were like, ?We?re not surviving this,? and it just
got harderand hardereveryyear,? Moorfield
added.
As seasoned seniors, both Moorfield
and Mackintire play the position of backs
and have become central components to the
team?s defense.Moorfieldhas played in 18 of
the gamesso far. Mackintire,who was injured
for part of the season, has played in 14.
In terms of skill, both feel as though they
have improved over the years.
?[Moorfield] has an amazing hit out of

the back field and from attack corners
hit the ball and it will pass
every single line and go alltheway up to the
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board line,? Mackintire said of her co-captain. ?Which is really nice for us in theback
because it allows us to have a break.?

playinga Division I sport will prove useful in
anything she might encounter.
?It?s been so hard, but so rewarding, and I
think it?s something that can carry over and
In addition to their efforts as captains, relate to anything,? she said.
bothattribute a lot of the team?s success and
Moorfieldaddedthatthe characterdevelopment that comes withbeing on a team has
high standardsto their coaching staff.
?[Head coachAinsleeLamb] is especially madeher stronger.
great in thefact that we?re not just a number
?We?ve learnedto push ourselves so hard,
to her or a position. We?re people to her too,?
and therewardfor pain, and to take criticism
Moorfield said. ?She?s almostlike a mother the right way. We don?t crumbleunder it, we
figure in away. If we?re ever in trouble she take it and try to better ourselves,? said the
cares about us more than just as players. Our
New Zealand native, who is unsure whether

?

each other on the field.?

Despite the team?s dedication, both
captains feel their role as leadershas been
especiallyimportant this season.
?This year, I think it?s really important,
/
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Moorfield (10) and Mackintire (11) led the teamas senior captains this season for the Eagles.
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Moorfield has been asked to make an impact since her very first season on the Heights.

?Kara has brought a lot with her hit and
she?s got a reallygood over hit, which is something that?s improved every year,? Moorfield
said. ?Her fitness and speed are really good,
which is something she brings to the team,
especiallyin the off-season.It?s something to
aspireto, and she?s a real leader with that.?
The Eagles, who are ranked No. 16 going into the ACC tournament on Thursday,
consist of eightfreshmen, seven sophomores,
and five juniors, in additionto Moorfieldand
Mackintire. As team leaders, Moorfield and
Mackintire value the team?s dedication and
closeness, despite the large number of new
players and underclassmen.
?We?re a really close-knitteam thisyear
I think that really shows in the way we play,?
Moorfield said. ?We?re willing to work for
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sometimes she?ll

?cause our team is really young,? Mackintire
said. ?We lost a lot of people who had been
leadingus it?s really important for us to be
?

the communicators on the team and set the
standard. There are so many new people on
the team who need to know what BC field
hockeyis and the high standard we hold.?

whole team appreciates that.?
Both also acknowledgethat theircoaches?
support comes in many forms, includingcriticism and intensity.
?They just demand so much from you,
but you have to remember that they?re only
doing it ?cause they know they can keep
getting more and more from you, and they
know how much talent you have and just
want to make you excelas much as

you can,?

Mackintire said.
Looking ahead to life after this season and,
come spring, after BC, Moorfieldand Mackintire foresee their field hockey experience
carrying over into other aspects oflife. Mackintire predicts the commitment involved in

her future plans will keep her in the United
States or takeher to New Zealand or Australia. Mackintire plans to move into a city after
leaving BC in the spring.
Reflecting on their years on the team
and as students, Moorfield and Mackintire

admithow much their experiencehas meant
to them.
?Sometimes we don?t realize how lucky
we are,? Moorfieldsaid.
?The only regret I have is almost taking it
for granted sometimes,? Mackintire said. ?To
be a part of BC field hockeyand BC sports in
general is really an amazing experience,and
if someone were to say, ?Would you do it all
again?,? I would.? n

UVA offense overpowers BC
BY MATTY PIERCE
For The Heights

The No. 21 Boston College women?s soccer team (10-6-3,4-5-IACC) was not able to
pull off the upset against the No. 10 Virginia
Cavaliers (13-4-1, 6-3-1) Thursday night in

Charlottesville. With the Eagles leading 1-0
at half, the Cavaliers scored five unanswered
goalsin the secondhalf to defeatBC bya score
of 5-1. This loss at Klockner Stadium marked

the end of the regular season for the Eagles,
and was thefinal regular season ACC women?s
soccer match of the season.
Ina hard-foughtfirsthalfwhereboth teams
came out aggressively on offense, the Eagles
were able to strikefirst. In the 33rd minute of
play, BC senior Victoria DiMartino received a
pass inside theboxfrom Stephanie McCaffrey,
which she was able to control from six yards
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Two goalsin thefinal minute of playfrom Paige Morris and Emma Plasteras pushed BC past Wake Forest in field hockey?s final regular-season game.

Eagles sneak past Wake on Senior Night
BY MARLY MORGUS
For The Heights
Friday night was the last home game
for theNo. 16 Boston College field hockey
team. The Eagles welcomed the Wake
Forest Demon Deacons, a team that just
recently slipped from therankings, as their
opponent in a game with many purposes:
to honor the seniors on the team, to cap
off a solid regular season record (10-8, 2-3
ACC), and to determinetheir ranking going into the ACC tournament this week.
The Eagles were successful in all three
areas, coming out of the game with an
exciting 2-1 win.

Before the start of play, both teams
took a moment to line up on the field and
honor their seniors. Two Eagles, Kara
Mackintire and Jacqui Moorfield, played
theirfinal home game on Fridaynight. The
teams and the spectators were treated to
overviews of their BC careers that were
highlightedby leadership,sportsmanship,
and hard work.
Both seniors were given the chance to
start, even though Kara Mackintire is suffering from a foot injury and immediately

left the game. Head coach Ainslee Lamb
spoke highly of both seniors.
?They?re all such unselfish players.
Senior night is a time to honor theirfouryear commitment, but they know that we

have to step of the field and win the game,?
she said.
The first half of play was characterized
by a strong offensive presence by Wake
Forest in the Eagles? zone.Although theBC
defendersheld the Deacons scoreless and
were able to clear the ball, Wake Forest?s

team paid off. Although the second half
began like the first, with Wake Forest
dominatingpossession and pressuring the
BC defense, Wake Forest took thefirst lead
of the game in the46th minute. The Eagles,
however, fought their way into the game
as the half went on. With eight minutes

strong midfield, which BC had been aware
of in practices leading up to the game,kept

remaining and still no score for BC, Lamb
called a timeout.
?We pulled the goalie, went numbers
up, and at that point it?s absolute high risk,

working the edges of the field, advancing
the ball up the sidelines and adding pressure to theEagles? defensiveand goalkeeping efforts.
The first half ended scoreless for both
teams, however. Although Wake Forest
outshot BC 6-3, freshman Leah Settipane
remained steady in goal. Yet the half was
not without chances forBC. Two close op-

portunities from breakaways fell just short

Ashleigh Sebia beat the Wake Forest
goaliebut shot just wide, and Chapin Duke
alsobroke away towardstheendof thehalf
but was beaten by a sliding save from the
Wake Forest goalkeeper.
During halftime, Lambhad very specific
instructions for her team.
?When we made plays on the ball, they
were very flat, so one of our focuses was on
3D skills, lifting the ball up a little more,?
she said. ?Also, we had to adjust and make
sure that one of our backs, who they had
been pressuring, always had an option.?
Lamb?s concise, focused input to her
as

fourth goal of the year.
Tied at 1-1, the Cavaliers wasted no time
before gaining the lead, scoring 58 seconds
later. This goal came when freshman midfielder Emily Sonnett hustled from one end
of the field to the other, dumped the balloff to
senior Caroline Miller, then quickly received
it back just outside of the box and snuck it
past the pursuing goalie Gaul for her first
career goal.
Leading 2-1, Virginia built upon itssecond
half momentum to score just 10minutes later
in the 60thminute of play.Thisoccurred when
Miller received a pass from senior Erica Hollenberg in the middle of the field, which she
dribbledto the 18yard-lineandshot just inside
of the post to give the Cavaliersa 3-1lead. This
was Miller?s

13thgoal of the season.

Despite a hard-working BC defense,
Virginiasaggressive offensewas able to net two

out and direct to theback of the net to give the

more goalsbeforethe match was complete.In

Eagles a 1-0 lead. With thisfinish, DiMartino
recorded hersecond goalof the season.
The Eagles held strong on defense and
continued to attack offensively, giving them
momentum headinginto halftime with a 1-0
lead. Both teams recorded nine shots in the
first half, whileVirginia had two corner kicks
compared to zero by BC. Senior midfielder
Kristie Mewis recorded five shots for the
Eagles in the first half, two of which were on
goal.BC senior goalkeeperAlexa Gaulstopped
three shots in the first half, while Cavalier
keepers Carrie Wiseman andDanielleDeLisle
combinedfor threesaves, oneby Wiseman and
two by DesLisle.
Thesecondhalf was dominatedby a hungry
Virginia offense, which used five unanswered
goalsbyfive different players to help defeatthe
Eagles. The first of the Cavaliers? goals came

the73rd minute of play,sophomore midfielder
Morgan Brian madeher way into the box and
sent a cross in front of the goal, which junior
Molly Menchel was able to net for her fourth
goal of the season. Virginia would score one
more time in the 87th minute of play, when
juniorforward GloriaDouglas crossedtheball
to sophomoreKalli Torres, who controlled it

just four minutes into the second half, when
junior Morgan Stith launched a cross to the
opposite side of the field where sophomore
Danielle Colaprico was able to control it and
strike a shot just under the crossbar for her

and put to the back of the net for her fourth
goal of the season.
With so many offensive weapons, the
Cavaliers? offense was able to overcome a 1-0
first-half deficit and defeat the Eagles at home.
Virginia recorded 16shots in the second half,
while BC recorded six. The Cavalier?s outshot
the Eagles 25-15 in the match. For Virginia,
Millerrecorded a goal,an assist, andfive shots,
two ofwhich were on goal, in the secondhalf.
McCaffreyhad one assist and two shots, for the
Eagles in the match. Gaul stopped five shots
in the second half, recording a season-high
eight saves in the game. DeLisle had three
saves in the second half for a total of five in
the match. n

all out hockey,? she said. ?I?m not concerned
about losing 1-0 or 2-0. I just want to put
the ball in the net.?
That is exactly what the Eagles did, and
in the last minute, two goals were scored.
One resulted from a stroke (penalty shot)
scored by Paige Morris, and theother came
from Emma Plasteras, giving the Eagles the
win, but not before a last-second corner
from Wake Forest as time ticked to zero.
The teams had to play untilthe ballleft the
BC circle, but the defenseshut down Wake
Forest one last time.
It was an essential win for the Eagles,
and a confidence booster as they begin
the ACC tournament this week and face
Wake Forest for a second time in less than
a week.

?Tonight we handled Wake with chaos,
week we want to handle them with
structure,? Lamb said, ?but we?re looking
forward to seeing them again.? n
next
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The BC defense struggled in the second half to shut down thepowerful Virginia offensive
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Despite challenges, ambitious ?Atlas? reigns supreme
BY SEAN KEELEY
How ambitious is Cloud Atlas? Let us
count the ways. This is a movie with three
directors, six storylines spanning at least five
centuries, a budget of $lO2 million,and arunning time of nearly three hours. Its multiple
story threadsincludea 19705-styleconspiracy
thriller, a 19th-centuryhistorical tale of a slave
earning his
Cloud ATIAS:
freedom, and
Wachowski

a-

undertaking in
today?s risk-averse Hollywoodclimate.What?s
even more surprising is how well CloudAtlas
works. The directing team of Andy and Lana
Wachowski?the siblings behind the Matrix
trilogy and Speed Racer?and German filmmaker Tom Tykwer, best known for his 1998
thriller Run Lola Run, have collaborated to
create a movie that is equal parts art film and
attempt such an ambitious

Heights Staff

Brothers &Tom

two

Tykwer

tic sci-fi epi-

futuris-

CloudAtlas Prod. sodes?one
?Neo Seoul? in 2144 and the other a
century after the apocalypse. The cast includes a huge assortment of talent from the
U.S., England, Korea, and across the world,
and each of the main actors?including Tom
Hanks, Halle Berry, JimBroadbent, and Hugo
Weaving?play sixdifferent roles, onefor each
separate storyline.Finally,CloudAtlas is based
on an acclaimed 2004 novel by David Mitchell, so on top of the film?s other considerable
challenges, the directorshave to worry about
pleasing ardentfans of the book.
It?s surprising enough that anyone would
set in

blockbuster. The end result is inspired and
moving, even if some of the parts are problematic. Cloud Atlas is not a perfect movie?some

of the segments workbetter than others and
sometimes the films gimmicks are distracting
rather than engaging. Still, such occasional
hiccups do little to diminishthe films power
and its impressive ability to skillfully integrate
so many moving parts.
The stories told in CloudAtlasrangefrom
the intimate to the epic. On the intimate side
of the scale is the tale of Robert Frobisher
(Ben Whishaw), a closeted young composer
who shadows an aging master in the hopesof
producing his masterpiece. In a more comic
vein, there is the farcical modern-day story of
Timothy Cavendish (Jim Broadbent), an aging London publisher who stages an escape
from an oppressive nursing home. On the

epic side of the scale, there is the story of
Sonmi-451(DoonaBae), a cloned ?fabricant? in
a futuristicSouth Korea who attempts a revolution, as well as the post-apocalyptic tale of
Zachry (Tom Hanks), a tribesmanwho forges
an alliance with the mysterious Meronym
(Halle Berry) to help save his people.

The movie?s tagline promises that ?Everything is Connected,? and indeed it is, in both
plot and style. Rather than telling each story
in turn, the movie interweaves the different
threads, cutting back and forth to find thematic resonances across the different stories.
The editing is elegantand inspired, producing
rapturous moments wherethe separatestories
seem to be speaking to one another. As the
movie unspools, it becomes clear that the
stories are connectedbymore than just theme,
too. Still, the Wachowskis and Tykwer do not

spoon-feed the audience with easy narrative
links, instead trusting us to pay attention and
discernthe connections.
In a film of such sprawling ambition, it?s

inevitablethat some parts fall flat. The most
problematic section of the movieis the post-
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TomHanks and HalleBerry prove that chemistry lives through allages in sprawling ?Cloud Atlas.?
and sometimes laughable. Thedirectors? stunt
of multiple-casting all of the main actors is
central to themovie?s theme, but it sometimes
proves distracting?like when Hugh Grant
shows up slathered with Asian makeup, or
when Hugo Weaving is called upon to play a

apocalypticone, largelybecause of thedecision middle-agedEnglish nurse. There?s lotsoffun
to have the actors speak in a primitive, semito be had in figuring out who?s who,but these
Englishpidgin that is often incomprehensible gimmicks often distractfrom the story.

In sum, though, Cloud Atlas is an undeniably impressive achievement. Its themes may
be rather obvious?all of humanity is connected, and even the smallestactions can have
huge consequences?but the beauty of a tale
lies in the telling. With its epic proportions,
visual wonder, and a directingteam fully committed to its grand conceits, Cloud Atlas is a
beautyindeed. n

Plot is severely lacking in Cross? story

BOX OFFICE REPORT
weekend gross

weeks in release

1. argo

12.4

3

2. hotel transylvania

9.5

5

3. cloud atlas

9.4

1

4. paranormalactivity 4

8.7

2

While all the action elements are present in the film, ?Alex Cross? does not have a complicatedenoughplot to grab an audience?s attention.

5. silent hill: revelation

8.0

1

BY MATT GRUBY
For The Heights

6. taken 2

8.0

4

7. here comes theboom

5.5

3

8. sinister

5.1

3

9. alex cross

5.1

2

10. fun size

4.1

1

title
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For those of you who haven?t read them,
theAlex Cross bookshave alwaysbeenabout
intense, edge-of-your-seat crime dramas,
breathtakingplot twists, and villains so sick
and twisted they can?t even be called cartoonish. In
Alex CroSS:
short, it?s an

b+
c

Rob Cohen
excellent seQED Internationalries andby far
thebest thing
James Patterson has ever written. Unfortunately, the movie version fails to hit home
because of a dull, cliched script and a plot
that starts off basic and never really evolves
into anything interesting. It works hard to
establish thecharacters and doeshave some
surprising moments, but ultimately it never

breaks abovethe layer of mediocrity.
What really makes this movie different
from the vast majority of mindless, minigun-wielding,revenge-focused action flicks
is the first half hour or so, where actual
depth is established.Alex Cross is a Detroit
police detective working to stop a sadistic
serial killer as he murders his targets with
hideously painful acts of torture. Cross also
actually has a family and a happy home life,
as opposed to any of the characters from
(for instance) The Expendables, who are

about as capable with women and children
as they are with composing classical music.
Although the extended scenes of peace and

non-murder might seem slow for some, the
backdrop ofAlex?s healthy homelifeandthe
fact that we actually see him happy once in
a while makes him likableand relatable, so
that when tragedystrikeslater on, it hits the
audiencemuchharderand gives usreason to
root for him. Also, TylerPerryactuallymakes
a surprisingly good action hero. Who would
have thought?
Less impressiveis the shockingly juvenile
script that follows both action and crime
dramacliches likeThe Ten Commandments.
Early on, when Alex Cross and his sidekick
(Edward Burns) are investigating the scene
of a murder, Burns is convincedthat a team
of criminals is responsible for infiltrating
the manor, taking out the bodyguards, and
assassinating the target. A reasonable assumption, you might say. But no, Alex Cross
steps in and declares, ?This was one guy.? This
was obviously put in to show what a shockingly clever investigator Cross is, similar to
the characters of Sherlock and House, but
there is a key differencebetween them and

those shows, the brainiac lead
actuallyexplains his miraculousdeductions.
Cross never actuallygives us a reason for his
coincidentally correct clue finding?he just
Cross?in

states what he thinks?and since everyother

characterfollowshis thinking without question, we are expectedto believe thathe?s some
kind of forensic genius who cannot possibly
be wrong. But withoutwriters cleverenough
to provide evidencefor Cross? crazy claims,
theaudience is leftconfusedandabandoned

whilethe movie has already movedonto the
next plot point?if they can even be called
plot points.

This movie is about as unpredictable
and shocking as a square dance. A hero
characterized by his attachment to family is given a reason to hate the serial killer
he?s chasing. Gee, I wonder how they could
possibly pull that off. Near the start of the
movie, anyone could see that it?s focusing
on Cross chasing the psychotic killer down
and bringing him to justice as the stakes escalateat various predeterminedpoints. And
that?s exactly what happens. The plot never
shifts, never even budgesfrom that path. So
much for the breathtaking twists and turns
of most Patterson thrillers?this plot could
be plotted out, explained, and predicted by
an 8-year-old. Criminal commits murder.
Stop. Detectives collectevidence and try to
predict next murder. Stop. Stakes are raised
by deathof character. Stop. Rinse, wash, and
repeat for an hour and a half. It?s a horrifying
example of lazy, complacent screenwriting
that slowly leaches away the excitement of
anyone watching.
Despite all the effort spent building up
thecharacters, themoronic simplicity of the
story and individual lines make this movie
absolutely not worth the time or money.
The Cross novels are still fantastic books
in and of themselves, and can be heartily

recommended.But don?t watch the movie
first, or you might decide you don?t want to
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BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. panther
Nelson DeMille
2. casual vacancy

6. winter of the
world
Ken Follett
7. gone girl
Gillian Flynn
8. time keeper
Mitch Albom
9. secret keeper
Kate Morton

J.K. Rowling
3. bone bed
Patricia D. Cornwell
4. twelve
Justin Cronin
5. nypdred
James Patterson

SOURCE:Publisher?s Weekly

continue. n

Potentially lackluster pilots should not speak for entire season
JOE ALLEN
In my television criticism class this
past week, we watched the pilot of

Breaking Bad and then proceeded to
discuss it. I, along with Arts & Review
Editor Brennan Carley, was one of the few
people in the class who had watched the
show. Of course, I attempted to hide my
true identity as an obnoxious Breaking
Bad fanatic, someone who regularly had
hour-long debates about the show, but
five minutes in, I became the jerk who
couldn?t put his hand down.
I found myself having to defend the
show, as a vocal portion of the class had
not been impressedenough with the pilot
to tune in for a second episode.The arguments brought up ranged from ?I don?t
like any of these characters enough to
continue watching? to ?Walter White?s
seemingly instantaneous decision to start

cooking meth doesn?t seem realistic.?
Based off the pilot alone, I could
understand why they would make these
claims. Breaking Bad?s pilot is extended
on the first season DVD set to include
a few more tone-setting scenes, which
I was quick to point out, but even with

these

scenes,

the pilot isn?t close to the

best episode of the show. It moves fast
because it has a whole premise to set
up in just 47 minutes. Walt needs to be
seen as weak and unhappy, then get his
cancer diagnosis, then find former high
schoolstudent/methcook Jesse Pinkman,
and finally almost get killed by drug distributors, all in one episode. If the show
couldn?t make it to this point by the end
of the episode, it wouldn?t have fully
conveyed its premise.
The major problem with that possibility is that a pilot?s main job is to conveyits

premise to the audienceand sellthem on
it. To not dothat could potentiallymean
a major drop-off in viewership between
week one and week two, which is usually
a death sentence for a new show.
So I explained to my class?s naysayers that while the pilot is an essential,
table-setting episode of Breaking Bad, it
is far from a quintessentialepisodeof the
show. In this episode, Jesse comes off as
a fairly simple character, even though he
becomes one of the most fully fleshedout characters on TV as the series goes
on. The morality of Walt?s actions also
become a deep focus of the show as early
as the next episode of season one. Lastly,
once the pilot sets up the show, the pace
slows down considerably, more akin to

the meditative narrative that Breaking
Bad is now known for.
But again, the pilot is missing these
elements. It contains some key ingredients of the show?the stylized direction,
the innovative use of music, and the black
humor, to name a few?but this is not the
?Best Drama on Television? version of

Breaking Bad.
There was another reason that I became
so stubbornly defensive of the episode. An
oldfriendof mine and I hadbeen slowly writing our own televisionpilot over the summer.
To start doing this, we had to do quite a bit
of research on how the first episode of a
televisionseries should operate. Theresearch

you can feel their potential in every one of
theirearlyepisodes,even if the earlyepisodes
themselves are not that good. As I said last
week,I?m still watching The Walking Dead 20
episodesin, mostlybecause I think this show
could be great?even though it hasn?t been
so far. I got the same feeling with Breaking
Bad from its pilot.
So, the next time you?re thinking of giv-

ing up on a new show after its first episode,
try giving it another chance in its second
week. New shows can surprise you quickly
unless that new show is Beauty and the
Beast.
?

Joe Allen is a staff columnist for The
Heights. He welcomes commentsat arts@
bcheights.com.

led us to the most essential part of a pilot:
to draw viewers in by showing how your
show is differentthanthehundreds ofother
shows on television.In that light, Breaking
Bad?s pilot always had to be telling its audience ?Hey, Ibet you?ve never seen a show in

which a high school chemistry teacher with
lung cancer starts cooking crystal meth to
provide for his family after he passes away.
Well, here it is!?
In myexperience,some of theshows I enjoyhad very goodpilots, andothers had very
mediocreones.But theyall gavetheaudience
an ideaof what type of show they wouldbe.
Some shows have concepts so unique that
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Althoughpilots are essential for Tv shows, they shouldn?t determinefuture commitment.
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Boston ballerinas display
a talent for modern dance
Boston Ballet, from C 8
upbeat, the dancers brought the audience
througha passionatedepictionof love in all its
forms, fromflirtationto heartbreak.?Rooster?
was a piece that truly resonates with so many
differentpeople,atso manydifferentplaces in
their lives. It exemplified the strengths of the
Boston Ballet as a whole?amazing classical
training with strong, punchy flair.
But it was the evening?s secondpiece that
everyone was eagerly anticipating. Chore-
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The Lazour brothers? ?The Grand Room,? set in the time of theGreat Depression, is thefirst-ever studentwritten musical to be performed at BC.

BC showcases Lazour?s ?Grand Room?
Lazour, from C 8

the Great Depression, offering a juxtaposed commentary on the framework
of 1930sAmerica, as presented through
the national economic crisis and the
luxury of the upper-class. Essentially
isolated from the dire situation and
unrest in the rest of the country, the
family is dealingwith some major issues
of their own that Lazour says include
some ?serious, controversial underpinnings.? The plot is focused on a love
triangle between the main character,
Beatrice, and two opposing male char-

acters?Jules and Walter.

Lazour claims that, along with the
Great Depression motif, ?one of the
major themes of the show is the issue
of one?s past, and being tensely caught
between the past and the present.?
The Grand Room?s score, composed
by his brother Daniel, combines elements of classic 1930s music with certain stylistic elements preferential to the
Lazour brothers.Patrick states that they

?wanted to create a score thatreflected
our own interests and our own specific
style, and we also juxtaposedthat style

with certain pastiches

it is very stylized, very sweeping and lush, inspired
by many composers, but it also exhibits
my and Daniel?s own style.?
?

The fraternal team truly worked
togetherin the production of this musical. While thebrothers wrote the actual
show together, they compartmentalized the work pertaining to The Grand
Room?s score: Daniel composed the
music and Patrick wrote the lyrics.
The staging of The Grand Room has
been a long time coming for the Lazour

brothers. The musical was proposed to
The Dramatic Society and The Contemporary Theatre, two clubs on campus
that produce and fund shows, and was

chosen last semester whilePatrick was
studying abroad in France. With a bit of
a smirk, Lazour stated, ?The only issue
was that when we proposed the show,
it wasn?t finished. We only had one
song written, ?Black and White,? which
eventually set the tone for the rest of
the show.?

The development of the show was
bit of a hiatus while Patrick was
abroad spring semester, until Daniel
came to visit him for three weeks or so,
and they got the ball rolling.They wrote
the second song, ?First of the Month of
July? and the pieces of the show started
to come together.Once they came home
for summer, the pair worked every day
down to the wire, but eventually finished with something of which they are
both quite proud.
One key element in place, however,
was a director. Sarah Goldstein, A&S
?l3, offered to direct the play once it
was proposed and approved by the
dramatic committee. Lazour, who attends everyrehearsal in case a revision
on a

is needed, said that he is very excited
to see the staging. ?Sarah?s done a nice
jobblocking the show, working with the
actors and developing the characters,
she?s made motivations really clear,?
Patrick stated. He is also excitedabout
the talentedactors cast in theshow: Joe
Meade, Sarah Mass, Dustin Pazar, Billy
McEntee, and Tori Berner.
The Lazour brothers are accustomed
to unorthodox writing circumstances.
Robyn McCree (2010) and Affairs of a

French Afternoon (2011), their second
and thirdmusicals, were written during

the school semesters of both Patrickand
with the former at BC and the
latter still in high school. Their first play,
Tribulations of a Millionaire, according
to Patrick, ?was the easiest because it
was done in high school. The othertwo
were pretty difficult. We were separated
and most correspondences were done
over the phone and on Skype
Daniel
usually sent me music that needed lyr-

Daniel,

?

ics, or vice versa.?

Patrick said that their decision to
togetherwasn?t a dramatic
one. They were inspired by different
composers and musicals. ?We grew up
with musicals in our home and appreciated a lot of different styles of shows.
Our parents encouraged our interest in
musicals
they brought us to performances by the greats like Andrew Lloyd
Weber and Steven Sondheim and we
becamefixated on production.? Patrick
said that the brothers were both drawn
to the emotion that was evoked through
musicals that they felt just couldn?t be
felt in a play.
The brothers? first threemusicals were
all performed at the Calliope Theatre, a

ographer Jorman Elo?s 10th world premiere
ballet for the Boston Ballet, ?Awake Only,?
led to a packed Opera House. ?This new
work is a captivating, complex,and poignant
journey,? said Artistic Director for the Boston
Ballet MikkoNissinen. Set to music by Johann
Sebastian Bach, one wouldthink that ?Awake
Only? wouldexhibitall of the characteristics
of a classic ballet performance?dancers in
pink tutus and tights elegantly and gracefully
gliding across the stage, performingwonders
ofballetmastery, whiletheirmalecounterparts
lifted them to dizzying heights. What the
crowd at the Opera house saw, however, was
so much more.

The piece, which included eightwomen?two men, and one young boy, Liam Lurker
of the Boston Ballet School?was far from

expected.The dancersexhibitedan incredible
use of space on the stage, and playedwith the
energy between themselves?they were not

only physically connected during lifts and
touches, but also in breaking with the traditional, played with effects of repulsion and
attraction, leadingto a truly dynamic energy
that leapt off the stage. Thedancers also mixed
principles ofrigidity andfluidityin their movements in an unusual and stunning way: one

halfof a dancersbody wouldbe contracting
into a ridged, modern shape, while the other
half glided with pure flow across the stage.
The piece spoke to the intricacies of life, and
touchedon poignant themesof intimacy and
loss, all in a short period of time.
After thevisual thrill, and exciting premier
of ?Awake Only,? theaudiencewas struckby yet

anothermodernandunusual piece thatdidnot
fail to get their attention. As thecurtain opened
on ?The Second Detail,? choreographed by
William Forsythe, the audience was struck
by the drab gray costumes the dancers wore,
designed by Yumiko Takeshima and Issey
Miyake. The costumes and dull background,
dotted with a line of chairs upstage, made it
difficult to discern, at first, which dancers were
male and which werefemale. They all existedin
a sort of unisex space that perfectlymirrored

the flawlessly coordinated group pieces that
dominated?The SecondDetail.? Definitelythe
piece with thebiggest group choreography,the
dancestoodout from the firsttwo. The dancers
moved not in slow languid strokes, but with
a sassy urgency, in time with the discordant,
percussive beat.
There are often a lot of misconceptions
about the ballet, especially amonga young
group of college students. It is hardly for
the stuffy, middle-aged,or classical music
lovers only. The Boston Ballet consistently
brings to the stage new, exciting, upbeat,

edgy, and modern pieces. They provide
visually stunning art, and are a true Boston
gem that should not be missed. With the
latest piece to hit the stage, ?Awake Only,?
and with the Christmas season around the
corner, and the revamping of the Ballet?s
rendition of theclassic ?Nutcracker,? everyone should get

ticketsthis season.

n

start writing

?

?

community theatre in their hometown
of Boylston, Mass. during the summer
months. With their fourth show, their
brand new BC audience, and their new
Bonn Studio stage, Patrick said that he

and Daniel are ?striving to create a good
marriage between book and lyrics and
music, and The Grand Room is a big step
in that learning journey.? n
Editor?s Note: Tickets go on sale today,
October 29th at 8 a.m. n

Bostonians turn Halloween show into a singalong
Bostonians, from C 8

they started: it was a cover of Coldplay?s just as everyone had hoped afterhearing
?Paradise? that was so astoundinglygood, her phenomenal asides: she performed
more-than-stellar performance made so superbly backed by the crooning har?Shake It Out? by Florence and the Mainfinitely more engaging by his Mitt mony, so perfectly swelling,receding, and chine, an already strong choice completed
Romney costume. He even got the crowd finishing with a wordless vocal flourish by her incredibleenergy and poise. They
to sing along,which is generallyunheard
that this protest was forgotten. O?Hare ended with a superb and obscure song,
of for Romney appearances.
had a strange, powerful tone that was ?Wine Red,? led by Jen Bourne. A little
Here the Bostonians let the Boston a tough act to follow, but was managed choreography went a long way in this
Univeristy all-girls a cappella group, successfully by President Emma Adders, strong finisher, and the Allegrettos left
Aural Fixation, take the stage with four Dorothy No. 1, who sang ?We Are Young? the stage with everyone wanting more.
The Bostonians came out to close the
songs and two Dorothy costumes. Junior brilliantly as the group?s finale. In adSarah Bellardini began with ?Go Your dition, senior Anna Petcosky delivered show with a whirlwindof music, starting
Own Way,? a challenging and well-resome of the most fervent beat-boxing with a fabulous rendition of ?Landslide?
ceived cover. Sophie Spiers followed with I?ve ever heard.
by Ally Norton, A&S ?l3, and transition?What?cha Gonna Do,? sassily delivered
in
BU
point
ing into a flawless medley of ?Starships,?
At this
the night, the
?Titanium,? and others.
in an oddly appropriate luau get-up. Allegrettos, came out dressed as a zomLong story short, the Bostonians are
Then sophomore Ali O?Hare, dressed bie mob. The Allegrettos stepped up
as a mime, took the mic after a brief
once
more
masters
competition
the
with three
of the trade. It was a blast to see
?stuck-in-the-box? routine. Just when blow-you-away covers, starting with them as well as the two BU groups. This
one wouldobject that this type of singing
tenor Brendan Yekutiel?s startlinglygood is a talented group that is truly worth
violates every principle of mime-dom, version of ?Crawl.? Tala Khalaf followed, seeing in person. n

COurtesy Of gOOgles iMages

Major Lazer, consisting of Diploand his emcee, performed a high energy set at HOB thisweek.

Diplo morphs HOB into rave
Major Lazer, from

C 8

pigeonholed into a murky EDM meets
meets reggaeblend that often includes
classic rock, hip-hop, and even multilingual moombahton. Known for its
exhausting but euphoric events?in
which whatever setting the band plays
in transforms into an underground
club like something out of a cheesy ?9os
movie but better?Major Lazer has been
thoroughly and extensivelymaking its
way around the world since therelease
of its debut album, Guns Don?t Kill
People?Lazers Do.
Major Lazer?s tour touched down at
the House of Blues last week ostensibly
in support of its upcoming album, but
the groupreadily incorporated old hits
with its newer material. As two scantily

clad women jumped from the rafters
to the floor in full splits, defying any
logic aboutbodilycontortion previously
known to mankind, Diplo stepped up to
his DJ equipment and boldlybegan the
evening with an overpowering dub-step
track that set the tone for the night.
One of Diplo?s greatest strengths is
his encyclopedic knowledge of music
and its history, and his savant-likeability to seamlessly mash tracks together
in away that both honors the originals
while also creating something entirely
new and original. Hits of his like ?Barely
Standing? and ?Pon De Floor? became
background melodies that supportedrap
songs, classic rock anthems (Nirvana
did make an appearance, much to the

audience?s head-thrashing delight),and
old schoolslow jams. A quick three-song
medley blended together current rap
radio stapleslike French Montana?s ?Pop
That? and 2 Chainz?s ?Birthday Song,?
although the audience seemedless than
receptive to the tunes.
?This is a new joint right here,? Diplo
bellowed as he clambered on top of his

eun hee kwOn

/

heights

The Bostonians Fall Showcase, co-starring two groups from BU, featured an extremely diverse set list, ranging from Stevie Nicks to Nicki Minaj.

musical infrastructureand commanded
the crowd to take their shirts off in unison. People waved their tops around in

the air at ?Jah No Partial,? Major Lazer?s
just released single with popular UK
act Flux Pavillion. Champagne bottles
exploded over the audience, streamers
burst from the ceiling, and the entire audience jumped in unison, a giant crowd
of sweat and tears.
One of the concert?s crowning mo-

arrivedwhen Diplo and his emcee
invited a parade of women to the stage
to show off their dance skills. Having
ments

seen a Major Lazer concert before, it
was easy and elating to know exactly
what was coming next: within seconds,

the throbbing swellof the energetic ?Express Yourself? began to echo through
the hall. It?s safe to say that Boston
hasn?t seen that many rear ends up in
the air waving in unison in quite some
time. The moment seemed to loosen up
everyone in attendance, with the previously tentative crowdnow bonding over
the beats.
That?s the point of a Major Lazer concert: a large groupof peoplewilling and
ready to dance join forces under one roof
for a night of reckless debauchery. It?s a
cleansing experience thatallows people
to dance away their cares in a celebratory whirlwind of life. Without getting
too philosophical and fancy, it?s easy to
see why house fans traverse the world in
search of their nextfix. Devotees offestivals like Sensation?which just touched
down in New York City for its first ever
stateside incarnation?flock from country to country, paying for flights, hotels,
and tickets to these events in the hopes
that, for several hours anyway, nothing
else matters except the beat.
At a Major Lazer concert, one can
expect to hear hits like ?Get Free,? ?Pon
De Floor,? and ?Hold the Line??but
more importantly, one can escape from

reality for several hours of unadulterated bliss. At the House of Blues, Major
Lazer touched down for two hours of
frenzied perfection. As Mary Poppins
so famously told her wards at the end of
her stay: ?until we meet again.? n
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AN EYE ON CULTURE

The cream
of the crop
TAYLOR CAVALLO
One

of my biggest pet peeves is when

people make grand, sweeping claims

aboutfine art. Things don?t always
work in absolutes: Renoir isn?t the best
Impressionist to have ever lived. Some
art scholars or historians might argue
he is, but others, like myself, wouldn?t.
The essential subjectivity of art makes
it fundamentally impossible to work in
extremes.

I?ve always been a black andwhite
kind of gal, however, and I might make
some big, grand, even more sweeping
claims of my own. Despite the fact that
music is just as subjective as, if not more
than fine art, people are constantlycategorizing songs or bands as the ?best of
the ?9os,? or ?the best to have ever lived.?
One needs to have a significant amount
of knowledge about music to make these
claims. For example, one source that no
one can really argue against is a publication that I have praised in the past
(i.e.?last week?s column).
Rolling Stone is famous for its lists,
which it makesa point of continuing sporadically: The 500 Greatest
Albums of All Time, and if that wasn?t
difficult enough, The 500 Greatest Songs of All Time. I?d like to

BOSTON BALLET SPINS INTO ITS NEW SEASON
The prestigious Boston Ballet successfully
adds a modern twist to the traditional ballet
BY TIIERESE TULLY
Heights Editor
Although concerts, comedy shows,
going to the movies, or hitting up the
bars often dominate the college
night life off campus,
there is one venue
for entertainment
that is vastly

be a contributor to theselists
because I, just like many people
might, have issues with the song
choices and placements on the
lists. I?ve read most of them,and
sometimes mentallydevelop

over-

lookedby
the student
body the
ballet. Boston
is home to one of
the most impressive ballets in the

lists of my own. Let me give
you a little systematic sampling,
which I alsorealize might combine
a few past column topics of mine.

country,

Question: What are the best

only a short ride down
the T. For an alternative,
artistic escape in the city,
definitely try the ballet
this fall, especially in
light of the newest piece
by the Ballet, ?Awake
Only,? which premiered
on Thursday, Oct. 25.
Opening night for the
Fall Program was a jampacked evening of three

guitar solos of all time?
I have finally concluded that there
are three. ?Down

and their

performances at the
Boston Opera House are

by the River? by Neil

Young, ?Old Love? by Eric Clapton
(the unplugged version) and ?Machine
Gun? by Jimi Hendrix (Live at Berkeley).
There?s not much I can say about them
on paper?to really understand them
you have to spend time listening to them
properly. What I can say is this: Young?s
solo might seem simple to some the first
few times you listen to it, but its simplic-

ity predicatesits beauty. Clapton?s solo,
which might be the bestof the three,is
an eerilyhaunting accompaniment to a
tragic song about a lingering lost love.
Hendrix?s Vietnam protest song (11
minutes and 22 seconds long)famously
mimics the sound of actual machine
guns using a Univibe pedal-based guitar
riff. The three are strikingly different, but
all equally impressive.
For consistency?s sake, I?ll stick to

pieces that left the audience awe-inspired by the end of the night.
In the evening?s first piece, ?Rooster,?
choreographedby Christopher Bruce, a

dynamic cast of men and women took
the stage in what proved to be both
an upbeat and thrilling piece. Set
to a nontraditional score of Rolling
Stones tunes, the piece had a decidedly
?6os vibe. Guitar riffs were punctuated
with jetes, and there was not a tutu or
score of classical music in sight. From
the first moment the dancers hit the
stage, theaudience membersknew they
were in for a stunning treat, something
that was a bit differentfrom the norm.
It was an unexpected way to start the
night, and a strange juxtaposition in
Boston?s opulent Opera House, but

somehow so fitting as well.
The male dancers really stole the
show in this piece, each donning a suit
and pastel shirt, as they mimicked the
strutting motions of a rooster. The
piece was not only stunning in its
music and costume choices (although,
the female dancers? outfits left a bit
to be desired and were reminiscent

of bad cheerleader costumes), but the
contemporary piece had a strong sto-

ryline throughout. Although fun and
courtetsy of google images

See Boston Ballet,

Eye-catching costumes and elements of modern dance made this performance unique.

student musical
debuting in Bonn

Bostonians kick off Halloween week
BY MATT MAZZARI
Heights Staff

BY TAYLOR CAVALLO

The Bostonian?s HalloweenInvitational

Assoc. Arts Editor

experienceisn?t really complete until about
15 minutes of anticipation, surrounded by
monster costumes, rowdy cheerleaders,
and half-baked Kurt Cobains. People file
in until the last moment (and for several
moments after that), beforethelecturehall
is packed and swaying chaoticallyto its own

threes.
Love songs are staples of music. Love
is why people listen to music, which
leads me to my other curiosity.

Question: What are the most poi-

gnant love songs

of all time?
Like above, I have finallyconcluded
that there are three.?God OnlyKnows? by
The Beach Boys, which I havesufficiently
raved about in a previous column, ?In
Your Eyes? by Peter Gabriel, and?Let?s Stay
Together? byAl Green. What?s great about
these love songs is that they?re happy.
Green?s soulful song depicts a beautiful,
long lastingrelationship and is a songthat
crosses generationalboundaries?it will
always be a classic. While ?In Your Eyes,?
famously featured in the ?Bos film Say Anything, is extremely moving andcouldresult
in a tear or two for the average emotional
listener, it?s a song that you can belt out in
your car with yourfriends (true statement,
I?ve done it) just as easily as you can think
about the one you lovewhile listening to
the amazinglytouching lyrics.
While people may argue that
there?s no way to categorize, quantify,
or compartmentalize songs or music,
sometimes there is. There are some
masterpieces that are undeniably just

This weekend, Nov. 1-3, the first ever
student-written musical will be performed
in the Bonn Studio Theatre. The Grand
Room, written by Patrick Lazour, A&S
?l3, and his younger brother Daniel, a
freshman at Columbia University, is the

expectant rhythm.
Enter the Bostonians,
cappella group on campus,

brothers? fourth production, but the first
to be performed within the BC theatre
community.

The Grand Room is centered on a materialistic upper-class family who lives in
a beachfront home on Cape Cod during

See Lazour, C7

graham Beck / heights editor

Patrick Lazour (above) co-wrote ?The
Grand Room? with his brother, Daniel.

took the mic.

There?s always an air of anxiety at these
?I?ve seen the Bostonians before,
willthey be as goodas last time? Will I like
any of the songs they chose? Can that guy in
events:

Major lazer brings throbbing

ing introduction, and when it was over,
senior Nick Zwolinski, A&S ?l3, doesn?t

need to comment on anything but his own
brilliantly-executedLink costume. The
next tune was a wildly enthusiastic cover
of Hall & Oates? ?You Make My Dreams
Come True,? led by sophomore Michael
Scully, A&S ?l5, who you wouldhave sworn
had been in this grouphis whole life from
his pitch-perfect imitation of Daryl Hall?s
?make-a? in the refrain.
After Link congratulated the sophomores, a talented junior came out to close
the set with Timberlake?s ?Senorita?, a

See Bostonians, C7

EDM beats to the House of Blues
BY BRENNAN CARLEY
Arts Editor
Glittercannons and human-sizedhamspilled out over the audience at
the House of Blues duringFridayevening?s
Major Lazer concert, a high energy event
that demanded full participation for a
whirlwind two hours of dancing, rapping,
and earth-rattling jumping.
For the uninitiated, Major Lazer consists of DJ and producerDiplo, along with
a rotating band of cohorts that includes a
hype man, two dancers, and someone to
man the decks while Diplo entertains the
crowd.The group?s style of music can be
ster balls

that, regardless of subjectivity. While
Whitney Houston may not be your cup
of tea, no one can deny the fact that she
was a talented vocalist. Like a piece of
art that is undeniablymasterful, some
songs boast a certain artistry that cannot be ignored.

Taylor Cavallo is the AssociateArts
Review editor of The Heights. She can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

See Major Lazer, C7

courtesy of google images

Diplo tore up the House of Blues on Friday.

Cloud Atlas bites off a lot, but chews it all
INSIDE ARTS
THIS

BC?s oldest a
the floor lights
casting ridiculousshadowsof their lobstersuits and greaser-hair on the wall behind
them. Sophomore Hayley Paret, CSON
?l5, put aside her rainbow light sword and

the Slendermanoutfit actually see??
All doubts(exceptmaybe thatlast one)
melted away the instant the Bostonians
started doing what they do best. The
first song was Robyn?s notoriously catchy
?Fembot,? which thrived in Paret?s capable
hands. A loosely-choreographedRobot
Dance took hold of the crew in this shin-

eun hee kwon / heights staff
The Bostonians entertainedcrowds with their amazing vocals and funky Halloween costumes.

Pilots are not essential to TV shows

The film based on the 2004 sci-fi novel challenges the
As seen with Breaking Bad, pilots are an important, yet
8e5t5e11er5...............................C6
not crucial part of a TV series? reputation, C 6
typical structure ofmodern day films, C 6
Box Office Rep0rt........................C6
ISSUE
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BC students need more sleep A tradition of jeers
Sweet Dreamzzz
campaign has
brought attention
to a lacking need
BY JULIETTE SAN FILLIPO
For The Heights

The one thing that students at Boston College wish they had more of,
besides Chobani yogurt in the dining
halls? It?s probably sleep.
Especially now, during midterms
season, everyone?s sleep banks are most
likely running low and students are
not sitting upright in theirclassrooms
after staying up all night to study or
write papers. Regardless of academic
timing, however, students in college
tend to never really be satisfied with
the amount of sleep they are getting,
what with beingfull time students, leaders, interns, or employees, and having
social lives.
At BC, theOffice for Health Promotion (OHP) is attempting to counteract
this harrowing trend of the sleep cycle
of collegekids with an official campaign
for sleep health called SweetDreamzzz.
Its goal is to aid students in recognizing
whatfactors prevent healthy sleep, and
to help themfind efficient ways to cope

with unhealthy habits.
?[Sweet Dreamzzz] has three differThefirst stage that we?re currently in right now is called ?Sleep
for Health.? It?s for BC students to learn about sleep,
the importance of it, the
ent stages.

common

barriers

to

sleep, and how they
can get good quan-

tity and quality

of sleep,? said
JoanKwiatek,
a graduate
assistant in
OHP.
E v
e r y
one is
-

-

aware

that
sleep
is vita

l

,

but
often-

times
stu-

dents
put

sleep
as a side
priority when

what the risks associated with not
getting enough sleep are, and how
that negatively impacts your health,?
said Robyn Priest, associate director
of OHP.
Some common health effects that
students feel when they are not getting
enough sleep are anxiety, depression,
and stress, as well as a lower ability
to function, focus, and pay attention
during the day. Furthermore, the OHP
focuses on sleep as a lens for how students perform academically in college:
the campaign aims to inform students
about just how much sleep impacts how
well they do in their studies.
On Oct. 4, as part of the Sweet
Dreamzzz campaign, OHP had a sleep
talk and brought in sleep expert Roxanne Pritchard to help inform students

of these effects of sleep deprivation.
?The academic piece is something
that?s motivating for students, because
it?s their ?here and now.? Students may
not be stressing about how not get-

ting enough sleep will impact their
long-term health, [but] definitely for

their short-term and academic goals
it?s helpful to think of that piece and
how sleep can help with memory and
be a helpful study tool, which is what
Roxanne Pritchard talked about,? said
Betsy Cook, administrative assistant
in OHP.
Pritchard was also able to shed professional light on how sleep works in
improving
the lives of students,
which OHP hopes will
help motivate students

lives through a ?Sleep for Health? infographic that will be posted as a 6-foot
poster in thePlex, Health Services, and
Counseling Services on campus. Some
notables on the infographic are that
sleeping five hours or fewer a night may
increase mortalityrisk by as much as 15
percent, and that a few all-nighters can
lower your GPA.
Sweet Dreamzzz also has table
events every Fri- day outsideof Lyons in the Quad,
where students
can come by and
some of these
talk to

learn

knowlBY JOHN SCHETTINO
people For The Heights
and pick

edgeable
about sleep,
up some OHP
motional items

pr o

-

like a
sheepball, ear plugs, and
shaped stress
a nap bookmark that gives tips on how
to have an effective nap.
The campaign covers not only the
health risks and costs to your health

finishing
homework on
time or studying
for an upcoming

On its website, the
OHP mentions facts

the lessons and facts from their programs like the sleep talk into the IHP

about how stellar
the student
is usually

and they then are able to pair students
with health coaches on campus in an
environment where they can discuss
their sleep habits.
?To start an IHP, students can sign

cor-

test. Sleep is gener-

Some of the classic Boston College
sports chants can be heard throughout
the school year, from Alumni Stadium
to Conte Forum. If you?ve been to a

hockey game or a football game (like a
true Superfan), you?ve already learned
some of these chants. There?s the staple
from not sleeping enough,but also clev?We Are / BC? echoed back and forth
erly accounts for the actual fiscal costs from one side of the stadium to the
of sleep deprivation: for example, other. The crowd will also shout ?Let?s
Sweet Dreamzzz
points to all Go Eagles,? a simple but effective chant
to motivate our national championof the times stu- dents havepurcoffee, energy ship-winning team. And of course, with
chased
drinks,
soda, every point the Eagles score, the Pep
or sugary
candy Band leads the Superfans in a rousing
in order
to keep
chorus of ?For Boston.? We celebrate
awake,
when they our points, but screaming Eagles are
could
havejust always hungry for more. These timefree. Even honored school chants stem from BC?s
slept more for
more specifically, OHP also menproud history and an unshakeablesense

to achieve more sleep on
regular basis. ?There are tions the costs of medicines and soup
and such that students buy to stave off
important things that happen cognitively with your brain the effects of sleep deprivation that
while you?re sleeping: it?s actually mask themselves as sickness. In reality,
solidifyingthe learnings of the day those ill feelings are apparentlyrelated
and memories, and your athletic to lack of sleep, a condition that Sweet
performance is affected [by this] as Dreamzzz highlightsextensivelyin the
well. Some athletes have dreams about infographic.
their sports, and that?s part of how
The OHP will continue the Sweet
they consolidate all the learning of the Dreamzzz campaign with two more
day. So it?s very important that you get stages, which will be ?Sleep Smart? and
enough sleep, but also that you reach ?Sleep for 8.? ?Stage two is ?Sleep Smart,?
that deep sleep where that type of stuff where we give eight tips for students
happens,? Priest said.
for how to improve the quality of their
A strategy that very likelyhit home sleep, like not exercising right before
for many BC students that Pritchard bed or not drinking lots of caffeine. We
employed at the sleep talk was to show also list the common barriers to sleep,?
how sleep deprivation, when it is conKwiatek said.
tinuous, can cause similar effects to
The third phase of Sweet Dreamzzz
a person that drinking alcohol does. is the ?Sleep for 8? message. It uses
?[Pritchard] also compared the impact magic eight ball images to get home the
of sleep deprivation to impairment
quantity issue, and how there is really
[She
an
no
gave]
approxiway to cheat on getting the required
from drinking.
mate BAC level that would compare
eight hours of sleep a night.
to a certain number of sleep deprivaThebest thing about the OHP?s sleep
tion hours. If you?re sleep deprived, campaign is their use of the Individual
it mimics some of the effects of Health Plan, or IHP, to actively and
impairment from drinking, like effectively help students eradicate the
slowerreaction time, slurred problem of sleep deprivation fromtheir
routines. OHP incorporates some of
speech, etc.? Priest said.

to

Superfan?s push the limit with chants

facts,

a

it comes

ally appreciated and
enjoyed, but students
often do not stop to ask
why.
?The first phase is designed
at increasing motivation for why you
should pay attention to sleep and why
you might want to make some adjustments, perhaps if you?re not satisfied
with your sleep.The message is around
the benefits of a getting a good night?s
sleep from a health perspective and

Sweet Dreamzzz highlights the negative effects that students incur by
inviting sleep deprivation into their

of school spirit. But the Superfans of

hockey don?t just pay tribute to
the classics. Hockey brings out a more
aggressive side of the Superfan, and

BC

this aggressive side manifests itself in
bizarre, often confrontational chants
against the opposing team.
Some of the more provocative
hockey chants may shock BC freshmen and other new Superfans so, for
those concerned, consider this article
fair warning. No one bears the brunt
of hockey animosity more than the opposing team?s goaltenders. Whenever
the Eagles score a point, we don?t just
celebrate the goal, we also torture the
opposing goaltender. First, student yell
?sieve? three times, and then chant the
goaltender?s name three times to imply
that he?s a sieve?a porous material
riddled with holes. As if that wasn?t

enough, we finish the goaltender off
with, ?You suck / At life / And goal

See Cheers, D 4

up
on

the
OHP
website, fill

r

e

-

lates with the
amount of sleep he or she gets, or
how early he or she goes to bed and
wakes up. Along with these facts,

out some info
about themselves
and their availability
during the week, and then we
match them with a health coach who
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BC Superfans are particularly enthused when itcomes to hockey cheercheers and chants.

Daily life at BC crushed by having to use crutches
Students don?t consider how difficult
BC is to navigate until they?re forced to
BY ALEXANDRA SCHAEFFER
Heights Editor

of BC students, the number that ex-

perience living with an injury while

relatively small. Most
students don?t even think about what
intimidating for even the most ablethey would do if they had a broken foot,
bodiedstudents. The extensivenumber because few ever do. With the excepof stairs, its vast campus, and lack of tion of maybe making the comment,
proximity to the local bars make BC a ?I don?t know what I would ever do
on this campus with crutches,? this is
particularly difficult campus to navigate. Additionally, when making their
usually a fleeting thought for students
way around campus, students typically who momentarily shudder at the idea
have a heavy load to carry, either in the and then move on with their day. Yet
form of a backpack filled with books for those students who are unlucky
or, for most ladies, a nice-looking enough to experience this struggle, life
large carryall bag. For those girls who at BC becomes a lot less fun, and these
find themselves momentarily crippled, struggles consume their day.
however,being able to fit books into the
?I hated my life for those six weeks,?
Longchamp becomes a mere thought said Pat Venino, CSOM ?l4, who finof the past.
ished off last semester nursing a torn
In comparison to the total number ligament in his ankle. ?Just trying to
on campus is

Boston College?s campus can be

anywhere was a nightmare. Trying
go to Lower was difficult. My
friends always had to bring me food
because I didn?t really even leave the
room.? For BC?s particularly active
student body, this confinement to one?s
room and dependency on others for
the simplest tasks, such as getting a
glass of water, can be very wearing and
upsetting, not to mention the physical
challenge of moving the shortest differences.
?The worst part of my experience
was crutching to four classes on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. This
go

to even

was in November and December, so
it was pretty cold out. I wouldn?t even
wear a jacket and wouldstill get to class

sweating,? said JamesDorado, A&S ?l4.
?When you?re going somewhere, you
have to allot twice as much time.? Dorado dislocated his peroneal tendons,
which are in the ankle, playing football
in October 2011. He was on crutches
for six weeks leading up to his surgery

over Thanksgiving Break.
Even the most menial tasks become
a lesson in patience and strategy.
Students have to meet roommates or
friends in between classes to trade off
books so that the backpack doesn?t
get too heavy, showering becomes 10
times more difficult, elevators have to
be found in every building, and even
walking from Corcoran Commons to
Edmond?s seem like a massive trek.The
busiest of days seem even busier when
every movement is physically tasking.

BC

offers Eagle Transport for students

on crutches to help alleviate this pain
a little bit, but most students discover
that it can oftentake a littlewhilebefore
the van arrives, and it involves even
more planning ahead of time.
There also doesn?t seem to be a
prime time of the year for crutches on
campus. ?I had mine at the end of the
year so it was hot out, and I would sweat
if I went anywhere,? Venino recalled.

However, Dorado said this of his winter

INSIDE FEATURES
Those pesky marketing projects
Alook at why it seems like every ?friend? on

crutching experience:?My biggest fear
was just that it wouldsnow, and I would
have to crutch through that.?
One student?s injury occurred because of the Boston winter, in the case

of Kate Morrissey, A&S ?l4. ?I broke my
fibula, right where my ankle is, when I
slipped on what I thought was water but
was actually black ice, the second week
back from winter,? she said. Morrissey

attempted crutching while her ankle

healed,but decidedshe had a better way
to deal with it. ?I told my parents that it
was eitherI have crutchesand not go to
class or I have a scooter and go to class.
I got the idea after I had seen people
with the one where you put your knee
down and push. Then I remembered
the motorized chairs, so I decided to
take that route. I got so many weird
looks.? With six weeks on the scooter,
Morrissey eventuallygot the hang of it,

but there was a learning curve. ?I always

See Crutches, D 4
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The excuse to wear
whatever you want
on Halloween

HOW-TO

MEET THE DATERS:

Beat that
occassional bout
of homesickness
THERESE TULLY

TAYLOR CAVALLO
There is only one day of the year when
one can see all the creatures of the earth
scurrying back home once the sun rises,
everythingranging from black cats to
bumblebeesto bright red lobsters. This
once in a lifetime opportunity is the

As fall wraps itself around camdroppingpumpkins, red leaves,
and Addie?s hot apple cider in its
wake, it?s hard not to get nostalgic for
the falls of our past. Yes, drinking the
aforementionedAddie?s cider in the
library is pretty good, but nothing can
quite compare to being home in the

pus,

morning after Halloween.

What people have so affectionately
named?the walk of shame? somehow gets
worse, if you can believe it, when you?re
dressed as a scantily clad jungleanimal.
While the ears can always be removed
and placed in your purse, when the cheetah print mini dress is the only thing you
have to wear on that chilled morning after
a night of costumed festivities, you?re

kicking yourself for not opting for the
black leggings and cheetah print top. As
if that were somehow more casual. The

NAME: JesseYabrosky
YEAR:2OI3
MAJOR: Elem.Edu. andHuman Development
FAVORITE HILLSIDESANDWICH: New England Classic
FAVORITE MOVIE: ?Happy Gilmore?

costumes that seemed cool, innovative,

and sexy the night before have somehow, beyond your control, transformed
themselves into an embarrassing scarlet
letterof sorts: except instead of sporting a vividlyred A on your chest, you?re
struggling to make yourself blend in to

your surroundings as best you can while
still sporting (and desperately trying to
rub out) theremnants of whiskers on
your face.
It?s a fact of college life?no one likes

A blind dinner datereveals the differences between these daters
HEIgHTS:

How did youfeel before your date began?

JESSE: There were a few, but we both expected that. So when we
kind of ran out of things to say, it was funny. We werekind of like,
?Okay, what now?? It wasn?t bad. Blind datesare prettymuch always

JESSE: Alittle nervous, but I was thinking that I really had nothing
to lose, so I was excited.
HEIgHTS:

How did your datebegin?

good. We met outside of Lower and I sat down, and
then Patrick walkedup to me and said, ?Are you Jesse?? and I said
yes. It was not really that awkward at all.
JESSE: It was

HEIgHTS:

Where did you go to eat?

JESSE: We went to Bangkok Bistro. We were planningon going to
Brown Sugar, but we endedup just going to Bangkok Bistro.
HEIgHTS:

How was the conversation? What did you guys talk

about?
JESSE: We first started talking about our year and our classes and
majors and things like that.I talked a lot about education and my
practicum, andhe talked a lotabout what hehas done, where he is
thinking of going on his path of life.
HEIgHTS:

Were there any awkward moments?

has come, these outfits that are so on

going to be a little bit awkward.

point for that party are just awful. Girls
usually cringe while looking down at

HEIgHTS:

thoseblack stilettos, knowing thatsoon
they?ll be extremely loudlystriding past
Corcoran Commons, while everyone else

JESSE: Yes, I learned a lotabout him. He is the youngest of 13from
Louisiana.

this particular day, don?t be ashamed to
strut your stuff. Evenif you?re not walk
of shame-ing, sport your costume in the
omeletsline in Corcoran Commons the
next morning. The best thing about Halloweek is that no one?s judging.

HEIgHTS:

Were there any interesting discoveries?

How was the meal?What did you do after you ate?

JESSE: I orderedPad Thai, andheordered somerice dish. We hung
out there for about an hour and than came back to campus. We

took the bus.

provide a good, much-needed laugh,
much. We didn?t not get along, it?s just so scan yourself some good ones to
keep you company.
that we have nothing in common at all.
The Internet is a wonderful
place?hop on Skype and videochat
that family. Yes, you will probably be
jealous. I know I am when I see my
parents and siblings sitting around
the fireplace at my house together,
but it?s good to see their faces and
hear their voices, even if it is only
NAME: Jesse Yabrosky
NAME: Patrick Reynolds
over the Internet?it?s better than
RATE THE DATE ON A
RATE THE DATE ON A
nothing. I know you have time to
SCALE OF 1-5
SCALE OF 1-5
videochat them, so there is no reason
(5 BEINg BEST)
(5 BEINg BEST)
to spend another hour doing nothing
on the Internet?be constructive with
PATRICk: Probably not

JESSE: I definitely at least met a new friend. Just said,

soon.? A frame hug. (They two have not talked since.)

?Talk

WANT TO gO ON YOuR OWN EAgLE DATE?
CONTACT FEATuRES@BCHEIgHTS.COM

to you

3.5

3

Apple picking gives a West coast girl some exposure
Gloriouslyred, tantalizingly green,
harmonious tie-dye of the two,
these voluptuously round beauties
burst with tang upon every bite. No,
or a

this is not a creepy love story with
some sort of multicolored monster,
but an ode to the apple. Finally ac-

knowledging the commonplace fruit
that often gets forsaken for the more
exotic pineapple or the more sassy
grapefruit, I have recently become an
apple convert.
After Columbus Day weekend,
Facebook and Instagram feeds were
cluttered with hundreds of various
mid-pick, quirky, picturesque snapshots of the activity of the weekend:
apple picking. Being from California,
apple picking (anything picking in
fact) was a foreign sport, but in the
spirit of the season, I decided to give
it a shot. One fine Saturday, I headed

with a couple friends on a road trip
up to TougasFamily Farms about an
hour away and came back with over
200 pictures and an absurd amount of

apples.

longer are there trees lining the roads around campus, but
No

forms blazing yellow and orange.
Walking now gives way to a heartwarming crunching sound as leaves
are scattered with every step. Fall
has finally come, and the campus
has turned into an amazing alternate
universe that we only get for so long
art

everyyear. The facet of our campus
that has impressed me so much recently is how amazing it is in the fall.
Walking downLinden Lane or taking
a stroll over to the Chestnut Hill T
stop, fall seeps in from all directions,

the warm and fuzzy feeling counteracting the crisp nip of the pre-winter

chill. Weekends are no longer for
homework, but for pumpkin picking
and trips to apple orchards. Autumn
treats making their rounds and cinnamon and nutmeg
of the season.

dizzying state of mind that combines
bliss at being at Boston College with
crazy business that I hardly have time
to notice how fast I am running, and
how much I wish I was back in Mendham, N.J. But as it settles in, here are

Where did you go on your date?

CAMPUS CHRONICLES

MAGGIE BURDGE

I don?t really get homesick too
often, to be honest. I miss my family
for sure, but I am usually in such a

RATE YOuR DATES

What does the future hold for you two? Are there any
plans for a second date? How did the dateend?
HEIgHTS:

Taylor Cavallo is an editorfor The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
features@bcheights.com.

happens to the best of us.

the cures I have found to work:
Step one: tune into a favorite
movie. If I were home, I know I would
PATRICk: Originally we were going to go to a Thai restaurant by be watching Hocus Pocus, Dan in Real
BU, but she had a lot of work so we went to Bangkok Bistro.
Life, Home for the Holidays, and Meet
Me In St. Louis to fulfill that fall movHEIgHTS: Were you nervous at all?
ie craving. So sometimes, just taking
a night off and playing these movies,
PATRICk: Not so nervous at all.
even if it is on the cramped twin bed
in my dormroom, is not so bad. MovHEIgHTS: How did the conversation go?
ies have the power to not only distract
us, but to also bring us back to a time
PATRICk: It went decently. It was pretty smoothfor the most and place. For a goodlaugh, a good
part. We didn?t have a lot of relating points. It was evident cry, or a good distraction, turn to
from the beginning that we weren?t really that similar.There your own favorite holiday movies that
were like three main awkward pauses, but they weren?t that remind you of home. Sometimes, they
big of a deal. There was a lot of miscommunication during are all thereminder I need to cheer
the conversation. One of us didn?t hearall of what the person up and feel a little better.
said. It was kind of funny. Not in a bad way. Politics came up,
Maybe the best way to get over a
and it seemedlike it was going to be a bad thing,but it wasn?t feeling that is haunting you, homethat bad.
sickness in this case, is just to embrace it. For me, this manifests itself
HEIgHTS: What was the most surprising thing you learned?
in looking at old pictures. My mom
took thousands of pictures of my
PATRICk: She has a healthy sense of humor in regard to kids, brothers, sisters, and I when we were
and she is also going to be a teacher.
little. Last Christmas break, I took
some time to scan some of these old
HEIgHTS: How did you end the date?
photos onto the computer, and now
I have a good 300 pictorial memories
PATRICk: Well, we walked to the bus stop. She had a lot of work to bring me back. Yes, this may be a
to do the next day. So she wanted to go back, and I had stuff sad option, and one that elicits tears,
to do, too. We ended up catching the BC bus back.
but dwellingin your homesickness
can be powerful. Embrace andrelease
HEIgHTS: What does the future holdfor you two?
the feeling. The pictures might also
HEIgHTS:

the walk of shame. Halloween just amplifies the issue to such a ridiculous, laughable degree.
The scarlet letter comparison is not far
off. A seasoned Boston Collegestudent
(meaning you?ve been here for only more
than one semester) can spot a walk of
shame like it?s second nature. Yet, the
female ?walks of shame? are considerably
easier to point out than the male ?stride
of pride,? as I?ve heard it called by some.
The reason is simple: the clothes.
This isn?t so much an interesting
critique on the intrinsicallyembarrassing
nature of the Halloweenwalk of shame
as it is a societal commentary on clothes.
When preparing for a night out, from my
experienceI?d have to say that theaverage
girl makes a point to express through
her wardrobe that she is ?goin? for it.? As
in, going all out, not looking back, skirt,
fancy top, heels (especiallythe heels?that screams ?goin? for it?).
What do guys wear for a night out?
Jeans and, if anything, a slightly nicer top
than what they had on earlier in the night
to watchfootball.Those lucky dogs.
Once the night has goneand the dawn

is in sweatpants.
This column is a rally for everyone,
whether they?re wearing a furry bunny
tail or not, to own theirstride of pride.
Male or female, Mickey Mouse or Gumby.
Halloween comesonce a year, and while
the cringe factor might be even higher on

NAME:Patrick Reynolds
YEAR:2OI4
MAJOR: Economics and Psychology
FAVORITEHILLSIDESANDWICH: Turkey andBrie
FAVORITE MOVIE: ?The Darjeeling Limited?

fall. Grabbing a pumpkin from some
club handing them out in the Quad
is nice, but it?s not pumpkin picking.
There is no itchy, sneezy hayride, no
hot cider donuts, no trudging around
a pumpkin patch and picking out
the perfect one. Althoughbeing on
campus has so many perks, it?s hard
to not miss some things as the seasons change. So, here is my guide to
beating homesickness, because hey, it

become the spices

Excitement definitely got to me
as the giant bag of fruit I brought back
was a very aggressive undertaking, a
fact I realized after my first batch of
applecupcakes and apple crisp. For
weeks, my apartment has smelled of
nothing but apples, cinnamon, and
nutmeg. I have passed the initial attraction at the sight of all the options
on the farm, the lust after the first
spicy bite of the Empire Macintosh,

and the honeymoonperiod that began
with the taste of my first apple cupcake. From the tons of recipes I have
read to the dozens of batches of apple
goods I have created, my love affair
with this underappreciateddelicacy
has reached full-on commitment.
But more than a creepy attachment to my new obsession came out

of that trip. I have a newfound appreciation for Boston and greater New
England and the culture of the place
all of us BC students get to call home
for four years. I wish someone had
warned me earlier to get off campus,
as there is so much that the area has
to offer.
As much as it may seem so at
times, we are not trapped in a bubble
at BC. Getting out and experiencing
what is around campus is such an
integral part to college life. We chose
BC partially, or primarily for some
of us, because of its proximity to yet
slight separationfrom the city.
A full four years at this University
should be more than enough time to
cover every corner of the place, but
with parties on the weekends and
work during the week, not to mention all the millions of other things
that we all fill our time with, getting

your screen time.
If you really can?t get over the
feeling, delve into your work. You can?t
be homesick if you don?t have time to
think about it. There is always more
homework to be done, more possible
preparation, and further studying. Get
organized, clean your room, hang out

with your friends, join a club, learn
a language, get addicted to a new
television show?l don?t care. You can?t
wallow forever?you either need to find
away to get through this rough patch,

out becomes much more difficult. By
forgetting to explore, we lose the part
of the college experience that forces
us to go outside into the bigger world
beyond our campus.
Above all, college is a steppingstone to prepare and propel students into their futures in the ?real

take a weekend off and book a flight
home.
Most importantly, don?t pretend
you aren?t homesick.This seems to be
an epidemic especiallyprevalentwithin
the freshman class. Everyone is, apparently, havingthe times of their lives
every moment of every day, but there

world,? and staying confined to the
BC population certainly does not do
that. Simply spending a day in the city

is no way in hell that is true. I?ve been
a freshman, you aren?t kidding anyone.
We all have rough days. Transitioning to a whole new life in college can
be hard?don?t be afraid to confide in
your friends. They will understand, and
are probably going through the same

makes students more knowledgeable
about Boston culture, about important places and spaces in the city, and
expands awareness of everything we
will (sooner rather than later) get
dropped into.
Having just come off of midterm
season, and barely having time to
breath, BC students should do some-

thing fun and relaxing in the coming
weeks. It?s easy to get caught up in
midterm season and restrict yourself to the path from O?Neill to your
room, but there is so much available
in greater Boston, and who knows, if
you venture out you may even fall in

or

things.
Sadly, it never goes away.Maybe
the feeling lessens over the years, but
even seniors miss the allure that is
home, stability, comfort, care, and a

home-cookedmeal.
So find some ways to lift yourself out of the funk and be grateful
that the holidays are right around the
corner, and many of us will be lucky
enough to return home to the families
we miss.

love with your own apple.

Maggie Burdge is an editorfor The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
features@bcheights.com.

Therese Tully is the Features Editor for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at
features@bcheights.com.
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The Bapst
Library tissue
conundrum
KELLY FARRELL
You are sitting in Bapst Li-

brary, you have scored a sweet
study cubicle, and your papers
are spread around you like a fan.
Armed with a tri-color highlighter
and a backup pencil, you are ready
to kick some midterm butt. But

wait, the dust in Bapst Library is
making your allergies act up. Like

that mucous monster from those
commercials, the sniffles are here
to ruin your library excursion. You
sniffle for as long as you can, but
alas, it is not enough.Taking a hint

from the underclassmanwho keeps
angrily glancing up at you, you
quietly leave in search of tissues to
alleviate your runny nose.
After whatfeels like a 20-minute journey through the labyrinth
of stairways in Bapst, you finally
return to your seat, at which point
your nose begins to run again.
Thus, the Bapst Tissue Conun-

drum:you got the sniffles and you
traveled to the bathroom for toilet
paper to blow your nose. Then by
the time you returned to your seat,
you needed a tissue again. Many of
us have experiencedthis in the library or during class, and yet there
is no box of tissues to be found on
Boston College?s campus.
Providing tissues seems like
a common courtesy. Similar to
keeping the buildings between 60
and 80 degrees, it doesn?t seem like
asking that much. It isn?t as if the
students wouldneed name-brand
tissues, just something better than
the dining hall napkins and worse
than ?lotion plus.?
As we approach cold and flu
season, many students are led to
question why BC doesn?t provide
tissues. Perhaps BC was going to

build the 999 Thousand-Dollar
Stairs but decided to splurge on
the Million Dollar Stairs in lieu of
investing in tissues. Or maybe BC
wants to maintain its reputation
as a fit campus by ensuring that
we get exercise while we scour the
buildings for tissue materials.

What happenedto the days
when parents were encouraged to
send in boxes of tissues with their
children? It?s true that we aren?t
in elementary school anymore, so
some may argue that we should
carry tissues with us. But I thought
you had to be a certified soccer
mom before you had to have a fully
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Lowell lecture series boasts promising lineup
BY CAROLINE HOPKINS
For The Heights

come to speak at BC. In the past, the Low-

Among the many perks of attending
of the nation?s most renowned universities is the firsthand opportunity to
experience the powerful words of famed
scholars. Many whohaveattendeda Lowell
Humanities Series lecture would argue
that the programepitomizes this collegiate
advantage.Now in its 55th year, theLowell
Series stands as a valuable and inspiring
traditionhere at Boston College.The Lowell Institute, BC?s institute for the liberal
arts and primary sponsor of the Lowell
Humanities Series, seeks to periodically
bring in a range of distinguishedspeakers
in many fields that will have appeal for
both the BC community and the general
public alike.
All lectures are 100 percent free and
open to the public, and often consist of
novelists, poets, journalists,and scholars
one

who havecontributedsignificantly to their
respective fields. It has been through the

Lowell Series itself thatRobert Frost, T.S.
Eliot, Maya Angelou, and countless other
world-renowned literary celebrities have

ell Humanities Series has brought in audiences of 500 or more, and has produced
some of the most powerful lectures ever
given at BC.

Already this fall, theLowell Humanities
huge hit on campus. In
fact, the most recent lecture had to relocate rooms when the attending audience
Series has been a

was unable to squeeze into the confines

of Devlin 101. On Oct. 3, New YorkTimes
bestselling authorand journalistKatherine
800 sharedher inspiring experiencesliving
amongst individual families in the slums
of Mumbai. Boo?s unique approach to
journalismmadefor a fascinating lecture,
offering an intimate view on the concept of
reporting in third-world countries. Boo?s
bestseller, Behind the Beautiful Forevers,
includes this personal, narrative journalism about which 800 spoke. The book

intimatelyfollowsseveral individualfamilies in the slums, capturing not only their
customs and lives, but also their unique
personalities and personalstories.
FollowingBoo?s captivating lecture, on
October 17, theLowell Humanities Series
featured a lectureby Paul Muldoon,poetry

to be healthy.?

Much of DeMarco?s work and research
as a public health nurse is centered on HIV/

It is not the norm for an associate nursing professor to co-produce a movie. Then
again, nothing about professor Rosanna
DeMarco reflects the commonplace. An
ovarian cancer survivor anddevotedpublic
health nurseresearchand educator, DeMarco?s life is a testimony of perseverance and
compassionate service for others.
DeMarco, who received her B.S. from
Northeastern, M.A. from Boston College,
and Ph.D. from Wayne State University,
gained the inspiration to pursue a degree
in nursing from her neighbor who worked
at Brockton Hospital. She saw nursing as a
means to assist others in a healing process.
?Nursing is a science that aims at de-

AIDSawareness and prevention,specifically
for low-incomeblack women who are aging
and livingwith HIV infection.
What separates her from doctors and
nurses in hospitals is her involvementwith
and study in communities affected by the
disease.?I?d like to catch peoplebefore they
come down the stream of being ill.I?d rather
go up the top of the stream and figure out
whythey are there before it is too late.?
The top of the stream for DeMarco is
nearby, in the inner city of Boston, Mass.
Contradictory to what some may think,
HIVis an epidemic affecting many povertystricken people in the Boston community
amongothercommunities across the counPhOtO cOurtesy OfrOsana deMarcO
try. ?This ideathat[HIV] has goneawayor is
only in Africa is foolish,? DeMarco said.
DeMarco extensivelyresearches HIV.
Her research on marginalized women
DeMarco?s HIV research and initiative
suffering from HIV often depicts a common
narrative known as the Silencing the Self to help sufferers culminates in the film
Theory, originallytermedby theresearcher Women?s Voices, Women?s Lives. Co-proand social psychologist Dana Jack in 1991. ducedby ChadMinnich andformerConnell
?Silencing the Self Theory,? DeMarco said, Schoolof Nursing (CSON) professor Anne
?is the concept that describes common Norris, the film chronicles the lives offour
behaviorsof womenwho oftensilence their local Boston women struggling with HIV.
voice and put others beforethemselves.? In The brave women talk about their lives to
HIV/AIDS prevention and treatment, De- prevent other women from contracting
Marco sees this as detrimental to diagnosis HIV.
and treatment: ?In HIV careand treatment,
Most rewarding to DeMarco was the
if you can?t tell others what you need and fact thatthe womencame up with the idea
what you feel, you put yourself at risk.?
of a film on their own. ?After working for
years with black women whohave HIV, they
finally said, ?I don?t want to listento you talk
anymore, I want to dosomething.? Theywere
ableto learnandbecometheleadersof their
initiative,? she said.
The project didnot end with themovie?s

veloping solutions to the complexities that
interfere in healingthat go beyond coming
into a hospital for care,? DeMarco said.
?Nurses accompany their patients through
the many stages of acute andchronic illness,
or maybeeven the joyfulbirth of a baby.?
As a public health nurse, DeMarco is

concerned with the health of individuals
and families when they leave the hospital
and return to a community. ?Public health
is about giving everyone the opportunity
to be healthy,? DeMarco said. ?Nurses are
committed to individuals, families, and

populations. For me, the population has

been my focus because I really think that
everybodyjustlyshould havean opportunity

production and viewing in the U.S.?De-

experience the frustration of the
tissue shortage, let this serve as a
warning. Inevitably, most students

cOurtesy

Of bc.edu

Professor DeMarco?s documentary follows the lives of women living with HIV/Aids.

have read the published work of the visiting
speaker for their classes. This aspect of the
Lowell Humanities Series isparticularlyvaluable, as there is no denyingthe fact that any

book takeson infinitely more value when a
readerhas personallyexperiencedits author.
As founder of the series, Francis Sweeney
once said, ?There is nothing like an author
reading from his or her own works.?
It is not without reason that the Lowell
Humanities Series has remained a strong
presence on campus for 55 years now. Regardless of the specific subject or literary
field, the lectures that make up the series
have and will continue to bring visionary

literary insight to the world of humanities
here at BC. In Rotella?s words, the Lowell
Humanities Serieshere at BC is none other
than a ?centerpiece of the life and mindon

campus.?

n

Marco made it global. In July of 2012, she
traveled to Vietnam with Thanh Tran of the
GraduateSchool of Social Work (GSSW),
and six BC students to show the film in
Vietnamese to communities at high risk for
HIV/AIDS. Then, in Septemberof 2012, she
journeyedto Nicaragua with Ronna Krozy,
a retired CSON professor. The pair trudged
fromdoorto doorin thick heat,visiting over
20 clinics and private homes to show their
film to all who were willing to watch. ?The
film helps others understandthe myths and
the truthsabout HIV,? DeMarco said.
Most inspiring aboutDeMarco?s story is

her ability to transformher battlewith cancer into compassion toward those suffering
with HIV and a greater understandingof the
nursing profession. As a patient, she saw
thevalueof nurses. ?They truly accompany
others along the way,? she said. ?In my case
of chemotherapy and surgery, they helped
inspire to not give up.?
She finds a connection between cancer
and HIV. ?The stories merge,? DeMarco said.
?They are both life-threateningillness, and
they don?t have cures.? DeMarco believes
the parallels between cancer and HIV are
not seen in our community. ?With HIV,?

cancer and beating it.? Much of her work
concentrates on the stigma attachedto these
women with HIV. ?In the end, all that we
want is to have the time we need to really
have a quality life and to stay healthy, even

if that might be limited.?
Her desire to craft a quality life for all
is evident in her nursing, research, and
everyday interactions with herstudents.DeMarco is the type ofperson who introduces
herself to you if you sit next to her during
the lunchtime rush at Hillside. DeMarco
attempts to educate BC students beyond
diseases and about the injustices of the
healthcare system. ?Our healthcare system
does not produce thebest outcomes, is very
expensive, and is very fragmented profes-

sionally,? she said. ?Everybody should have
the ability to advocatefor themselves, and
their neighbors and nurses often lead the
way as advocates.?
Her rare experiencesas a cancer patient

and nurse to all provide her students with
incredible insights. The classes she teaches
on public health contain key elements of
other arts and science courses such as phi-

losophy, sociology, psychology, theology,
biology,and nursing. Her desire to heal the
whole person as a nurse is equalto her goal
of educating the whole person as a teacher.
DeMarco embodiesJesuitidealsin her quest
to educate BC students and marginalized
communities. With equal energy and enthusiasm, she enters bright classrooms in
Cushing or destitute, understaffed health
clinics in DaLat, Vietnam. If by chance there
is an empty seat next to her at Hillside on
a busy afternoon, seize the opportunity to
takeit and listen. n

I?ve started dating this girl that I?m really beginning to like, but I just found
out we have completely different tastes in music. Am I a bad person for being put off by this?

Avery

frustrating conundrumindeed.The
determiningfactor with thisproblem

could be how passionateof a music fan
you both are. People like music at varying
levels. For some, music is everything and
they make it a big part of their lives, whileothers enjoy
it at parties and on long trips. If the girlfalls in the latter
category of the two, then don?t let it become more of a
ALEX MANTA
problem than it needs to be. It?s not somethingworth
fighting about, and it wouldbebetter for both of you
ifyou approached it with an attitudeof agreeing to disagree.Let her pick the
music sometimes and askif you can choose other times
While there are a handful of artists that seem to be on everyone?s iPod, there
are others that peoplemayfeel passionately about.
If the girl and you are both intense music people, then theremight be some
clashes over what each of you believe to be ?good music.? I wouldn?t say you?re
a bad person for initiallybeing put off by this because it?s not ideal, but at the
same time, it?s not a deal breakereither.It might go a long way with her if you
gave her music a chance, even ifit?s somethingyou previouslystrongly disliked.

she

said, ?there is so much stigma and negativity
about what you did to get the virus, versus
the heroism around the courage of having

HE SAID, SHE SAID

months, I recommend that you
take a lesson from those soccer
moms and arm yourself with a personal box of tissues, or else when
you get that unexpectedrunny
nose you may have to face the
Bapst Tissue Conundrum of 2012.

Kelly Farrell is a contribu tor to The
Heights. She can be reached at features@
bcheights.com.

this year?s specific lineup of Lowell speak?Each year?s mix is a little
different. This year, for instance, we happen
to be particularly strong in journalistsin the
fall, with bothKatherine 800and Jane Mayer
ers, Rotella said,

For The Heights

Are tissues in classrooms and
libraries a thing of the past? Did we
take it for granted in high school
when we could walk up to the front
of the classroom to use a tissue?
For the people who have yet to

**

Carlo Rotella, director of American
Studies and a professor in the English department, is now in his third year directing
theLowell Humanities Series. In regard to

BYKATHRYN WALSH

sues instead of dining hall napkins
to blow our noses for once?

chances are the next time you need
a tissue, you won?t be able to find
any on BC?s campus.
SAVE NEWSPAPER FOR
USE IN CASE OF SNIFFLE EMERGENCY**

compelling argument for the importance
of passion in the literary world.
The remaining lineup for this fall?s
series promises to be equally captivating,
featuring several more famed novelists,
historians, and journalists. The names
and bios for the upcoming speakers can
be found on the BC website at www.
bc.edu/lowellhs.

further informed us that another objective
that theLowell Humanities Seriesconsiders
in selecting speakers is to ?make sure thatthe
visiting speakers? work is on syllabi,? meaning
that, in almostall cases, students here at BC

DeMarco?s impact extends beyond public health

it be nice if we could use real tis-

Perhaps after you have read all
the articles, you should save this
newspaper to use later because

be approached as ?more than just a collection of memories,? and proceededto give a

coming, and particularly strong in fiction
writers in the spring, with Karen Russell,
Teju Cole, and Michael Chabon.? Rotella

PROFESSOR PROFILE: ROSANNA DEMARCO

stocked bag with snacks, hand
sanitizer, and tissues. For those of
us who can hardly remember our
keys when we leave home, wouldn?t

understand the annoyance of being
sick, uncomfortable, and without
therelief of a tissue because chances are that they will get a cold and
be forced to leave their class midlecture to blow their noses.
As we enter into the colder

editorof The New Yorker, former Princeton
University professor, and winner of both
the Pulitzer and T.S. Eliotprizes. A distinguished poet, Muldoonshared a collection
of both lighthearted and profound poems
while speaking to his audience regarding
the inspiration behind his work.Muldoon
emphasized the ideathat poetry ought to

I?l

be honest?music is a big deal for me. If
it?s a big deal for you personally, and your
own music is something that you yourself

take pride in, then I?m not surprised that
someone else?s (admittedlysubjective)
?poor? taste in music bothers you. I don?t know if
I could handle someone who thought bands that I
perceive to be jokes were truly talented musicians.
Not thatthat wouldbe enough to end a relationship, but it?s definitely a weird situation, just

TAYLOR CAVALLO

She?ll appreciatethe effort andshe can?t be nearly as mad at you for not
liking somethingif you at leastgave it a try. You don?t have to like her music
andshe doesn?t have to likeyours either, but don?t force it on the otherper-

because you might think this shows youand your
girl are on two completelydifferent wavelengths.
Yet, if you know you?re not someone who particularly cares about
music and you find yourself nitpicking this about the girl, this is pointing to another issue. I think if that?s the case, maybe you?re trying to find
reasons why you?re turned off, and I would start to think on your own if
you?re sure about your feelings for her. While music taste is a big dealand
can tell you things about a person?s interests and personal style, it is also
not the end allbe all. My boyfriend and I generallylove allthe same music, but there are a few things we differon. It?s a nice way to get into new
things we might not have come across if it weren?t for the other person.
See how the relationship develops. If it?s going well, don?t let the music

son when she?s not interested in it.

bother you.

Alex Manta is an editor for The Heights. He can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.

Taylor Cavallo is an editor for The Heights. She can be reached at
features@bcheights.com.
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Marketing projects create a frenzy of ?like? notifications at BC
BY ASHLEY NEWSOME
For The Heights

possibilities is driving thebrand push. The

For the past month, Boston College

students? Facebook newsfeeds have been
flooded with pleas from their friends to
?like? their fan pages supporting various
brands or businesses. Confusion abounds
as people question why their friends have
suddenly become such strong advocates
for Five Guys Burgers and Fries, Solo cups,
Reservoir Liquors, or TransLoc. Are they
just trying to attract their friends? inter-

local business like Fin?s after a
did half of the
students in the CarrollSchool of Management (CSOM) suddenly land marketing
internships for these companies all at the
same time? It turns out that neitherof these
est to a

great dining experience,or

actually stems

from a desire for
something all BC students can sympathize
with: a good grade.

reason

Professor Victoria Crittenden developed the Facebook fan page project for
the CSOM Marketing Principles classes
as awayfor students to learn the theory
behind marketing in a practical application. Over the span of a month, students
must pick a brand and promote it in away

that will attract the most ?likes? to their
page. In addition to creating,maintaining,
and promoting their Facebook pages, the
students must put together a presentation
about the strategies behind theirmarketing
techniques in order to show that they understand the fundamentals of marketing.
Accordingto professor Edward Gonsalves,

those students who have been most successful have either picked
have done some interesting promoting. ?I
think digital and social media is so important now because the
traditionalmarketing toolsand techniques used in the past don?t
always work,? Gonsalves said. ?You have to think differently to
market your brand effectively.? Through the practical practice of
this project, marketing students are learning skills that will help
them in their future professions. Additionally, students have
a really good brand or

learned the importance of having a strong networkfor

success-

ful marketing. ?The most important thing I learned was that our
grade could actually be determined by how many friends we have
on Facebook, regardless of howmuch effort was put in,? said Rob
Garrett, CSOM ?l4.
The Facebookfan page project is just one of several ways that
professors at BC are incorporating social media into the classroom. Gonsalves? classesalso use You Tube as a marketing tool in
a project that promotes a specific product. This project addresses

the question ?How does something go viral?? Students must attempt to figure this out as they try to attract the most ?likes? to
their short You Tube video promotion of the
product. Incidentally, the product chosen for
this semester, the Teecil, was developedby one

charlOtte parish/heights eDitOr

Students are overwhelmed with requests to ?like? pages created by their friends in marketing classes.

much of an impact yet. Based on my experiencewith it, I think it
can have a borderlinerevolutionary effect.? Kane was given a grant
from the National Science Foundation to use social media in the

classroomandspecificallywantedto see howhewould incorporate
Twitter into his curriculum, which he continues to do to this day.
He warns faculty that they must be wary not to use social media
for social media?s sake. Instead, it is important to outline the goals
of theclassand then to determinehow incorporating social media
can help to reach those goals.
Even entire academic departments are embracing the social
media trend to provide their students with helpful information
andresources relevant to the major. It?s a brilliant move to capture
a student?s interest as he or she catches up on the day?s online
activity rather than just sending information out in an email that
will likely end up in the trash folder before the student has read
past the subject line.
Kane views social media use as a skill just like the standard
skillsof reading, writing, and arithmetic. As social mediaextends
its reach into the workplace, he anticipates a definite impact on
management and aims to teach his students how to handle the
benefits and drawbacks of what he refers to as the ?double-edged
sword? of technology. He cites a study in which 80 percent of

of his former students. Students market this
combinationgolf tee and pencil by posting pictures of theTeecil in attention-grabbingscenes
on Facebook, Twitter, or Instagram. One clever
group put a Teecil message on the Jumbotron
at Fenway Park, demonstrating the innovative
and competitive nature of BC students.
Freshmen and sophomores taking profes-

managersaffirmed theirbelief that socialmedia will be an incredibly important management tool in the future. Kane hopesto craft
his students into strong critical thinkers who can constructively
use social media to harness all of the potential power it has to
enhance theirfields.
Social mediahas already had an impact on various jobs, including journalism.?In my Globalizationin theMedia class, we had a

sor GeraldKane?s Computers in Management,
part of the CSOM core, use Twitter to facilitate class discussion through sharing articles
and responding to themvia their class list. ?It
creates a nice ongoing discussion throughout
the week,? Kane said. ?It turns a threehours a
week class into a 24/7 discussion. We spend a
lot of our class time talkingabout things we?ve
shared on our Twitter feed or class blog.?

for his

When asked about the impact social media
has had on higher education, Kane said, ?I
think it?s in the very early stages. Faculty are
generallypretty conservative when it comes to
using technology so I don?t think it has had
?

speaker come in and talk about how he uses Twitter for research

blog on occurrences in volatile areas of the Middle East,?
Mary
said
Bridget Kane, A&S ?l4. ?He said that social media is
important because it connects people in theworldthat otherwise
wouldn?t be able to talk to face to face.? Going along with that
theme, the classfollows a list on Twitter and they tweet feedback
on thevideos they watch in class to the filmmakers. Through this
technology, students can get answers quickly and easily to questions even though they can?t actually talk to the people.
Prominent social media use may still be a new development
in academics and the workplace, but its constant presence in the
lives of people throughout the world indicates it will be a permanent fixture in thesefields. Learning how to use it properly will
enhance the impact students will have in theirfuture jobs just like
any other critical skill. n

Campus proves particularly daunting for injured BC students
probably because they saw
last year,? Morrissey
joked. In fact, many students in her
ran into things, constantly. When I got position have mentioned that making
in the elevator I wouldconstantly crash social connections is actually easier with
into the back wall.? She mentionedthat the crutches or scooter because it not
weirdlooks she got from students were only is an easy conversation topic, but
worth the ease of the scooter compared it makes the student more memorable.
to the crutches, except for in one inThat is, if crutchies even can make it
stance. ?One time, I got stuck in CTRC out.
and had to call BCPD to let me through
?I didn?t go out. Iwould participate in
the door because it was past the hours the pregame, but I would just go to bed
that you could swipe between the two instead of going out,? Morrissey noted of
sections of the library. Now I know her social life adjustments. Venino said
all the handicapped ways around this he didn?t go out much either while on
crutches, with the exception of Maracampus, though.?
?It?s funny because once you?re on thon Monday, which helater regretted.
crutches, you seem to notice other ?I tried to go out on Marathon Monday,
people who are on crutches more,? but standing the whole dayon my ankle
Dorado noted. ?It?s like there?s a bond was just terrible. It swelled up so much,
between the two of you because you?re
and the whole thing definitely set me
facing the same daily difficulties.It?s an back on my recovery for awhile.?
Unfortunately, sacrifices have to
easy conversation starter too.?
?People definitely remember you be made in the interest of health for
more. A lot of times even when I go out
everyone. Students can?t participate in
now, people will tell me I look familiar,
most activities they did prior to having

Crutches, from

and I say it?s

D 1

me on

the scooter

crutches, and even after the crutches

until it?s healed.?

gone, they note a hesitancy to
participate to the extent they used to.
?I haven?t played basketball since that
day,? Venino said. ?In fact, that was over
six months ago, and I still haven?t done
any sort of running activity. I?m really
tentative because it?s just not worth it
after all that.?

While no one would choose to be on
crutches, it?s something that a surprising
numberof BC students have to dealwith.

are

These students get a unique perspective
on BC that they otherwise wouldn?t
have seen?even if it?s from behind the

handles of a motorized scooter. n

Dorado noted that the time on the
crutches can feel really drawn-out when
one?s in the midst of it, ?But in retrospect, I look back and it went by quickly.
It?s just a small part of my BC experience.? All of these students note feeling
a greater sympathy for others they see
on crutches these days. Their advice to

them, though, is just get through it, and
don?t push the recovery prematurely.
Dorado says to students currently dealing with this stressful predicament,
?Don?t give up. Just take the time to
relax. You?re going to be limited in your
abilities, and in some regards you have
an excuse to be lazy and takeit for what
it is. Don?t try to do anything too early

Daniel

Temporarily disabled students experience difficulties getting anywhere on
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Hockey fans thrive in an environment deeply rooted in tradition
Cheers, from

D 1

tending / It?s all your fault (four times),?
with a significant pause between each
statement, to really let it sink in. The goaltenders aren?t the only victims, though.
The BC Superfans often coordinatetheir
malevolence and single out any player
on the opposing team with a sarcastic
?Three cheers for [insert hockey player?s
name here], SUCK, SUCK, SUCK, three
cheers for sucking!? No member of the
away team is safe when the Eagles are on
the warpath. Finally, the more elaborate

chants target the entire opposing team as
a whole. When BC plays ?rival? Boston
University(BU), commonshouts include
?Safety School? and ?Get a Campus.? The
opponents reply by shouting ?Sunday
School.? When playing UMass Lowell,
Superfans often shout ?Low, Lower,
Lowest, Lowell, BU,? implying that
UMass is better than BU but still pretty
far down in the pecking order. Perhaps
the strangest to date, there are the chants
geared towards the Maine team and
their ?backward? ways. When BC plays
Maine, the BC crowd will sing a parody
to ?Wheels on the Bus?: ?The Wheels

on your House goround andround?all
throughMaine.? The originof this chant
isn?t exactly clear.
Now, for the big question, where did
all these chants come from? It?s difficult
to know for sure how long these chants
have been a part of the BC tradition. If
anything, the chants are the culmination of the many years of competitive
BC hockey playing. BC has won five
national championships (1949, 2001,
2008, 2010, and 2012) and the men?s
hockey coach, Jerry York, currentlyhas
more wins than any other active coach
in the NCAA (over 900). TheBC hockey

program sits at the peak of the college
hockey league and, as of right now, it?s
hard to see any decline in the near or
distant future. Of course, Superfans
can?t claim sole responsibility for all of
these chants. Some (like the ?sieve? and
?three cheers for sucking?) are common
to other collegehockey programs as well.
But the rival-specific chants (especially
the BU ones)reveal the personal touch
of the BC Superfan community.
Love them or hate them, the hockey
chants are here to stay and have become
an essentialpart of the BC hockey experience. Sure, some of them feel offensive

and excessivelymean-spirited. But even
the nicest fans often joinin and trashthe
hockeyteamfoolish enough to challenge
the BC Eagles. I have to acknowledge the
most recent additions to the BC Hockey
tradition:The BC ?Yellow Men? (two guys
who wear yellow one-piecespandex).The
?Yellow Men? (self-named ?Tornado?
and ?The Experience?) lead the student
section in their cheers and orchestrate
many of the chants talked about in this
article. The chants, the aggressive fans
and, of course, the BC ?Yellow Men? all
prove that the BC community reeks of
school spirit. n

Sweet Dreamzzz program illuminates unhealthy sleep habits
Sleep, from

D 1

helps themtakea look at theirhealth
holistically. It?s a onetime, one hour
meeting, where our health
coaches work with students to
improve their health
by seeing which

stand out
and which
ones they
might want
areas

change, and they strategize
with them some tips
for
behavior change,?
Cook
said.

a peer health education model
for the IHP program, which
utilizes BC students who are
interested in health and helping their peers. According to

in motivational interviewing

set up a

and enhancement to lead these
health conversations.
?Their motto is to motivate,
educate,andrefer. If theyrecog-

Th e
OHP uses

Cook, there are about 60-70
student health coaches who are

nize that a student client needs a
referral to a professional source,
like our nutritionist, University
counseling services, or to BC
Recreation to

we refer students out to those
resources on campus. So it?s
a great way to funnel all the
resources together and then
send the student back out to
where they would most benefit,?

to

trained and certified

personal fitness plan,

Cook said.
Students interested in

an IHP

interested in sleep health in
general should visit thewebsite or
stop by the OHP in Gasson 025,
wherethey can also pick up handy
promotional items, like the ear
plugs to tune out a pesky roommate. He or she might not appreciate the blockage, but it seems like
your body and mind?both tomorrow and in the long
run
will
thank
you. n
or
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